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ABSTRACT
STRIATAL COMPUTATIONS IN HEALTH AND PSYCHIATRIC DYSFUNCTION
Opeyemi O. Alabi
Marc V. Fuccillo
The ability to select actions based on internalized goals is a significant domain of animal fitness,
and particularly crucial in humans. These behaviors are guided by an ability to weigh the positive
and negative effects of an action and to learn from experience. Individuals with neuropsychiatric
disorders share common defects in this cognitive domain, yet a circuit understanding of this
computational dysfunction is unclear. Further progress requires a closer association between the
genes that cause neuropsychiatric disorders and the circuits that underlie observed
abnormalities. In this thesis, I begin by with an overview of current nosological and etiological
understanding of neuropsychiatric disease as well as current challenges in developing circuit
hypotheses of dysfunction. I move on to characterize a quantitative multidimensional behavioral
assay in mice that gives key insight into value-based action in this model system. Because of its
role in regulating motor output and reinforcement learning, the striatum was identified as a
potential circuit junction mediating critical cognitive computations. In vivo imaging of the direct
and indirect pathway of the dorsomedial striatum revealed broad overlap in encoding reward
costs and benefits in these cell populations, with the indirect pathway acting as a circuit substrate
for cost-benefit interactions. Finally, we leveraged these techniques to characterize goal-directed
dysfunction in the Nrxn1α model of neuropsychiatric dysfunction. We isolated this deficit to
excitatory projections from forebrain regions using conditional region-specific ablations of Nrxn1α.
In these mice, we observed abnormalities in encoding features of reward that serve as the circuit
correlate to observed choice abnormalities. In sum then, this thesis attempts to synthesize
quantitative behavioral, genetic and in vivo physiological techniques to characterize a circuit
intermediary between genetic mutations and neuropsychiatric cognitive symptoms.
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Abstract
Neuropsychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorders
(ASDs) and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) are a class of genetically
heterogenous disorders that manifest in significant derangement to social, motor
and cognitive domains of behavior. Recent work has characterized extensive
deficits in economic decision-making in these disorders[1-6], with shared domains
of dysfunction becoming an increasingly prevalent focus of analysis[7-10].
Because of these overlapping behavioral deficits and genetic studies indicating
insults to common biological pathways[11, 12], recent theories have posited shared
circuit loci mediating abnormal value-processing in neuropsychiatric
dysfunction[8, 10, 13]. Despite this conceptual advance, the mechanism through
which genetic insults perturb higher-order computational neural circuits is poorly
understood. Further progress requires establishing functional relationships between
genetic mutations, specific neural circuit disruptions, and the complex
computations that these circuits mediate to drive behavior. It has proved
challenging, however, to identify disease-relevant neural populations due to (1)
difficulty developing quantitative behavioral assays in relevant model systems with
trait-like readouts of cognitive control; (2) unclear associations between specific
computational processes and the circuits that implement them; (3) hurdles in the
identification, characterization and localization of genetically vulnerable, diseaseassociated neural substrates; (4) challenges in establishing correlative or causal
relationships between genetic insults and abnormal behavioral readouts. To
overcome these issues, we must test new conceptual approaches to modeling
complex cognitive behaviors in model systems, utilize genetic and physiological
tools to access neural systems [14] and shift focus towards in vivo circuit dynamics
coincident with computational behaviors. Such an integrated approach will provide
a model for contextualizing mutations in high-risk genetic variants in a circuitbased understanding of neuropsychiatric pathophysiology.
In this review, I describe recent theories of the computational deficiencies driving
abnormal action selection in neuropsychiatric disorders. I survey our current
understanding of the circuits mediating abnormal motor and cognitive processes
in these disorders, as well as techniques and insights for studying these cognitive
processes in experimentally tractable model systems. I close with an introduction
to the striatum’s potential as a critical junction in this computational neural
network. Inputs from cortical, thalamic and midbrain regions converge on the
striatum[15-17], anatomically positioning this structure as an integrative
computational hub for value and sensory processing. Due to its critical roles in
regulating motor control and cognitive processing[18-22], I argue that the
striatum is uniquely situated to mediate cognitive processes that are perturbed in
neuropsychiatric dysfunction.
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Neuropsychiatric
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Behavioral Manifestations of Neuropsychiatric Dysfunction
Neuropsychiatric disorders refer to a range of medical conditions typically
characterized by abnormalities in social and motor behavior, affect and cognition.
These disorders are thought to arise secondary to nervous system insults resulting
in dysfunction of regulatory neural circuits. Common neuropsychiatric disorders
include Schizophrenia, Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASDs), ObsessiveCompulsive Disorder (OCD), Tourette’s Syndrome and Attentional Deficit
Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD), among others. While current thought emphasizes
the role of neurodevelopmental irregularities across these disorders[23-26], their
phenotypic presentation is often distinct.

Schizophrenia presents with a constellation of symptoms in three categories:
positive, negative and cognitive [27, 28]. The positive symptoms of schizophrenia
primarily include persistent delusions (false beliefs) as well as visual and auditory
hallucinations. The negative symptoms encompass a blunted affect, anhedonia,
apathy and social withdrawal[27, 28]. The cognitive abnormalities resulting from
schizophrenia are numerous – representing an increasingly prominent domain of
dysfunction in the larger schizophrenia literature[1, 2, 29-32]. These deficits
include, but are not limited to, alterations in attentional mechanisms, working
memory impairment and deficits in executive functions[1, 2, 29-32]. Schizophrenia
3

typically presents in late adolescence to early adulthood and has a lifetime
prevalence of ~1% [27, 28, 33-35], though evidence suggests variations in
incidence across regions and groups of people [27, 28, 36] – likely due to varying
environmental factors and genetic vulnerabilities.

Autism

Spectrum

Disorders

comprise

a

range

of

heterogeneous

neurodevelopmental disorders that manifest in early childhood and present with
abnormal motor and social behaviors[37-41]. Like schizophrenia, individuals with
this disorder present with a diverse symptomatology. ASD-associated behavioral
deficits are classically grouped into three domains: impaired social interaction,
deficits in communication and restrictive, repetitive patterns of interest and
behavior[8, 37, 39-41]. While these deficits have dominated thought on autism
symptomology, cognitive and sensory deficits have long been recognized
comorbidities of this disorder [37, 42] Estimates for ASD prevalence range from
0.4% [38] to approximately 1% [42].

Other neuropsychiatric disorders have seen renewed focus as well. Tourette’s
Syndrome, characterized by childhood onset of rapid, involuntary, nonrhythmic
motor tics [43-45], gained attention after epidemiological studies revealed a
prevalence of 0.8-1% among school age children[43, 46]. Another emergent
disorder, OCD, manifests as repetitive, ritualized behaviors generated by
reoccurring intrusive thoughts and typically arises in late adolescence and early
adulthood[9, 47].
4

Overlap of Behavioral Endophenotypes in Neuropsychiatric Dysfunction
The phenotypic heterogeneity detailed above underscores the pathophysiological
complexity of neuropsychiatric disease, hindering streamlined investigation of
neural circuit mechanisms within and between disorders. Much recent thought,
however, has questioned the classification of this class of disorder as disjoint,
discrete phenomena [8, 48, 49]. Indeed, new theoretical and experimental work has
reframed our view of psychiatric dysfunction, emphasizing phenotypic overlap
between disorders[7-9, 50-52], challenging traditional neuropsychiatric disease
nosology.

In the past decade, multiple behavioral associations have been made between ASDs
and disorders such as ADHD[51, 53] and OCD[54-56], with a particular focus on
shared social and attentional deficits with ADHD and on overlapping repetitive
motor movements with OCD. Early stages of schizophrenia have shown
comorbidities with OCD[57-59]. Additionally, the comorbidity of Tourette’s
syndrome with OCD, ADHD and other psychiatric dysfunction may exceed 90%[9,
10, 43]. There is a large literature suggesting broad deficits in social reward
processing in ASD individuals[8, 39, 42, 60, 61], with similar deficits shown among
other disorders[62, 63]. The shared abnormalities are not limited to cognitive, social
and motor impairments, either. Gastrointestinal [64-66] and sleep [67] issues are
commonly observed in individuals with ASD, schizophrenia and other psychiatric
disorders. The coincident nature of neuropsychiatric symptomology presents a
unique opportunity to gain new insight into underlying neural mechanisms.
5

It is crucial, then, for new approaches to reframe our understanding of dysfunction
through new theoretical lenses that emphasize discrete underlying traits rather than
variable individual manifestations of symptoms. The concept of endophenotypes
was detailed by Gottesman and Gould[68] to describe circumscribed, dissociable
and inheritable traits in the study of genetic underpinnings of psychiatric
abnormalities.

These

traits

–

cognitive,

anatomical,

biochemical

or

neurophysiological in nature – are measurable features of neuropsychiatric disease,
detectable only through “biochemical test or microscopic examination”[68, 69].
The sum of these theories and new perspectives is a growing understanding that the
classification of neuropsychiatric diseases based on overt phenotypes, while
currently useful clinically, may not be the appropriate level of analysis for
identifying genetic and neural substrates of disease. Indeed, some have begun to
reframe our understanding of neuropsychiatric dysfunction as a continuum, with
overlapping endophenotypes recognized between several disorders[7, 43, 70].
Endophenotypes represent a conceptual leap, having closer associations to
underlying genetics[68, 71], reducing genetic complexity and facilitating
associations between genotypes and distal phenotypes.

Advances in Neuropsychiatric Disease Genetics Points to Dysfunction in
Overlapping Biological Pathways
The phenotypic diversity of neuropsychiatric dysfunction is matched in kind by the
complexity in their genetic etiology. The etiology of neuropsychiatric disorders is
multifactorial with significant effects for environmental and genetic perturbations.
6

Particular focus on the genetic underpinnings of neuropsychiatric dysfunction has
led to significant advances in foundational knowledge of disease etiology. Recent
genetic association studies have identified hundreds of genes that confer modestto-small risk of schizophrenia [11, 27, 72-74], ASD[38, 75, 76] and other disorders.
These numbers may be modest estimates as the sensitivity of association studies
improves. These studies present a rich parameter space from which to create higher
level associations between genes and phenotypes.

Specific mutations in a small subset of genes confer significant risk of
neuropsychiatric disease[76-78]. Rare de novo mutations, chromosomal
rearrangements, and inherited copy number variations in genes such as Shank3,
Nrxn1α, CNTNAP2 and others were revealed to greatly increase risk for psychiatric
dysfunction[38, 75, 79, 80]. While the incidence of any one of these variants is
individually small, together they contribute to a substantial subpopulation of
sporadic cases of neuropsychiatric disorders (e.g. ASD:10-25%[38]). It is of note
that although rare high-association gene variants confer significant risk, they are
rarely fully penetrant and indeed, the vast majority of ASD risk is conferred by
common gene variants in most cases[81-84]. This fact suggests that additional
genetic insults may modulate genetic burden, resulting in pathological circuit and
behavioral activity.

Interestingly, the risk profile of many high-risk variants encompasses multiple
neuropsychiatric disorders. Nrxn1α, for instance, has been shown to increase the
7

risk of schizophrenia [85-88], ASD [80, 85, 89, 90] and OCD[91]. Mutations in
Shank3 have associations to 22q13 deletion syndrome and ASD [92-94]. The use
of high-risk variants for study has been a popular practice dating back decades –
though some have called into question the utility of isolated mutations in model
systems

considering

the

combinatorial

genetic

model

of

psychiatric

pathophysiology[95, 96]. We must thus consider whether it is best to treat
individual genetic mutations as isolated events or as disruptions to an
interconnected node in a functional genetic network [77, 97-101] with downstream
and compensatory consequences. Ascertaining the interaction profile of individual
gene mutations will be a critical component of future investigation of disease
models.

In order to relate these new discoveries and theories to observed dysfunction,
investigators have begun to categorize the otherwise enigmatic associations
between genes and disease into biologically relevant divisions. Furthering the
concepts discussed above, network models of genetic association have revealed
putative biological pathways that may be sensitive to genetic insult. Classification
algorithms have grouped association genes into unique clusters, with an enrichment
for genes regulating progenitor cell proliferation, migration, and differentiation[97]
as well as chromatin modifiers and synaptic proteins[102]. It is interesting to
speculate whether gene mutations integrate at the level of these biological
pathways, with mutations in an individual pathway having correlated or
homogenous effects based on anatomical expression profile. These gene networks
8

may represent centralized biological pathways with regulatory functions on neural
circuit mechanics. Thus, genetic association data, while useful on its own, gains
further relevance when contextualized into biologically relevant quanta. These new
concepts represent a conceptual leap in how we understand neuropsychiatric
disease genetics, congruent to the relationship between endophenotypes and visible
disease manifestation. Both aid in bridging the genotype-phenotype relationship,
with endophenotypes deconstructing our understanding of expressed dysfunction,
facilitating genetic analysis, and gene network hypotheses building discrete
pathways with more functional relevance than individual genes.

A Circuit Hypothesis for Reward Processing Deficits in Neuropsychiatric
Disease

Common Defects in Executive Function
Deficits in cognition have been a core and understood feature of neuropsychiatric
dysfunction for decades.

Neuropsychological deficits in attention, working

memory, cognitive flexibility and other executive functions have firm associations
with schizophrenia and ASD, but also with OCD, Tourette’s and ADHD[1-6].
Deficits in higher order cognitive processes are of particular interest because they
represent composite processes – employing multiple basic functions in series and
in parallel [103, 104]. To characterize these abstract interactions, investigators have
successfully modeled cognition as discrete computational processes[105-111]
which can be implemented by small networks of neurons. These insights serve as
9

useful guides towards the characterization of real-world circuits. Further progress
requires the reintegration of these computational components to further aid the
characterization of circuits that underlie abstract cognition[112].

Among the cognitive processes associated with neuropsychiatric disease,
abnormalities in goal-directed action have become a focus of recent investigation.
Goal-directed behaviors are action sequences formulated to achieve particular
objectives in the context of environmental challenges or contingencies. The ability
to construct, select and execute these regulated action sequences is essential for
normal function – with broad implications for dysfunction. Initializing and
performing goal-directed actions relies on distributed neural systems responsible
for processing and regulating, among other features, attentional mechanisms,
motivation, sensory cues and reward feedback. The ability to utilize the outcome of
our actions to guide our subsequent behaviors is a large domain of human behavior
and a fundamental building block in learning processes. Effective selection of goaldirected action hinges upon the formation and flexible adaptation of actionoutcome associations. Positive and negative outcomes provide feedback that are
weighed against each other to modulate motor output to more efficiently pursue a
unique goal. The integration of information about reward costs and benefits
requires the comparison of disparate modalities of reinforcement to guide decision
making, suggestive of interesting circuit implementations of a fundamentally
computational process.
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Table 1.1 Reinforcement Deficits in Subjects Diagnosed with Schizophrenia
Deficit
Patients with schizophrenia exhibit deficits in context processing, with the
degree of abnormality correlated with the level of context-dependence in
task conditions. This deficit may account for abnormalities in attention,
working memory, reinforcement learning and inhibition in schizophrenic
patients. Several fMRI studies found that immediate contextual signals
failed to alter dorsolateral PFC activity sufficiently to select appropriate
goal representations[106, 113-119]

Tasks
AX-CPT
Stroop Task
Lexical
Disambiguation

Several studies have demonstrated that schizophrenic patients are less able
than controls to use feedback to guide decision-making. Importantly, these
patients demonstrated diminished neural activity in response to both
predictable and unpredictable reinforcement, especially in anterior
cingulate and orbitofrontal cortex. [120-125]

Probabilistic
Reinforcement and
Reversal learning

Schizophrenic patients exhibit deficits in reward-guided choice in
multiple task structures and conditions. There is some thought that
working memory deficits may contribute to deficits in reinforcement
learning in schizophrenic patients.[106, 115, 126, 127]

Iowa Gambling
Wisconsin
Sorting

Card

Conditional
Associative
Learning

Functional neuroimaging studies have detailed abnormalities in signaling
prediction errors in ventral striatum, concurrent with abnormal striatal
dopamine. Striatal dysfunction was observed in unmedicated
schizophrenia patients during a reversal learning task, renewing focus on
the striatum as a nexus of schizophrenic behavioral` abnormalities and
circuit pathology. [121, 122, 128-132]

Reversal Learning

Common Defects in Reward Processing
The reward system appears to be broadly impaired in neuropsychiatric disease. The
literature on reward processing deficits in schizophrenia is vast. Individuals with
this disorder exhibit impairments in action-outcome learning[133, 134], with
possible deficits in forming or integrating error signals[2, 3, 32] (see Table 1.1).
Deficits in delay discounting have also been associated with this disorder [13511

137]. Traditionally, ASD has been associated with restricted patterns of interest and
social reward impairments, but cognitive impairments in ASD have been
understood from the outset of its characterization[37] and there are numerous
studies characterizing reinforcement learning deficits in this patient population[5,
6] (see Table 1.2). Additionally, a growing literature suggests reward processing
deficits in Tourette’s, OCD and other forms of psychiatric dysfunction[138-140].

At the core of the abnormalities detailed above is broad impairment in the
representation, computation and utilization of reward feedback to guide volitional
motor movements oriented towards the achievement of a goal. These aberrant value
calculations lead to blunted or irregular action-outcome associations, precipitating
a domain of maladaptive behavior that seems shared across neuropsychiatric
disorders. Investigating deficits in the reward system as an endophenotype of
psychiatric dysfunction permits us to make interesting associations between gene
dysfunction, circuit mediators of behavior and abnormal value-based actions. In
concert with the common genetic strands of these disorders, the correlated
impairments in computational processing of reward provide logical kernels,
suggestive of overlapping mechanisms of circuit dysfunction in neuropsychiatric
disease.
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Table 1.2 Reinforcement Deficits in Subjects Diagnosed with Autism
Deficit

Tasks

Human patients with Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) were shown to
have deficits in reinforcement learning. Specifically, they exhibited
impaired reward retrieval associated with less flexible updating of
reinforcement history. These deficits were hypothesized to be mediated by
orbito-frontal cortex, with relative sparing of the basal ganglia. [6, 141143]. Additional studies showed a deficit in using effort costs to guide
behavior [144]

Probabilistic
Reinforcement
Learning

Diminished neural responses were observed to both social and monetary
reward in functional imaging of ASD patients. These imaging studies
demonstrate abnormal fronto-striatal activity, with association to both
reward modalities (social > monetary). Thus, the fronto-striatal circuit has
potential functionality as a neural substrate for altered reward
processing[145-149]

Probabilistic
Prediction Error

Category
Discrimination

Probabilistic
Category Learning
(Weather
Prediction Task)
CPT w/ Monetary
Incentive

In a monetary anticipation task, affected individuals exhibited blunted
responding in nucleus accumbens and hippocampus, followed by
hyperactivation of midfrontal and anterior cingulate regions during
outcomes [150]

Delay
Task

Incentive

Investigating Circuit Mechanisms of Neuropsychiatric Dysfunction
Animal Models of Goal-Directed Behavior
In order to characterize circuit structures mediating discrete elements of abstract
concepts, such as value, we must develop quantitative behavioral paradigms that
capture components of reward processing in model systems with high experimental
controllability. Ideal model systems must demonstrate a robust capacity to adjust
decision-making strategies in the face of new information. Such adaptive decisionmaking represents a set of complex cognitive processes that are challenging to
13

model in animal systems – at least in ways considered relevant for human
pathological processes [95, 151-153]. Animal models of psychiatric disorders are
traditionally evaluated on three criteria of external validity, defined by Willner in
1984[153]: predictive, face and construct validity. The predictive validity of a
model refers to its prognostic potential, especially in response to pharmacological
intervention[154]. Construct validity questions the mechanistic overlap of the
model and human disorder[155]. Face validity (i.e. logical validity) refers to the
facility of a model to recapitulate core behavioral, pathological or biochemical
processes of disease[96]. The subjective nature of key elements of neuropsychiatric
symptomology and doubts about the correspondence of animal modeling with
abstract human cognition have slowed progress in the investigation of circuit
dysfunctions mediating abnormal goal-directed behavior. Nevertheless, new
approaches in cognitive and computational neuroscience, novel imaging techniques
and genetic, optogenetic and pharmacological advances present a new opportunity
to dissect the circuit mechanism of disease processes.

Diverse model systems have been employed in recent decades to explore the neural
circuit implementation of value and reward in the brain. The “gold-standard” for
these and other types of decision-making studies has long been primates[156-158]
due to behavioral and structural homology with humans. These behavioral
correlates span social communication [159] as well as reward processing and
decision making [107, 108, 160]. The homology of primate circuits mediating
social interaction, motor behavior and reward processing is similarly impressive
14

[161]. Concerns about the ethical use of primate systems [162], as well as a
comparative lack of genetic tractability and long gestation times hinder the use of
primates as model systems for the circuit underpinnings of neuropsychiatric
dysfunction. Nevertheless, it has recently become possible to create transgenic nonhuman primates[163, 164] – a significant advance for future investigation. Still, it
will be hard to replicate the full circuit-level toolbox in NHPs currently employed
in other systems on a short time-scale.

Non-mammalian model systems have also seen renewed use as models of
neuropsychiatric dysfunction. Zebrafish provide a high degree of genetic control,
are low-cost and reproduce frequently with low gestation latencies. Zebra fish
exhibited well-understood sensorimotor behaviors and have well characterized –
and pliable[165] – circuity. These animals are well known to be social[166] and
there is a growing literature on the use of zebrafish as a model for social deficits in
ASD[167, 168]. Furthermore, there are critical similarities in the brain of zebrafish
and of mammals [169, 170]. Despite these advantages, the use of zebrafish for
modeling learning and decision-making is a very recent advance [167, 169]. More
work must be done to demonstrate the cognitive complexity of zebrafish behavior
and the homology of those behaviors with human cognition. Other systems like
drosophila[171, 172] and C.elegans [173] are also capable of decision-making
tasks – but face similar issues of external validity as models of more complicated
human cognitive processes.

15

Rodents, then, provide the ideal complement of genetic control, gestation latency
and – we argue – computational cognitive aptitude necessary to understand the
circuit mechanisms of neuropsychiatric dysfunction. Murine systems offer
numerous advantageous pharmacological, optogenetic and molecular approaches
for circuit dissection [158, 174, 175]. Behavioral approaches in rats (and nonhuman primates) are the bedrock of current theory on reward processing and
learning. Using this model system, neural implementations of value in the selection
of action have been characterized [176] and relevant structures for goal-directed
modes of responding have been revealed [177-180]. Still, despite a growing genetic
toolbox, rats systems do not currently have the same genetic and in vivo
physiological tractability as mice[175]

Decision-making studies in mice are numerous, encompassing probabilistic reward,
cued auditory discrimination and perceptual decision making tasks[181-183]. At
the same time, the tools for studying mouse circuit dynamics continue to become
more sophisticated [175]. Despite the popularity of this system, however, there
have been doubts about the capacity of mice to perform difficult computations
(such as dynamically integrating reward benefit and cost signals synchronously)
that guide performance in complex behavioral tasks [158, 174, 184]. The use of
mice in tasks that require economic choice behavior, which integrates different
modalities of reward - and thus represents a higher cognitive challenge – is limited
[185]. Thus, while mice are likely the ideal system to interrogate circuits, the
behavioral paradigms for the investigation of neural elements of value is limited.
16

Mouse Models of Neuropsychiatric Dysfunction
The mouse literature related to neuropsychiatric dysfunction is vast. For instance,
well over 70 different genetic mouse models have been investigated in relation to
ASD [186], with more developed in the past decade. Models of these disorders have
sometimes been flawed, with mutations to the same gene producing inconsistent
phenotypes [187, 188] - perhaps due to the difference in complexity of human
etiology and single gene loss-of-function in model systems. Nevertheless, the study
of these model systems in several motor and simple cognitive domains of
neuropsychiatric dysfunction presents us with a roadmap for isolating circuit
substrates for higher-order cognitive deficits.

A good example of this experimental roadmap is seen in the SHANK family of
synaptic scaffolding proteins. SHANK proteins play a critical function in
organizing postsynaptic signal proteins and the formation of synaptic spines([92,
189-192]). Critically, dysfunction in these proteins are associated with a number of
neurodevelopmental processes that may underly subsequent abnormalities. Mouse
models of Shank2 deletion have shown compensatory upregulation of Shank3 and
ionotropic glutamate receptor alteration[193, 194]. These mice exhibited several
“autistic-like” behaviors, such as repetitive grooming and jumping, as well as
abnormalities in social behavior. Deletions of Shank3 have produced similar social
and repetitive motor deficits in mice([190, 192, 195, 196]), interestingly correlated
with morphological abnormalities in striatal SPNs and post-synaptic impairments
in cortico-striatal connectivity[190]. Neuroligin3 is an X-linked gene, associated
17

with neuropsychiatric dysfunction, that codes for a postsynaptic cell adhesion
molecule. Interestingly, while Nlgn3 knockout has not produced a social interaction
phenotype in mice, an R451C knockin has been shown to increase inhibitory, rather
than excitatory, synaptic transmission. This knockin model exhibited impaired
social interactions as well as enhanced spatial learning[197].

Neurexin1α(Nrxn1α), part of the Neurexin family of cell adhesion molecules that
complex with the Neuroligin family, is an evolutionarily conserved presynaptic
protein with significant associations to ASD and schizophrenia[38, 76, 80, 198]
among others. Six principle neurexin isoforms are transcribed from three neurexin
genes, but extensive alternative splicing of neurexin mRNA leads to potentially
hundreds of neurexin isoforms[199, 200]. These isoforms have different expression
patterns and Nrxn1α, in particular, has been shown to have high expression in
cortical, cerebellar, thalamic and hippocampal structures[200, 201], regions which
regulate aspects of cognition. Previous studies of Neurexin1α KO mice have
demonstrated deficits in excitatory synaptic transmission strength in acute
hippocampal slices and a complex, non-overlapping set of behavioral changes,
including increased repetitive grooming, impaired pre-pulse inhibition and
enhanced motor learning on an accelerating rotarod task[85, 202-204]. This final
abnormality – a model for the acquisition of repetitive motor behaviors – is seen in
a number of mouse models of neuropsychiatric dysfunction including mice with
mutations to CHD8[200] and Nlgn3[205], but not Shank3[190]. This overlap again
underscores the concept of potentially shared mechanisms of dysfunction in the
18

progression from gene mutation to observed phenotype. The study of these
behaviors also underscores another point – that while several phenotypes of motor
and simple cognitive processes have been well characterized in genetic models,
phenotypes of higher order cognitive processes, such as the integration of reward
into decision-making, are still unclear.

Necessities For Quantitative Value-Based Behavioral Paradigms in Mice
While external validity refers to the general applicability of conclusions, internal
validity addresses the stability and reproducibility of experimental design[206].
Further advancement in using rodent systems to understand the circuit basis of
computational deficits precipitated by genetic mutations requires the development
of reliable value-based assays that 1) challenge animals to integrate cost, benefit
and other aspects of reward; 2) capture trait-like elements of mouse behavior.
These behaviors should be sensitive to the complex interaction of different reward
modalities and produce consistent results at the individual-animal scale. Some
have suggested that because of the motivational abnormalities associated with
several disorders, tasks should have a “free condition”, allowing mouse models to
determine if and when to engage with task requirements [207]. Advances in the
implementation of machine learning and computational models[208, 209] will aid
in quantifying these decision-making processes – giving greater insight to
cognitive processes guiding behavior and behavioral correlates of value to
contextualize functional measures of dynamic circuits. By developing
sophisticated behavioral paradigms and choice models we can utilize mice to
19

perform complex cognitive processes that, we argue, have significant homology
with human cognition. Modern techniques and in vivo recordings give real-time
insight into circuit dynamics, facilitating the relation between circuit function and
subsequent behavior.

Striatum As A Circuit Substrate Junction in Computational Circuitry
The Striatum As A Functional Integrator
Social, attentional and reward processing mechanisms are highly complex
cognitive

constructs

that

require

the

interaction

of

multimodal

and

multidimensional information. Generating hypotheses on circuits mediating these
interactions requires functional and structural insights into neural circuits. We have
emphasized the distributed neural systems necessary to make value-based
decisions. This process is computational in nature, an integrative calculation of
distinct streams of information in which the benefits of actions are weighed against
the cost of obtaining them. A circuit mediator of such a process would 1) exhibit
clear encoding of multimodal reward information 2) act as an integrator of those
distinct information streams and 3) have a mechanism for implementing these
reward values in behavior.

Due to its critical roles in regulating motor control and reward processing [18], the
striatum has been proposed as a putative junction in this computational neural
circuity[8]. The striatum is the primary input structure of the basal ganglia, a
complex subcortical network comprised of multiple interconnected nuclei
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including the globus pallidus, ventral pallidum, substantia nigra and subthalamic
nucleus. The striatum has a complex internal neurochemical organization and is
anatomically subdivided into the dorsomedial striatum, dorsolateral striatum, and
ventral striatum (composed of the nucleus accumbens and olfactory tubercle), an
anatomical classification that reflects the functional diversity of these
compartments[178, 179, 205].

The principal neurons of the striatum are GABAergic spiny projection neurons
(SPNs) of two primary phenotypes, differentiated by the expression of either
Dopamine Receptor D1 (D1 SPN) or Dopamine Receptor D2 (D2 SPN). Small
numbers of regulatory GABAergic and cholinergic interneurons also populate the
striatum and regulate striatal circuits. A recent study showed that, despite their
sparsity, low-threshold spiking interneurons (LTSIs) acted as a gate to goaldirected learning[210]. A traditional Go/No-Go decision process is often thought
to be implemented by the striatum via opposing activity of the direct (D1)
pathway and indirect (D2) pathway[211, 212]. Optogenetic manipulations of
these pathway has also produced opposing motor effects in mice, with direct
pathway stimulation increasing motor activity and indirect pathway stimulation
limiting it[22].

Other critical cognitive functions, such as reward processing, are thought to be
implemented by striatum as well. Indeed, the literature on action-specific reward
value representation in the striatum is vast [213-215]. An actor-critic model has
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been used to describe the integration of reward information into decision making:
the cortex represents the current state while the ventral striatum, the critic, learns
state values[216-219] and the dorsal striatum, the actor, learns stimulus-response
associations. In this model, the actor makes choices that result in outcomes that
the critic evaluates for “goodness”. Both actor and critic use reward predictions
errors. The critic learns what feedback to give for what action, while the actor
generates better policies of action [216]. Another view sees the striatum as a
selector of action options generated in cortex[220]. Critical views of value
encoding suggest that D1 and D2 signaling in the striatum differentially encode
positive and negative outcomes [123, 182, 221, 222].

The Striatum As An Anatomical Integrator
As the principal input structure of the basal ganglia, the striatum receives significant
afferent input from multiple brain regions[15-17]. The dorsal and ventral
subdomains of the striatum receive a unique complement of convergent excitatory
projection inputs from motor and sensory cortex, prefrontal cortical regions and
thalamic nuclei[15, 16]. They also receive dopaminergic and cholinergic afferent
inputs from the midbrain (VTA and SNc[15, 223]) and the pedunculopontine
nucleus[15, 224]. The diversity of afferent inputs also occurs at the level of direct
and indirect pathway neurons with limbic and sensory structures exhibiting greater
interactions with the direct pathway and motor cortical inputs preferentially
innervating the indirect pathway[15]. It is thought that these afferent inputs play a
crucial role in regulating the activity of striatal output to downstream nuclei - and
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thus in regulating the motivated behaviors and cognitive functions the basal ganglia
governs[18, 225-229].

Existing studies have heavily implicated broad cortical regions in the regulation
of action-outcome association and formation of subjective values. A plethora of
studies have demonstrated that the orbitofrontal cortex, known to send vast
projections to dorsal striatum [15], plays a critical role in flexibly generating the
expected value of anticipated reward [230-233]. Lesion studies of the OFC have
established that insults to this brain region result in impairments in paradigms that
require the flexible updating of action-outcome associations. Other studies have
shown unique reward-related roles for the lateral prefrontal cortex, such as
reward-dependent modulation of working memory[231] and forming associations
between motivated behaviors and their outcomes[234]. Interestingly, human
patients with damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex have been shown to
have deficits in value-based decision-making tasks, but not perceptual decisionmaking tasks. Critically, these value-mediating cortical structures densely
innervate the striatum[15-17]. Thus, a global view of the striatum’s role in the
computational process of integrating benefits and rewards synthesizes: 1) the
reward processing functions of striatally-projecting brain regions, such as the
OFC and mPFC 2) the striatum’s putative encoding of benefit and cost 3) the
striatum’s role in selecting and instantiating motor movements[235, 236].
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With its anatomical role as an integrator of information streams and compelling
evidence of its encoding of relevant task values, we propose that the striatum is
both functionally and anatomically situated to act as a circuit mediator of the
computational processes this review have discussed. It is of note that there is an
increasing body of evidence linking striatal dysfunction and morphological
abnormality with psychiatric dysfunction. A number of MRI studies, for instance,
have detailed gross structural abnormalities in the caudate of patients with autism
spectrum disorder[237-239]. Other imaging studies have implicated corticostriatal connectivity in ASD and OCD. [240-242].
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Abstract
Value-based decision making relies on distributed neural systems that
weigh the benefits of actions against the cost required to obtain a given outcome.
Perturbations of these systems are thought to underlie abnormalities in action
selection seen across many neuropsychiatric disorders. Genetic tools in mice
provide a promising opportunity to explore the cellular components of these
systems and their molecular foundations. However, few tasks have been designed
that robustly characterize how individual mice integrate differential reward benefits
and cost in their selection of actions. Here we present a forced-choice, twoalternative task in which each option is associated with a specific reward outcome
and unique operant contingency. We employed global and individual trial measures
to assess the choice patterns and behavioral flexibility of mice in response to
differing “choice benefits” (modeled as varying reward magnitude ratios) and
different modalities of “choice cost” (modeled as either increasing repetitive motor
output to obtain reward or increased delay to reward delivery). We demonstrate that
1) mouse choice is highly sensitive to the relative benefit of outcomes; 2) choice
costs are heavily discounted in environments with large discrepancies in relative
reward; 3) divergent cost modalities are differentially integrated into action
selection; 4) individual mouse sensitivity to reward benefit is correlated with
sensitivity to reward costs. These paradigms reveal stable individual animal
differences in value-based action selection, thereby providing a foundation for
interrogating the neural circuit and molecular pathophysiology of goal-directed
dysfunction.
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Introduction
In order to make optimal choices in a complex world, individuals must be sensitive
to the costs and benefits of particular actions and integrate those components to
holistically control motor output [1-5]. As neuroeconomic approaches to decisionmaking have flourished [6-9], there is increasing interest in the cellular and circuitlevel neural mechanisms that support value-based action selection [5, 10-13]. These
directions provide a strong foundation to better understand how physiological
differences in reward processing contribute to behavioral diversity. Furthermore,
they may eventually inform our conception of neuropsychiatric disorders, which
often manifest deficits in value-based choice as major features of their behavioral
pathology [14-20].

A number of model systems have been employed to characterize the behavioral
aspects of reward processing as well as the neural circuits mediating value
representation in the brain [6, 10, 21-24]. While the “gold-standard” for these
cognitive studies has long been primates [21, 25], rodents offer numerous
advantages for pharmacological, cell-type and circuit-specific molecular
approaches [26, 27]. Accordingly, behavioral approaches in rats have significantly
informed our understanding of the interplay between reward processing and choice.
While too numerous to cover here, paradigms such as devaluation, reversal
learning, delayed-discounting, operant response scheduling and probabilistic
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reward tasks have been employed to examine value encoding, response flexibility,
time-dependent value decay, willingness to work and choice patterns under
uncertainty, respectively [28]. Manipulations and recordings done in the context of
these behavioral models have begun to reveal the contribution of distinct brain
regions to aspects of value processing and goal-directed decision making [29-34].

The use of mice to characterize economic choice behavior has thus far received less
attention. While there have been doubts about the ability of mice to perform the
complex cognitive tasks required to assess value-based choice [27, 35, 36], recent
work contradicts this idea [37-39]. As in rat, choice selection under outcome
uncertainty has successfully been modeled with alternatives of varying reward
probability [37, 38, 40]. In addition, the integration of choice benefit and cost has
been explored within the context of delayed discounting, whereby larger reward
volumes are associated with longer temporal delay to reward delivery [41-43]. A
related attempt at quantifying the discounting of benefit took advantage of the
natural tendency for mice to avoid brightly lit spaces as a fixed cost against which
rising benefits were compared [3]. In our work, we sought to systematically
investigate how benefits and two distinct types of action-associated cost are
integrated to regulate action selection, with a specific focus on individual mouse
differences. Towards this end, we developed a trial-based, forced-choice, serial
reversal paradigm that forces mice to make sequential decisions by using previous
reward history to continually update subjective choice values. To characterize the
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subjective value of actions, we measured response bias and performance across a
wide dynamic range of reward outcomes and contingencies.

We demonstrate that mice behaviorally manifest internal representations of value
by altering the distribution and execution of their choices in response to previously
rewarded outcome magnitudes. Furthermore, we show that two unique cost
modalities, increased effort to reward and increased delay to reward, generate
similar devalued responses but integrate into decision-making via divergent choice
mechanisms. Finally, longitudinal, cross-session analysis of individual animal
value-processing revealed stable patterns of behavioral performance, consistent
with reproducible “trait-like” responses to reward, effort and delay. Together, these
findings represent a robust behavioral approach for understanding circuit control of
value-based choice in normal and disease-modeled states.

Materials and Methods:
Animal Subjects
Animal procedures were approved by the University of Pennsylvania Harbor
Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee and carried out in accordance with
National Institutes of Health standards. Twenty-four adult male C57Bl6/J mice
(The Jackson Laboratory, stock# 000664) were used in this study. Animals were
housed in cages of at least 4, with ad libitum access to water. Mice were fooddeprived to 85-90% of normal body weight and maintained at this level for the
duration of experiments. On days in which no experiments were conducted, mice
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were weighed and allocated 0.2 grams extra chow relative to their recent daily
allowance to account for differences in caloric intake between experimental and
non-experimental days. Mice were given supplemental food if their weight fell
below 85% of their initial weight. Mice were kept on a 7AM-7PM regular lightdark cycle and maintained in constant temperature and humidity conditions.
Behavioral Apparatus and Task Structure
All experiments were conducted inside a modular chamber with dimensions 8.5×
7.12 × 5 inches (W × D × H) (Med Associates, Inc., Burlington, VT). Each chamber
contained a modified reward magazine through which liquid reward was pumped
directly into a custom-made receptacle. On either side of the magazine were
retractable levers which had to be fully depressed to register choices. A light in the
magazine turned on to indicate the beginning of each trial, after which animals were
required to make a sustained (200msec) magazine head entry to initiate the choice
period. The choice period was marked by the extension of levers on either side of
the reward magazine, illumination of lights immediately above the protracted
levers, and extinction of the magazine light. Mice then had an x-sec temporal
window (contingent on current protocol) to register choice via lever press, after
which the lever retracted and the trial was considered an omission. Following
successful choice selection, the levers were retracted and a variable volume of
liquid reward (Boost, 70%, Nestlé) was delivered via the center magazine, which
had its light turned on for the duration of the reward period. Reward volumes were
determined by variable activation time of single-speed syringe pumps (predetermined for each pump in prior calibration sessions, Med Associates). Mice
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were allowed 5sec. for reward consumption after which all box lights were inactive
for a 1sec. inter-trial interval prior to next trial start. All magazine entries (detected
by interruption of infrared beam) and lever presses were recorded by
MedAssociates software (MedPC-IV). Data were exported to Microsoft Excel via
MedAssociates software (MED-PC to Excel).
Simple Action Outcome Contingency
In the first stage of training, animals were habituated to behavioral boxes for 10
min., followed by a program that delivered 10µL of reward every minute for 40
min. via the magazine port. Reward delivery was not contingent on mouse choice.
Upon reward delivery, the magazine light turned on for 10 seconds to cue the mouse
to reward, followed by a 50sec. inter-trial interval. After 3 days in this introductory
program, mice learned a lever press-reward contingency. Trials were initiated as
described previously. During the choice phase, 1 of 2 levers were protracted, at
random, on each trial. Mice had a 10sec. temporal window to register their choice
via lever press, otherwise the lever retracted and the trial was considered an
omission. If animals registered a selection within the given choice time, 10uL of
reward was delivered (Prew= 1.0). Sessions lasted 45 min with no trial number
limits. After 9 sessions, mice that had completed 2 consecutive days of >150 trials
or 1 day >200 trials progressed to the serial reversal task. If mice missed this
deadline, they were again assessed after sessions 12 and 15. Mice that failed to meet
these criteria by session 15 were excluded from the study (n=3).
Serial Reversal Task
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Animals that met the criteria for acquisition of the action-outcome contingency
progressed to a forced-choice two-alternative serial reversal paradigm. Trials began
as in the previous protocol, with illumination of the magazine light. Again, mice
initiated trials with a 200-millisecond sustained magazine entry, which led to the
choice period. Mice then had a 5sec. temporal window to register their choice via
lever press, otherwise the lever retracted and the trial was considered an omission.
On every trial, both levers were presented. Reward volumes were varied according
to experiment and reward probabilities (Prew= 1.0, 0.7, 0.4 ) were equally applied
to both levers. These contingencies were held constant for the duration of a session.
Following choice selection, both levers retracted and the 5sec. reward phase
initiated.
To prevent outcome-insensitive behavior, we employed a “moving window” to
trigger changes in lever-reward association (Figure1B). When 8 of the last 10
actions were allocated to the large reward volume side, an un-cued contingency
shift flipped the lateralization of the high and low benefit alternatives. The
probability of reinforcement as well as the relative reward contrast between choices
were kept consistent over individual sessions. Sessions were limited to 1 hour, or
360 trials, whichever occurred first. Each relative reward contingency was
performed on the same animal in a semi-random order (contingencies were never
repeated on adjacent days).
Application of Response Costs
We decided to model costs as operant contingencies that either increased the
number of required operant responses or the temporal delay prior to reward
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delivery. Costs were exclusively associated with the large reward benefit
alternative in all contingencies. In tasks in which repetitive motor output was
required, selection of an alternative led to retraction of the unselected lever and
extinction of the corresponding lever light. The selected alternative remained
protracted until the animal completed the required motor repetitions. In tasks in
which a temporal disparity was introduced between choice and outcome, selection
of an alternative initiated the requisite time disparity, with no light indicating the
presence of reward. Upon completion of the time delay, the reward period was
triggered with the illumination of magazine light and delivery of the appropriate
volume of reward. Each cost-benefit contingency was performed on the same
animal in a semi-random order (contingencies were never repeated on adjacent
days).
Analysis of Behavioral Performance
Data were analyzed using custom-written scripts developed in R Studio (3.3.1) [44],
making use of base functions supplemented by Rmisc [45], plyr [46] and reshape2
[47] packages. All analysis code is freely available upon request.

The Average Block Length over the course of a session was calculated as:

𝑛

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ = (∑ 𝐵𝐿𝑖 )⁄𝑛
𝑖=1
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where 𝐵𝐿𝑖 refers to the number of trials till a contingency switch in the ith block
of an individual session and n is the number of blocks completed in a session.

Overall session performance was calculated as:
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏(𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑) =

𝐶𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒
𝐶𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

where 𝐶𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 and 𝐶𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 refer to the total number of choices to the large reward
alternative and the total number of choices made in an individual session,
respectively.

The Relative Action Value of a larger volume outcome, A, versus a smaller volume
outcome, B, was calculated as:

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = ln (

Pr (𝐴)
(1 − Pr (𝐴))
Pr (𝐵)
(
)
1 − Pr (𝐵)

)

where Pr(A) and Pr(B) refer to the probability that mice stay on the choice
alternative producing the larger volume outcome (A) and the smaller volume
outcome (B), respectively, on the T-1 trial.

Adaptability Index was calculated as:
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𝑛

𝐴𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = (∑
𝑖=1

𝑝𝑟𝑒

where 𝐿𝑖

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

and 𝐿𝑖

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡
𝑝𝑟𝑒
𝑝𝑟𝑒
(𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡
− 𝑆𝑖 ) + (𝐿𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖 )
𝑖
)⁄𝑛
10

refer to the number of large alternative selections in the ten
𝑝𝑟𝑒

trials before and after the ith contingency switch in an individual session and 𝑆𝑖
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

and 𝑆𝑖

refer to the number of small alternative selections in the same time

window. n is the number of blocks completed in a session.

Relative Initiation Latency was calculated as:

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 𝑡𝑜 𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝐿𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 − 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝐿𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙

where LatInitLarge and LatInitSmall refer to the average latency to initiate trials
following large reward and small reward outcomes, respectively, in an individual
session.

The extent to which the application of reward costs affected the choice
distribution of individual animals was calculated as:

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝑅𝐴𝑉𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 − 𝑅𝐴𝑉𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡
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where 𝑅𝐴𝑉𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 and 𝑅𝐴𝑉𝑁𝑜𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 refer to the relative action values for animals in
reward contingencies with and without cost considerations, respectively. The
magnitude of values represent the degree to which costs decrease (negative values)
or increase (positive values) the relative value of choice alternatives to which costs
have been applied. The relative sensitivity of animals to particular cost modalities
was calculated as the z-score of this value.

A logistic regression model was used to model current choice as a function of past
actions (n=5 trials) and their resulting outcomes:

𝑛

𝑛

𝑛

𝑝=1

𝑝=1

𝑝=1

𝑅(𝑖)
log (
) = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑝𝐿𝑅 𝐿𝑅 (𝑖 − 𝑝) + ∑ 𝛽𝑝𝑆𝑅 𝑆𝑅 (𝑖 − 𝑝) + ∑ 𝛽𝑝𝑁𝑅 𝑁𝑅(𝑖 − 𝑝) + 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟
1 − 𝑅(𝑖)

where 𝑅(𝑖) is the probability of choosing the right-sided alternative on the ith,
current, trial. LR(i-p), SR(i-p) and NR(i-p) refer to the outcomes of the pth previous
trial. LR(i-p) is defined such that LR(i-p) = +1 if an animal received a large reward
on the pth previous trial resulting from a right press, a -1 if an animal received a
large reward on the pth previous trial resulting from a left press and 0 if the animal
did not receive a large reward. SR(i-p) and NR(i-p) are defined similarly for trials
that resulted in small reward and no reward outcomes, respectively. Together these
variables account for lateralization of past choices and the resultant outcomes. This
method assumes equivalent reinforcement from outcomes regardless of the
lateralization of choice. Regression coefficients were fit to individual mouse data
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using the glm function in R with the binomial error distribution family. Coefficient
values for individual mice were averaged to generate the plots and perform the
analysis observed in Fig.1F and Supp. Fig.2.

Reinforcement Learning Model
We fit an adapted Q-Learning Reinforcement Model with 4 parameters to our
behavioral data [48, 49]. The input to this model was the sequence of choices of
each mouse and resulting outcomes. Similar to our logistic regression model, the
reinforcement model assumes that choice behavior is heavily influenced by the
subjective value of each alternative on a given trial. Action values for the two
alternatives were initiated at 0 and values were updated via the following rule:

𝑄𝑡+1 = 𝑄𝑡 + 𝛼(𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 )

where 𝑄𝑡 is the value of the action taken on trial t and 𝑅𝑡 is the reward volume
resulting from that action. 𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 thus defines the reward prediction error on a
given trial and this value, scaled by the learning rate (α), is used to update the value
of subsequent actions. In this context, α determines the extent to which new
information about the state-action pairing alters subsequent behavior. In keeping
with standard Q-learning models, values for the unchosen alternative were not
updated. In order to model the choice behavior of mice based on these action
values, we implemented a softmax decision function to convert values into action
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probabilities. The operator computed the probability of choosing an alternative A
on trial t as:

𝑃𝐴 (𝑡) =

1
1+ 𝑒 −𝑧

, where

𝑧 = 𝛽(𝑄𝐴 (𝑡) − 𝑄𝐵 (𝑡)) + 𝜅𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝑐

The inverse temperature parameter, β, is the regression weight linking the values of
each option to the choice output. High values for 𝛽 indicate mice more readily
exploit differences in action values between the alternatives, while lower values
suggest that mice exhibit more exploratory behavior. To account for the global
preference or aversion of mice to choices they have recently made, we included a
term, 𝜅𝐶𝑡−1 , where 𝐶𝑡−1 is an indicator variable that denotes whether the animal
selected alternative A on the previous trial (𝐶𝑡−1 = 1 if animal selected choice A
and = -1 otherwise). 𝜅 represents the extent to which the animal’s previous choice
influences its subsequent choice irrespective of outcome. The constant value, c,
captures any existing preference for a particular choice alternative. In order to fit
this model to our choice data we performed a maximum likelihood fit using
function minimization routines of the negative log likelihood of models comprised
of different combinations of our three parameters (α, β, 𝜅 , c) in MATLAB [50].
Statistical Methodology
All data were initially tested with appropriate repeated measure ANOVA
(Prism7.0). Main effect and interaction terms are described both within figures and
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accompanying figure legends. Results of relevant post-hoc testing (Tukey’s
multiple comparisons) are included in Table 1.

Results
A Dynamic Choice Paradigm to Probe Value-Based Behavioral Selection
To generate a reliable global estimation of how individual animals weighed benefits
and costs, we employed a block structure design that maximized trial number while
preventing outcome-insensitive behavior by dynamically altering reward
contingencies in response to proximal choice patterns (Methods, Fig.1A,B, see
outcome-insensitive effects of fixed contingency in Fig.2A). After acquiring a
simple lever press-for-reward contingency, mice progressed to the dynamic
reversal task. For initial training, one lever was associated with 15uL of reward
while the other was unrewarded (Fig.1C). Furthermore, feedback density was
manipulated by applying reward probabilities to both choices (Prew= 1.0, 0.7 and
0.4 for different cohorts of mice throughout training). The number of trials
performed between contingency switches (Block Length) as well as the overall
probability that mice chose the rewarded outcome (Pr(Large Reward)) served as
global measures of choice efficiency in this task (Fig.1B). We observed that these
two measures tracked in opposite directions over 10 days of training, with the
average block length steadily decreasing (Fig.1D) and the overall rate of large
reward selection steadily increasing (Fig.1E), both in a reward probability51

dependent manner. Consistent with increased global task efficiency, we observed a
reduction in choice and initiation latencies (Fig2B,C).

To understand the changes in action selection underlying this increased behavioral
efficiency, we explored how reward differentially shaped behavior in early and late
periods of training. When first presented with a choice between levers following
rewarded outcomes, mice exhibited random choice preference. Upon further
training, these distributions became biased towards choices that produced proximal
rewarded outcomes (Fig.1E, G). To further probe the factors influencing mouse
decision-making in this task, we employed a logistic regression model [22, 37, 38]
to quantify how an animal’s previous choices and resulting outcomes impacted their
subsequent choices during early and late learning. In contrast to models generated
from trials in early learning (Fig.1F, top), trials from later periods of training
revealed a marked influence of the immediately preceding trial (T -1) on future
choice (Fig.1F, bottom). The degree to which prior trials contributed to current
choice varied according to reward probability, with sparse conditions (P rew=0.4)
driving less robust control of current behavior. Given that the outcome of the T-1
trial largely determined future choice for higher rates of reinforcement (Prew=0.7
and 1; the reward environments for our following experiments), we focused
primarily on this trial for analyses of behavior.

We hypothesized that overall efficiency in this task would be driven by increasing
ability to (a) choose the higher value option and (b) flexibly alter behavioral
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responding at contingency changes. To better characterize how different outcome
values alter mouse choice patterns, we systematically compared the probability that
animals returned to a choice after receiving a reward (reward-stay, Fig.1G) with the
probability of returning after receiving no reward (no reward-stay = [1-(no rewardshift)], Fig.1H). This measure, which we call the “relative action value”, increased
with training and plateaued at approximately 2.5, representing approximately 12fold higher odds of staying on an alternative that produced a 15µL reward as
compared to a no reward alternative (Fig.1I). Relative action value serves as an
internally controlled metric describing the comparative reinforcing properties of
distinct operant outcomes. To capture how flexible responding contributed to
global task efficiency, we compared the choice patterns in the 10 trials before and
after un-cued contingency switches (Fig.1B). This adaptability metric progressively
increased across 10 days of training, suggesting the mice more dynamically
modulated their behavior as they learned the overall task structure (Fig.2D).
Furthermore, we noted a consistent trend towards greater flexibility with higher
reinforcement probabilities, consistent with the idea that negative feedback signals
are particularly relevant for switching behaviors. To test whether these two metrics
– relative action value and adaptability – explain global task performance of
individual mice, we performed a bivariate linear regression of these metrics against
Pr(Large Reward). We chose the last three days of training at Prew= 0.7 (n=33
sessions; no mean difference in population performance over these days) to perform
this analysis. We found that together, the relative action value and adaptability
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index explained 82% of the variability in individual session performance (adjusted
R2, Fig.2E,F).

Modulation of Choice by Relative Benefit
To explore the sensitivity of mice to differentially beneficial outcomes, we
associated each lever with a specific reward volume, keeping the large reward at
15µl and randomly altering the small reward between 10µl, 5µl and 0 µl in separate
sessions (Fig.3A). Data were compiled from three separate sessions per mouse for
each contingency. Given that block completion depends on the formation of biased
choice patterns, we were unsurprised to find that larger reward contrasts had shorter
block lengths and higher overall rates of large reward selection than smaller relative
reward contrasts, at both high and low reward probabilities (Fig.3B,C). We
modified our logistic regression model to include a term for small rewarded
outcomes and the coefficients generated from the behavioral data in each
contingency again demonstrated the weight of the immediately preceding trial (T 1

) (Fig.4), so we focused our analysis on T-1 win-stay probabilities for each operant

outcome (Fig.3D,E). The relative action values for large vs. small reward outcome
demonstrated a stepwise decrease with smaller relative reward contrasts (Fig.3F).
While we noted a small but significant effect for reward contrast on the reinforcing
properties of the 15uL reward (Fig.3D, Large Reward-Stay), the alteration in the
relative value of large and small rewarded outcomes was mainly driven by the
increased reinforcing property of the small reward (Fig.3E). We also noted that for
each relative reward environment, decreasing the overall rate of reinforcement
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decreased the relative value of large versus small rewarded outcomes, indicating a
relationship not just between reward volume and reinforcement, but reward
frequency and reinforcement (Fig.3F). Taken together, these data show that within
this feedback-directed task, animal choice can be explained as the result of
competing reinforcement probabilities that relate most strongly to total reward
volume.

In addition to the modulation of lever return by outcome benefit, we also noted a
consistent alteration in initiation latencies depending on the previous trial outcome
(Fig.3H). While the average initiation latencies of most trials were stable at ~1sec
for Prew=0.7 (Fig.3G), when we sorted trials by their prior outcome we found that
mice more rapidly initiated trials following large reward outcomes (Fig.3H, blue
bars). This local modulation of action performance, which may provide a proxy for
attentional or motivational states [12] was seen only for the initiation epoch latency
(not shown) and was not robustly observed in sparser reward conditions (Fig.3H,
Prew =0.4). As demonstrated previously, the rate at which animals selected the large
reward outcome in this task was influenced not just by the ability of the animals to
discriminate between relative benefits of the lever alternatives, but also by their
flexibility at contingency switches. Here we note that adaptability is modulated by
differing value contingencies (Fig.3I), with a significant interaction between
reward magnitude and rate of reinforcement.
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To further describe how mice selected actions based on relative benefit, we fit a
reinforcement Q-learning model to our behavioral data (see Methods and Fig.5).
Our model comprised 4 principle components of mouse choice behavior - learning
rate, inverse temperature parameter, choice persistence factor and bias parameter.
The model was fit to choice and reward data by estimating the action value of
alternatives on any given trial via a standard iterative Q-learning algorithm, 𝑄𝑡+1 =
𝑄𝑡 + 𝛼(𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 ). Here, the learning rate (α) provides a measure of how strongly
new reward information modifies values for a specific action. To characterize the
extent to which action values influenced choice behavior, we utilized a softmax
decision function to solve for the inverse temperature parameter (β). We added
additional terms to capture the propensity of mice to repeat actions irrespective of
previous outcome, κ, and a constant measure of bias, c, for one alternative over
another. We fit this model to our data and observed that it predicted actual mouse
choice behavior with high accuracy (Fig. 5B)

We observe high α values (>.79) in most reward environments tested, suggesting a
high gain for proximal reward history - a finding supported by our regression model
of choice behavior (Fig.5A, Fig1F). Furthermore, we noted a significant effect of
reward probability on the value of κ, with higher reinforcement rates encouraging
a higher probability of remaining on chosen actions, particularly with small reward
contrasts. Interestingly, neither α nor β varied substantially across relative reward
contrast or probability of reward (Fig.5A). This suggests that differences in
behavioral efficiency and adaptability observed as relative rewards fluctuate
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(Fig.3B,C) do not exclusively result from gross changes in reward-seeking strategy
between sessions.

Stable Characteristics of Reward Processing
While manipulations of relative reward contingencies show consistent population
effects on outcome valuation and behavioral flexibility, we sought to characterize
whether these metrics exhibited stable patterns across multiple sessions and
contingencies. For each session, we extracted the relative action value and
adaptability index and z-scored these values relative to the population performing
the same day of a given operant contingency. This allowed us to estimate the
individual value sensitivity and behavioral flexibility of mice relative to the
population for each session. We observed a significant correlation of relative action
value and adaptability between the first day and subsequent sessions (averaged
metrics from days 2&3) within the same reward contingency (Fig.6A,B). Next, we
analyzed cross-contingency stability of these metrics, using performance in 15µl
vs. 0 µL as our baseline measures of reward sensitivity and behavioral adaptability.
We noted a correlation in the relative action value with data produced from the 3x
relative reward contingency (Fig.6C) and a trend in the 1.5x (Fig.6E), suggesting
trait-like patterns of relative-reward sensitivity. We did not observe a significant
non-zero correlation between behavioral flexibility at either relative reward ratio
(Fig.6D,F). This suggests that while both metrics are stable across sessions within
mice, the relative action value is also robust across relative reward ratios.
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Integration of Effort Costs and Benefit for Action Selection
Efficient value-based choice requires integrating the positive benefits of an
outcome with negative events that are associated with or required to obtain that
outcome. To model outcome-associated costs in mice, we modified our operant
contingencies to require increased physical effort to obtain the higher volume
reward (Fig.7A). Within the context of our task, each lever was linked to a specific
fixed ratio operant schedule to create three relative effort contrasts - fixed-ratio 2
(FR2) vs. FR2, FR2 vs. FR10 and FR2 vs. FR15. We tested each of these in 3x
(15µl vs. 5µl) and 1.5x (15µl vs. 10µl) relative reward regimes (Prew=1), with the
higher response schedule exclusively paired to the large reward alternative.
Interestingly, global task measures (average block length, overall probability of
large reward) demonstrated that disparities in effort schedule did not significantly
alter the performance of mice in the task when the relative reward difference was
sufficiently large (see 15µl/5µl column in Fig.7B,C). In contrast, we observed a
stepwise increase in the block length and decrease in large reward selection as the
amount of required responses for the large reward increased in the regime with the
smaller discrepancy in reward magnitude (see 15µl/10µl column in Fig.7B,C).
These changes in global performance were matched by changes in the relative
action value of large and small rewarded outcomes (Fig.7F, left).

To better understand the effect of effort costs on the choice patterns observed, we
analyzed and compared the reward-stay probabilities of animals after particular
outcomes, as described above. Surprisingly, we found that while the increased
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response schedule was associated exclusively with the large reward alternative on
any given trial, the distribution of mouse choice following a large reward was
unchanged in either reward regime (Fig.7D). Instead, the increasing response
requirement on the larger volume lever was associated with increases in the
reinforcing property of the lower volume, but less effortful outcome in 15µl/10µl
but not 15µl/5µl regimes (Fig.7E). Among mice that completed at least 5 blocks in
each of the reward contingencies tested we observed a small but significant main
effect of increasing effort on behavioral flexibility (Fig.7G).

Integration of Temporal Delay Costs and Benefit for Action Selection
Given the unique manner in which effort costs interacted with relative benefits, we
sought to test whether this observation held across other cost modalities that lower
the value of a given choice. To do this, we introduced temporal disparities between
choice and reward delivery (∆T=0, 1.5, 3 and 4.5sec) and applied these delays
exclusively to large reward alternatives in any given block (Fig.8A). We again
tested each of these delay environments in both large (15µl vs. 5µl) and small (15µl
vs. 10µl) reward discrepancy environments (Prew=1). An analysis of global
performance demonstrated main effects of relative reward ratio and temporal delay
on Pr(Large Reward), and a significant interaction between these variables for
block length (Fig.8B,C).

While the global effects of delay largely mirror the effects of effort, we found this
was achieved by distinct effects on choice patterns. Increasing the temporal delay
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of reward primarily altered the distribution of choices on the cost-associated
alternative (the large reward) rather than the contralateral lower cost side, as in the
effort paradigm. (compare Fig.8D,E with Fig.7D,E). While we note a significant
effect for delay in win-stay probability following both large and small rewards,
further investigation of pairwise differences revealed that win-stay probabilities
following small reward outcomes were unaltered at either reward regime for three
of the four temporal delays tested (all but ∆T=4.5sec), while multiple such pairwise
differences exist in the win-stay behavior exhibited after high benefit-high delay
outcomes.

Interaction of Benefit and Cost Sensitivity in Goal-Directed Decision Making
For further insight into any systematic relationships between how animals process
benefit and cost, we analyzed individual mouse values for benefit sensitivity, with
and without relative cost considerations. Our previous data demonstrated trait-like
patterns of relative reward bias, reflecting an underlying distribution of reward
sensitivities (Fig.6). We hypothesized that these patterns would persist in the face
of costs, with the animals most sensitive to relative reward benefit showing the least
alteration in choice pattern upon introduction of barriers to reward. To test this for
both cost modalities, we took the relative action value at baseline conditions (Effort:
FR2 v FR2; Delay: 0sec v 0sec) and measured how this value was altered in the
presence of reward-associated costs. Significant correlations between the
sensitivity to reward of mice with and without relative costs confirmed that the
addition of cost did not dramatically shift the rank order of benefit sensitivity within
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the whole population for large reward contrasts (i.e. the most reward sensitive
animals continued to be so in the presence of increasing cost) (Fig.9A,C). Similar
trends were observed when comparing the noisier small reward contrast data
(Fig.10A,C). Nevertheless, an analysis of the relationship between benefit
sensitivity and cost sensitivity (defined as the magnitude of negative modulation of
RAV by cost, see Methods) demonstrated that both effort and delay cost most
dramatically altered the choice pattern of mice that were most sensitive to relative
reward benefits in baseline conditions (Fig.9B,D). For example, mice that were
most sensitive to larger reward volume (large positive z-scores on benefit) in
general exhibited the largest reduction in RAV once costs were introduced (most
negative z-scores on effort discounting), yielding data points in the lower right
quadrant (Fig.9B). In addition, we noted no correlation in the sensitivity of mice to
the different cost modalities (Fig.10E).

Discussion
The development of quantitative behavioral assays in mice that probe core features
of value-based action selection is an important step towards understanding the
neural substrates underlying economic decision-making. These circuits are of
critical behavioral relevance, regulating how animals select actions based on the
assigned values of available options, a fundamental organizing principle for how
organisms interact with their environment [23, 51-53]. As such, exploring their
function may eventually illuminate the pathophysiological underpinnings of goaldirected dysfunction in neuropsychiatric disorders, a symptom domain that severely
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limits societal function. As mice currently allow the highest level of experimental
interrogation within mammalian systems [27], it is essential to have a thorough
understanding of how they make economic decisions, as well as the extent of
individual animal variability in these processes. This paper details a set of
behavioral paradigms in mice that captures essential elements of economic choice
behavior, including the sensitivity to differences in total value, flexibility to actionoutcome contingency shifts and outcome-sensitive modulation of task engagement.

A Paradigm to Assess Value-Based Choice in Mice
Our goal was to create a paradigm that could produce robust quantitative
assessments of value-based choice. We reasoned such measures would result from
observing a large number of choices over a range of benefit and cost environments.
To achieve this, we employed a repeated trial structure in which groups of trials
with the same contingency were arranged into blocks, and contingencies were
regularly shifted in response to proximal patterns of mouse choice behavior. By
dynamically alternating reward contingencies upon the detection of prolonged
choice bias, we ensured that mice remained continually engaged in updating
subjective values for choice alternatives. To further maintain reward-sensitive
behavior, we reduced reward probability to increase exploratory choice. Our own
data confirms the necessity of these approaches, as fixed contingency protocols and
certainty of reward delivery led to highly biased responding, even in the absence of
value differences between the two levers (Fig.2A). In order to isolate the ability of
mice to create and act exclusively upon outcome valuations, our task de62

emphasized the use of audio or visual cues in signaling action-outcome
relationships or contingency alteration. Instead, we believe, the paradigm forces
mice to use reward feedback to shape internal representations of option value,
which are then externally expressed as a distribution in choice behavior. In such an
environment, we argue, the most accurate behavioral readout of the internal
representation of outcome value is the probability that mice return to or “stay” on
an alternative after having just received that outcome.

Quantification of Value-Based Choice
In highly trained mice, our logistic regression models demonstrate heavy
discounting of all but the trial immediately preceding the current choice (Fig.1F).
Effectively, this task shaped mice to adopt an enduring “win-stay, lose-shift”
strategy that heavily favored the most proximal reward outcomes. We attribute this
narrow integration window to the specifics of our paradigm as opposed to
fundamental constraints of mouse working memory, as alternative behavioral
frameworks in mice demonstrate integration of up to 3 trials in the past [37, 38].
Nevertheless, this observation provided a framework for understanding local
decision-making strategies in this task and provided a framework for subsequent
analysis. Having established an understanding of the cognitive strategies mice used
to seek reward in this paradigm, we developed metrics for outcome sensitivity
(relative action value), behavioral flexibility in new environments (adaptability
index) and modulation of action performance (relative initiation latency). The
relative action value is a measure of the relative reinforcing properties of two
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competing operant outcomes. By comparing choice distributions following discrete
outcomes at the individual-mouse level, this measure minimized individual mouse
variability in non-outcome-related stay behavior. The adaptability index takes
advantage of the behavioral constraint dictating that each behavioral “block” ends
in a similar pattern of choice. By constraining the pre-switch behavior in this way,
we create a fixed behavioral state to contextualize choices made after contingency
switches. We noted that a significant amount of the variability (>80%) in mouse
performance (measured by the rate of large reward selection) in any individual
session could be explained by a combination of the animal’s sensitivity to reward
discrepancies and their behavioral flexibility.

To complement our regression-based behavioral analysis, we submitted our data to
standard Q-learning models (Fig.5;[54]. This approach can statistically
disambiguate how effectively recent outcomes modify action-values (α) as well as
how much these value differences drive choice patterns (β). We found that α was
consistently higher than 0.79 across all relative reward contrasts and probabilities,
supporting our conclusion from regression models that well-trained animals rely
almost exclusively on one prior trial for feedback-guided choice. Similarly, we
found similar β parameters across test conditions, suggesting that mice did not
substantially alter their exploration-exploitation strategies. We did note that choice
persistence (returning to the same choice regardless of outcome) changed with
contingency, being higher in reward-rich environments (high Prew, large rewards on
both levers). Overall, these data suggest that the changing choice patterns observed
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during relative reward experiments are not likely due to fundamental changes in
how mice approach the task but instead to the nuanced dynamics of the action
values themselves. If true, this behavioral paradigm should provide an ideal testing
ground to examine the cellular integration of outcome cost and benefit on action
values during decision making.

Trait-Like Expression of Behavioral Characteristics
To further establish the validity of these measures and their stability within animal,
we examined their cross-session and cross-contingency consistency. We reasoned
that value processing likely represents a behavioral trait – a temporally stable
behavioral pattern unique to each subject. In accordance with this, we observe
significant within-animal consistency across 3 days of repeated contingencies, for
both relative action value and adaptability (Fig.6A,B). As a further test of trait-like
stability, we assessed whether similar reward sensitivity and flexibility metrics
would manifest across multiple relative reward regimes. Here we noted that relative
action value at 15µl vs. 0µl was significantly correlated to these measures obtained
at 15µl vs. 5µl and trended towards a correlation at 15µl vs. 10µl. In contrast,
flexibility at 15µl vs. 0µl did not correlate with these values at other reward ratios.
Consistent with this, several studies have shown high variability in the cognitive
flexibility of mice due to moderate stressors [55], which can be differentially
induced via handling [56], degree of food deprivation [57] and housing conditions
[58]. In sum, individual-animal analyses indicate that with sufficient training, mice
can reproducibly perform complex value-based tasks typically reserved for other
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model systems [25-27]. The cross-session reproducibility of these reward metrics
suggests that we are extracting meaningful derivations of elements of mouse reward
processing, and that single sessions with >200 trials may be sufficient to generate
individual representative values in any given reward contingency. This reliability,
together with the discrete temporal structure of our task, will make it especially
suited for combination with in vivo physiological recordings of corresponding
neural activity.

Economic Decision-Making in Our Task
Within this quantitative framework of mouse behavior, we sought to answer a
fundamental neuroeconomic question: How do the benefits and costs of rewarded
outcomes shape mouse behavior? Characterizing how diverse features of mouse
behavior are modulated by value is a critical step in elucidating neural circuits with
specific reward processing function. We observed that mice differentially altered
their choice patterns in response to the relative magnitude of the previously
rewarded outcome – with more extreme distributions for outcomes of higher benefit
(Fig.3F). Further analysis revealed that the magnitude of proximal rewards not only
altered mouse choice distributions, but also had a significant effect on focal task
engagement, suggesting short-term circuit modifications in response to reward have
effects not just on choice patterns, but also action execution (Fig.3H). We
additionally noted that that the ability of mice to flexibly adapt their behavior scales
with the relative magnitude of rewarded outcomes (Fig.3I).
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We then associated two cost modalities exclusively with high-benefit options in
environments with large and small disparities in reward, to assess the integration of
reward costs in decision making. We demonstrate that in environments with large
differences in reward, costs associated with selecting those outcomes are heavily
discounted. Surprisingly, while increased operant scheduling and temporal delay
both decrease the relative value of choice alternatives, we found that these two cost
modalities differentially altered the relative value of previous outcomes, with effort
increasing stay behavior on the small reward and delay reducing stay behavior on
the large reward at the population scale (compare Fig.7D,E with 8D,E). This
finding suggests potentially unique circuit mechanisms underlying the subjective
valuation of these choice costs and provides further evidence of the sophisticated
value judgments mice can perform. Deeper analysis of our data demonstrated
interesting interactions between benefit and cost sensitivity at the individual animal
level. We found that the mice whose choice distributions were most radically
altered by the addition of costs were the same animals exhibiting the highest
sensitivity to differences in rewarded outcome (Fig.9). This observation raises the
interesting possibility of common circuit mechanisms for controlling processing of
both components of value computation.

Conclusions and Considerations
In summary, these findings demonstrate the sensitivity of our behavioral assay to
decision-making strategies adopted by mice during economic choice, while
revealing stable, mouse-intrinsic differences in value-based action selection. An
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important direction for future work will be to characterize the local circuits
governing the distinct behavioral features described here. For example, the
orbitofrontal cortex is intimately involved in value representations central to
efficient performance of this task [32, 59, 60]. As updated reward value is
integrated into multiple elements of the decision-making process - including choice
bias, adaptability and task engagement - it will be important to ask whether orbital
cortex mediates these functions via distinct subcortical circuits for motor control.
Furthermore, these paradigms will prove essential in determining how cost-benefit
calculations are encoded at the cellular level within striatal circuits [1].

We believe that the reliability and robust quantitative nature of these paradigms
makes them well suited to investigating the complex issue of how reward
processing is altered by environmental and genetic factors. We uncovered a
substantial amount of between-animal variability for value processing, perhaps
surprising given the genetic homogeneity of the mouse strain used. We believe this
observation is both unsurprising and fascinating. In our view, genetically encoded
information provides a basic blueprint for the assembly and maintenance of neural
circuits. However, quasi-stochastic processes such as axonal targeting and subcellular synapse localization are then superimposed on this basic plan, generating
diversity within circuits and behavior. These differences can be further amplified
by existing social hierarchies and other experiences in the home cage leading up to
testing [61, 62]. Given this complexity, our ability to ascribe circuit-specific genetic
contributions to reward processing abnormalities necessitates the type of stable,
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robust metrics generated by this work. While we acknowledge the possibility that
such stable “trait”-like reward-sensitivity characteristics may in fact reflect taskspecific behavioral patterns, their reproducibility provides solid foundation for
further systems-level analyses [63]. As such, these paradigms may provide novel
pathways for analyzing reward processing in mouse genetic models for
neuropsychiatric disease.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Acquisition of value-based choice paradigm is accompanied by
dynamic changes in reinforcement. (A) Schematic of trial structure showing that
mice initiate trials via sustained magazine entry, respond via lever press during
specified temporal window and collect rewards from center magazine. (B) Block
structure - trials with the same contingency occur consecutively until mice select
the alternative with the large reward 8 times in a proximal window of 10 trials.
Dotted lines signify block switch and grey box denotes 10-trial moving window for
triggering contingency switch. (C) Mice that were trained in a simple lever pressreward contingency were initiated into the reversal paradigm at one of three
probabilities of reinforcement. On any given trial, one alternative resulted in reward
and the other resulted in no reward (Prew = 1, n = 5; Prew = 0.7, n = 11; Prew = 0.4, n
= 5). (D) Block length, the average number of trials until a contingency switch,
decreased over the duration of the training period in a reward probability dependent
fashion. (E) The overall probability that mice select the large reward increases over
the duration of training in a reward probability dependent fashion. (F) Logistic
regression modeled the effects of past reinforcers on subsequent choice in early
(<1000 trials, top) and late (>2000 trials, bottom) periods of acquisition. We
performed multiple t-tests comparing “Large Reward” and “No Reward”
coefficients to assess which reward outcome types were reinforcing (significance
indicated by asterisk, corrected for multiple comparisons using Holm-Sidak). In
early acquisition, only the T-1 trial at Prew = 1 was positively reinforcing relative to
no reward outcome. In later acquisition, the T -1 trial was significantly reinforcing
for all probabilities tested. (G) The probability that animals stayed on a choice
alternative after receiving a large reward (Pr(Reward)-Stay) increased over the
course of training in a reward probability dependent manner. (H) There was a
significant effect of acquisition day on the probability that animals stayed on a
choice alternative after receiving no reward (Pr(No Reward)-Stay), however,
pairwise comparisons revealed few differences in these values and we noted no
consistent differences over the course of multiple days. (I) The relative action value,
defined as the reinforcing property of large reward versus no reward outcomes,
increased as animals gain experience in this paradigm in a reward probability
dependent fashion. All data analyzed by Repeated Measures (Day) Two-Way
ANOVA.
Figure 2. Acquisition of value-based choice paradigm is accompanied by
dynamic changes in motor-efficiency and behavioral flexibility: (A) Choice
patterns in the absence of benefit differences show that some mice continually
sample the two available options while others develop significant choice bias. (B
and C) As animal acquire the reversal task, they display increased motor efficiency
in the execution of the task, including the speed with which choices are made
(latency to choice (B)) and the speed with which trials are initiated (latency to
initiate (C)). (D) Adaptability, a measure of choice flexibility, shows a probabilitydependent increase with training. (E) Both the relative action value (left) and the
adaptability index (right) have significant linear relationships with overall task
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performance in an individual session (data from Days 8,9,10 of n=11 mice at P rew
= 0.7) (F) Bivariate linear regression analysis of session performance against RAV
and the Adaptability Index indicates that both of these variables are significant,
with minor multicollinearity (VIF = 1.76). Together, they account for 83% of
variability in session performance of mice.

Figure 3. Choice is strongly shaped by differentially rewarded outcomes. (A)
Animals (n=21) were tested at three reward magnitude contrasts and either high or
low reinforcement probability regimes. (B,C) The average block length and the
probability that animals select the large reward alternative over the course of a
session are both sensitive to the relative contrast in reward as well as the probability
of reinforcement. (D) While there was a significant interaction between reward
contrast and probability for Large-Reward-Stay behavior, Tukey’s multiple
comparisons test revealed no pairwise differences for relative rewards within
individual probabilities of reinforcement. (E) There was a significant main effect
of reward contrast on Small-Reward-Stay behavior. (F) The relative action value
exhibited significant main effects for both relative reward contrast and probability
of reinforcement. (G) The latency to initiate trials, averaged by session, showed a
significant effect for reward contrast and an interaction between reward contrast
and probability. Pairwise differences obtained by Tukey’s multiple comparison’s
test indicate no significant differences in the initiation times for mice at the higher
probability of reinforcement. (H) The relative initiation latency demonstrates that
at Prew=0.7, mice more rapidly initiate trials following large than small rewards.
This disparity is sensitive to relative reward magnitude contrast. (I) Behavioral
flexibility after contingency switches is sensitive to relative reward magnitude
contrasts as well as the probability of reinforcement. All data analyzed by Repeated
Measures (Reward Ratio) Two-Way ANOVA.
Figure 4. Choice is largely influenced by the T-1 trial in a relative reward
environment. (A-F) The average coefficients for the multivariate logistic
regression model that describes previous choice and reward history. (P rew = 0.7, n=
11; Prew = 0.4; n= 10) For each of the relative reward regimes tested, note that the
T-1 trial is significant for large reward outcomes. For relative reward regimes with
10µL (A, D) and 5µL (B, E) small reward outcomes we note a significant T -1
coefficient. We detect no significant T-2 (or further) coefficients indicating that
mouse choice is largely dictated by the outcome of the T-1 trial.
Figure 5. Q-learning reinforcement learning model predicts choice behavior.
In order to extract information on how mice update action values using reward
prediction errors (α) and how sensitive mouse choice is to differences in action
values (β), a reinforcement learning model was fit to the choice data of mice
performing the relative reward paradigm. (A) Table summarizing model parameters
in both reward probability environments. (B) The calculated Q-values of the two
levers for an individual mouse in a single session [15µL vs. 0µL at Prew = 0.7]. As
the animal performs reversals, we note an oscillation in the action value for both
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options. (C) The probability that the mouse selected alternative A on a given trial
versus predicted probabilities generated by the full model. This model is a
significant predictor of choice behavior (R2 = .43). Q-values and choice
probabilities are calculated as a moving average of 9 trials.
Figure 6. “Trait-like” stability of reward sensitivity and flexibility measures.
(A,B) Cross-session correlation of relative action value and adaptability index
revealed a significant positive linear relationship between the values of mice
relative to the population on Day 1 and the values of mice relative to the population
on Days 2/3 (averaged) for both reward sensitivity and behavioral flexibility. (C
and D) Cross-contingency correlations of relative action value and adaptability
whereby z-scored values for RAV and adaptability index in the large disparity (15µl
vs 0 µl) reward environment were correlated with values from the 3x (top) and 1.5x
(bottom) relative reward environments. (C) We noted a significant correlation
between the RAV for the large and 3x reward ratio and (E) a trend in the correlation
of the large and 1.5x reward ratios. (D,F) We note no cross-contingency correlation
for the adaptability index.
Figure 7. Effort costs alter the reinforcing properties of small reward
alternatives. (A) Mice (n=19) were tested at two reward magnitude contrasts
across three different operant schedule contrasts. (B,C) Both the relative reward
contrast as well as the effort schedule had a significant effect on the block length
and the overall rate of selecting the large reward as well as a significant interaction
between the effects of effort and the relative reward on both measures. (D) The
imposition of high-effort costs on the large reward alternative did not have
statistically significant effects on the reinforcing properties of that alternative. (E)
Increased operant scheduling on the large reward alternative had a statistically
significant effect on the reinforcing properties of the small reward choice. (F) We
observed a significant interaction between reward contrast and effort, with
increased effort costs exerting more dynamic effects in the small reward contrast
environment. (G) Increased effort to reward had a small but significant effect on
behavioral flexibility. Pairwise analysis indicates that behavioral flexibility was
actually increased with the application of increased operant scheduling. All data
analyzed by Repeated Measures (Reward Ratio, Effort) Two-Way ANOVA.
Figure 8. Delay costs primarily alter the reinforcing properties of large reward
alternatives. (A) Mice (n=21) were tested at two reward magnitude contrasts
across four delays to reward delivery, applied exclusively to the large reward
option. (B,C) Both the relative reward contrast as well as the delay to reward had a
significant effect on the average block length and the probability mice chose the
large reward over the course of a session. We observed a significant interaction
between the effects of delay and reward contrast for block length, but not Pr(Large
Reward). (D) The application of delay costs to the large reward alternative had a
significant effect on win-stay behavior following large reward outcomes, where we
observed an interaction between delay and reward contrast. (E) The addition of
delay to large reward outcomes had a statistically significant effect on the
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reinforcing properties of small reward outcomes. Nevertheless, Tukey’s multiple
comparisons revealed no pairwise differences between values at three of the four
delay regimes. (F) The relative reinforcing properties of large and small reward
outcomes is sensitive to reward magnitude contrast as well as increasing temporal
delay to reward delivery. All data analyzed by Repeated Measures (Reward Ratio,
Delay) Two-Way ANOVA.
Figure 9. Sensitivity to reward benefits and costs are correlated. (A,C) The
baseline sensitivity of mice to reward benefits (measured as the relative action value
of 15µL v 5µL in FR2 v FR2 for effort (A, n=19) and 0sec v 0sec for delay (C,
n=21) was correlated with the averaged relative action values measured upon
addition of effort and delay costs. We found a significant correlation between the
sensitivity of animals to reward benefits with and without the addition of associated
costs, consistent with “trait-like” expression of reward sensitivity. (B,D) To
quantify the extent to which each cost modality altered mouse choice distributions
we took the difference in relative action value of mice in baseline conditions and
with application of operant costs (RAVcost -RAVbaseline). Increasing negative values
indicate larger choice disruption in the presence of costs. We observed a significant
relationship in the sensitivity of mice to reward benefits and the sensitivity of mice
to the addition of reward costs, relative to the population.
Figure 10. Cost-benefit correlations with small reward contrats. (A and C) The
sensitivity of mice to reward benefits was measured as the relative action value in
baseline conditions for the effort (A, FR2 v FR2, n=19) and delay (C, 0sec v 0sec,
n=21) experiments (Reward Contrast: 15µL v 10µL). These values were correlated
with the averaged relative action values measured in mice with the addition of effort
and delay costs. (A) At the low discrepancy in reward magnitude, there is a
significant correlation between the sensitivity of animals to reward benefits, in
environments with and without the addition of increased operant scheduling. (C)
We note no cross-session correlation in reward sensitivity with the application of
temporal delay costs in a reward environment with a small discrepancy in reward
benefit. (B and D) We note a significant relationship in the sensitivity of mice to
reward benefits and the sensitivity of mice to the addition temporal delay (D) but
not effort costs, relative to the population, in this reward environment. (E) No
correlation exists between the sensitivity of mice to the two cost modalities tested.
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Supplemental Table 1
Fig. 1H: Pr(No Reward)Stay

1 vs. 2

Mean 1

0.575

Mean 2

Mean
Difference

Adjusted
Value

P

Significance

0.528
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ns

1 vs. 3

0.575

0.549
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0.864

ns

1 vs. 4

0.575

0.555
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0.967

ns

1 vs. 5

0.575

0.599

-0.024

0.923

ns
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0.575

0.584
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1.000
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1 vs. 7

0.575

0.564
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ns
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-0.016
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1 vs. 9

0.575
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0.528
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0.528
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**
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0.584

-0.056
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*

2 vs. 7

0.528

0.564

-0.036

0.481

ns

2 vs. 8

0.528
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-0.063

0.008

**

2 vs. 9

0.528

0.561

-0.033
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2 vs. 10
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6 vs. 7
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Mean 1

Mean 2

Mean
Difference

Adjusted
Value
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-0.031
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0.877

0.880

-0.003

0.984
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0.877

0.842

0.035

0.113
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0.880

0.842

0.038
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Fig. 2G:
Initiate

Mean 1
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Mean
Difference

Adjusted
Value

15uL/10uL vs. 15uL/5uL

1.194
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0.932

ns

15uL/10uL vs. 15uL/0uL
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Fig. 2D:
Reward)-Stay
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Prew = .4
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15uL/10uL vs. 15uL/5uL

1.507

2.094

-0.587

0.047

*

15uL/10uL vs. 15uL/0uL

1.507

2.696

-1.189

<0.001

****

15uL/5uL vs. 15uL/0uL

2.094
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0.041

*

Fig.
5E:
Reward)-Stay

Mean 1
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Mean
Difference
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Value
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0.813
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ns
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ABSTRACT
Goal-directed behaviors are essential for normal function and significantly
impaired in neuropsychiatric disorders. Despite extensive associations between
genetic mutations and these disorders, the molecular contributions to goal-directed
dysfunction remain unclear. We examined mice with constitutive and brain regionspecific mutations in Neurexin1α, a neuropsychiatric disease-associated synaptic
molecule, in value-based choice paradigms. We found Neurexin1α knockouts
exhibited reduced selection of beneficial outcomes and impaired avoidance of
costlier options. Reinforcement modeling suggested this was driven by deficits in
updating and representation of value. Disruption of Neurexin1α within
telencephalic excitatory projection neurons, but not thalamic neurons, recapitulated
choice abnormalities of global Neurexin1α knockouts. Furthermore, this selective
forebrain excitatory knockout of Neurexin1α perturbed value-modulated neural
signals within striatum, a central node in feedback-based reinforcement learning.
By relating deficits in value-based decision-making to region-specific Nrxn1α
disruption and changes in value-modulated neural activity, we reveal potential
neural substrates for the pathophysiology of neuropsychiatric disease-associated
cognitive dysfunction.
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INTRODUCTION
Goal-directed behaviors are a critical aspect of animal fitness. Their
implementation engages widespread neural circuits, including cortico-striatalthalamic loops and midbrain dopaminergic populations. Cortical regions including
orbital frontal (OFC), medial prefrontal (mPFC) and anterior cingulate (ACC)
represent aspects of reward value and history [1-7]. Primary sensory cortices and
midline thalamic nuclei represent reward-associated environmental signals [8, 9]
while motor thalamic nuclei ensure smooth performance of actions [10].
Furthermore, flexible adaptation of value signals is supported by error-monitoring
signals within ACC and basolateral amygdala, as well as reward prediction errors
encoded by striatal-targeting midbrain dopaminergic neurons [11-14]. The dorsal
striatum, via integration of these diverse projections can simultaneously mediate
action selection, motor performance and reinforcement learning [15-18].

Deficits in goal-directed decision making, and specifically in how reward shapes
selection of actions, are a core endophenotype shared across neuropsychiatric
disorders, including schizophrenia, autism spectrum disorders (ASD), obsessivecompulsive disorder and Tourette syndrome [19-27]. In schizophrenia,
impairments in action-outcome learning [28, 29] may reflect perturbations to
reinforcement learning error signals or the manner in which they are integrated to
impact choice [30, 31]. Recent studies have also revealed reinforcement learning
deficits in ASD patients [25, 27], with impaired choice accuracy driven by reduced
win-stay choice patterns [27].
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Genetic association studies for neuropsychiatric disease have converged on
synapses as key sites of disease pathophysiology [32-34]. Neurexin1α (Nrxn1α) is
an evolutionarily conserved synaptic adhesion molecule, for which rare de novo
mutations and single nucleotide variations confer significant risk for ASDs,
schizophrenia, Tourette syndrome and obsessive-compulsive disorder [35-39]. The
Neurexin family of proteins functions as a presynaptic hub for transynaptic binding
of numerous postsynaptic partners at both excitatory and inhibitory synapses [40,
41]. Consistent with their expression prior to synaptogenesis [42, 43], Neurexins
have been implicated in the initial specification and long-term integrity of synapses
[41, 44-49]. While Nrxn1α is broadly expressed throughout the brain, its
particularly enriched in cortico-striatal-thalamic loops proposed to govern motor
control, action selection and reinforcement learning [50, 51].

Behavioral abnormalities in Nrxn1α knockout animals include reduced nest
building and social memory, increased aggression and grooming, enhanced rotarod
learning, and male-specific reductions in operant responding under increasing
variable interval responding schedules [52-55]. Despite this broad dysfunction, the
underlying mechanistic contributions of Nrxn1α to disease-relevant behaviors
remain unclear, owing to our poor understanding of the specific computational
algorithms and neural circuit implementations for the behavioral functions
interrogated by these standard assays.
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In this paper, we uncover widespread alterations in reward processing in Nrxn1α
knockout mice, manifest as inefficient choice and altered control of task
engagement. These deficits were observed across a range of value comparisons and
feedback rates, suggestive of trait-like decision-making abnormalities. Modeling of
choice patterns suggests these deficits are driven by impaired learning and
representation of choice values. To reveal causal circuits for this reward processing
defect, we performed brain region-specific deletion of Nrxn1α. We found that
Nrxn1α disruption in excitatory telencephalic projection neurons, but not thalamic
nuclei recapitulated the choice and reward processing abnormalities of brain-wide
Nrxn1α knockouts. Furthermore, telencephalic projection neuron-specific Nrxn1α
disruption produced dysregulation of value-associated circuit activity prior to
choice in direct pathway neurons of the dorsal striatum. Together, this work
represents an important step in characterizing the genetic contributions to circuit
dysfunction for a core neuropsychiatric disease-relevant behavior – how animals
choose actions according to cost and benefit.

RESULTS
Neurexin1α KOs have blunted responses to relative reward outcomes
We found that Nrxn1a knockout (KO) mice could perform basic light-guided
operant responding with consistent task engagement (Fig.S1A-C). Next, we
specifically tested how Nrxn1α mutant mice use value information to guide future
choice via a feedback-based paradigm (Fig.1A). Briefly, mice self-initiated
consecutive two alternative forced-choice trials where each alternative was
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associated with contrasting reward volumes. To explore how value comparisons
were influenced by reward scarcity , we tested 4 relative reward ratios in both high
(Prew=0.75) and low (Prew=0.4) feedback regimes. Alternation of reward
contingencies was used (triggered by 80% bias towards the larger reward in a
moving 10-trial block) to maintain outcome sensitivity over hundreds of trials
(Fig.1A, see [56] and Methods for further details). Performance in this task was
significantly altered by the relative magnitude of rewarded outcomes for both
wildtype and KO animals with larger reward contrasts driving more biased choice
patterns (Fig.1B). Nonetheless, we observed a global decrease in session
performance across relative reward contrasts in Nrxn1α KO mice as compared to
wildtype (Fig.1B), without genotypic differences in total reward consumed or task
engagement (Fig.S2B,C).

Performance could be altered by changes in: (1) how feedback is integrated over
time; (2) sensitivity to outcome feedback; (3) flexibility to changing contingencies
[56]. To assess whether Nrxn1α KOs show altered influence of reward history on
current choice, we employed logistic regression models to estimate the relative
effects of choice and outcome (5 preceding trials) on current choice [57-59]. We
found that wildtype mice and Nrxn1α KOs heavily discount all but the immediately
preceding trial (t-1) (Fig.S1E-H), suggested a significant portion of choice
variability can be accounted for by analyzing influences of the t-1 trial. We
therefore calculated the relative reward-stay (RRS), a measure of the relative
reinforcing properties of large versus small rewarded t-1 outcomes (previously
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relative action value [56]). We noted smaller gaps between large reward-stay and
small reward-stay behavior in Nrxn1α KOs as compared with wildtypes
(Fig.1C,D), leading to smaller RRS values across reward contrasts and feedback
environment (Fig.1E). The significant correlation between RRS and performance
across genotypes highlights the importance of outcome sensitivity on task
performance (Fig.1F,G).

As deficits in behavioral adaptability have been observed across neuropsychiatric
disorders and impact performance in this task [56], we compared choice patterns at
un-signaled contingency switches, noting no statistically significant alteration in
KO mice (Fig.S1I). We further probed cognitive flexibility with extra-dimensional
set-shifting and spatial reversal tasks, again observing no performance differences
between genotype (Fig.S1J,K). In sum, choice abnormalities in Nrxn1α KO mice
arise from decreased sensitivity to beneficial outcomes as opposed to altered
feedback integration or impaired cognitive flexibility.

Neurexin1α

mutants

exhibit

abnormalities in

outcome-related

task

engagement
The temporal relationship between action and reinforcement modulates the degree
to which rewards shape behavior. To assess whether observed differences in
outcome sensitivity resulted from divergent temporal patterns of performance, we
compared task latencies. We observed no significant discrepancies in latency to
initiate between Nrxn1α wildtype and KO mice across varied reward environments
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(Fig.2A), suggesting observed outcome-associated choice is not attributable to
global task disengagement. Recent evidence suggests local choice value can also
modulate the vigor with which selected actions are performed [5, 60]. If inefficient
choice patterns of Nrxn1α KOs result from disrupted value encoding, we expect the
effects of recent outcomes on action vigor would be similarly blunted. To explore
this, we compared outcome-dependent initiation latencies after large reward versus
small reward outcomes (Fig.2B). Interestingly, the relative latency to initiate trials
in wildtype animals was significantly modulated by the relative reward ratio
(Fig.2C, grey), with animals initiating trials more quickly after large reward
outcomes than small reward outcomes. In contrast, Nrxn1α knockout mice were
entirely unable to modulate initiation latency in response to the magnitude of
previous reward (Fig.2C, blue). The strong inverse correlation between relative
reward-stay and initiation latency was lost in Nrxn1α KO mice (Fig.2D,E). Thus,
while there is no difference in average task latencies between wildtypes and KOs,
Nrxn1α mutations disrupts outcome-modulated task engagement. We also observed
a fixed elongation of choice latency in Nrxn1α mutants across reward environments
Fig.S2A).

Value processing abnormalities in the Neurexin1α mouse extend to cost-based
decision making
To see whether choice behavior based on costs was similarly affected in Nrxn1α
mutants, we associated two choice alternatives with distinct motor requirements
(fixed ratio 3 (FR3) vs. FR1; Fig.3A). Reward contingencies in this paradigm were
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not alternated and after 75 trials of feedback, mice achieved a steady-state response
pattern. Interestingly, Nrxn1α KO mice do not select low-effort alternatives as
frequently as wildtype littermates, both during sampling and steady-state periods
(Fig.3B). While we noted the KOs slowed more over the session (Fig.3B), no
significant difference in steady-state task engagement was seen. (Fig.3C). We
continued to observe an effect of genotype on choice latency (Fig.3D) as in prior
tasks.

Reinforcement modeling reveals genotype-specific deficits in updating of
outcome value
To uncover core decision-making processes underlying outcome-insensitive choice
behavior in Nrxn1α mutants, we modeled action selection as a probabilistic choice
between two alternatives with continually updating values (Fig.4A). We employed
a modified Q-learning model with softmax decision function, including five
parameters: 1) learning rate (α), which determines the extent to which new
information about state-action pairing alters subsequent behavior; 2) reward
compression parameter (γ), capturing the subjective benefit of a given reward
volume; 3) regression weight (β, the inverse temperature), linking the values of
each option to choice output; 4) perseveration parameter (κ), capturing the effect of
previous choices on subsequent choice and 5) constant terms to capture spatial
biases in choice behavior (see methods) [18, 61, 62].
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We have previously demonstrated stable trait-like reward processing characteristics
in this task [56]. In light of this, we grouped the choice data of individual animals
across reward ratios to extract stable behavioral parameters. We fit our model using
function minimization routines and found it provided accurate predictions of
individual animal choice patterns (Fig.4B). Fitting choice data for wildtype and KO
mice, we demonstrated that Nrxn1α KO mice have significantly lower α and γ
parameters (Fig.4C,D), suggesting a global deficit in the updating and
representation of choice values guiding decisions (Fig.4E). In contrast, we did not
observe genotypic differences for the β, κ or bias parameters (Fig.4F,G, Fig.S3),
suggesting no systemic differences in how the genotypes transform value
representations into actions (Fig.4H).

Ablation of Neurexin1α in telencephalic projection neurons recapitulates
value-based abnormalities
We next sought to identify molecularly causal circuits relevant for the deficits in
value updating exhibited by Nrxn1α KO mice. Multiple telencephalic excitatory
regions, which exhibit high expression of Nrxn1α mRNA, have been implicated in
the regulation of action-outcome association and encoding of subjective choice
value [1-6]. To test whether Nrxn1α loss-of-function in these circuits could drive
reward processing deficits, we crossed a Neurexin1α conditional allele (Nrxn1αC),
where exon 9 was surrounded by loxP sites, to the Nex-Cre transgenic line, a strain
expressing Cre-recombinase primarily in postmitotic progenitors of cortical,
hippocampal and amygdalar projection neurons [63] (Fig.5A,B). mRNA from
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cortical dissection of Nrxn1αC/C; NexCre/+ revealed a 3.5x decrease of Nrxn1α
transcripts spanning exon 9 as compared to Nrxn1αC/C; Nex+/+ (Fig.5C, left), and a
modest degree of nonsense-mediated decay with a downstream probe (Fig.5C,
right). Given the early expression of Cre from the NexCre/+ line, it is likely that the
Nrxn1αC allele is recombined prior to its endogenous expression [64]. We choose
this early deletion so as to best model the pathophysiological processes secondary
to Nrx1α mutations and make direct comparison to the phenotypes observed in the
constitutive Nrx1α KO mice.

In order to test the effects of Nrxn1α loss-of-function in telencephalic projection
neurons, we repeated the value-based tasks in Nrxn1αC/C; NexCre/+ mice. To account
for potential hypomorphic effects of the Nrxn1α conditional allele as well as effects
of constitutive Cre expression in the NexCre line, we utilized two controls:
Nrxn1α+/+; NexCre/+ and Nrxn1αC/C; Nex+/+. We observed a significant effect of
NexCre deletion of Nrxn1α on relative reward stay as compared to both control
groups (Fig.5D). Similar to global Nrxn1α deletion, Nrxn1αC/C; NexCre/+ mutant
animals were less able to bias their choice patterns towards more beneficial
outcomes. We noted no consistent difference in behavioral flexibility in these mice
(Fig.S4A). Neither the Nrxn1αC/C; Nex+/+ conditional control nor the Nrxn1αC/C;
NexCre/+ mutant animals displayed the reward-related modulation of initiation
latencies observed in the Nrxn1α wildtype animals (Fig.S4B), precluding
conclusions regarding local modulation of action vigor. Similar to constitutive
Nrxn1α KOs, we noted an increased choice latency across varied reward
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environments (Fig.S4C). To test whether deficits in working memory could
contribute to our choice phenotype, we assessed spontaneous alternation behavior
of Nrxn1αC/C; NexCre/+ and Nrxn1αC/C; Nex+/+ conditional control littermates,
observing no genotypic differences (Fig.S4G).

To assess whether forebrain-specific Nrxn1α KOs generated similar reward
processing abnormalities as Nrxn1α constitutive KOs, we again employed
reinforcement modeling of choice data. As in whole-brain Nrxn1α KOs, we
observed a significant effect of genotype on learning rate and reward discrimination
parameters (Fig.5E,F), generating a leftward shift in the distribution of action value
contrasts in Nrxn1αC/C; NexCre/+ mice (Fig.5G). In keeping with prior data, we
observed no genotypic differences in value-related explore/exploit behavior, choice
persistence or average bias (Fig.5H-J, Fig.S4D). In our effort-based cost paradigm,
the Nrxn1αC/C; NexCre/+ conditional mutants exhibited lower selection of the lowercost alternative than both groups of control animals (Fig.5K). Average task
engagement was not abnormal in these animals (Fig.5L, Fig.S4E), but we again
noted a persistent increase in choice latency (Fig.5M, Fig.S4F). Together, these
data suggest that embryonic deletion of Nrxn1α in telencephalic excitatory neurons
is sufficient to produce similar perturbations of reward processing and choice as
those observed in the whole-brain Nrxn1α KO mice.

Deletion of Neurexin1α in thalamic nuclei does not recapitulate choice deficits
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Neurexin1α is highly expressed in multiple subcortical regions involved in the
selection and performance of goal-directed actions [10, 50, 51, 65]. In order to
assess the specificity of telencephalic excitatory Nrxn1α conditional KO (cKO) in
driving reward processing abnormalities, we conditionally deleted Nrxn1α in
developing thalamic nuclei via an Olig3-Cre driver line (Fig.6A-C) In contrast to
telencephalic excitatory cKO, thalamic cKO could not recapitulate the deficits in
value processing observed in whole-brain Nrxn1α mutants (Fig.6D, Fig.S5A-C).
There was no significant genotypic difference in the ability to modulate choice
distributions in response to reward (Fig.6D), nor in any parameters of the fitted
reinforcement model (Fig.6E-J, Fig.S5D). Additionally, we noted no significant
genotypic differences in choice allocation away from effortful alternatives (Fig.6KM, Fig.S5E). The only aspect of the constitutive KO phenotype partially
recapitulated by the thalamic cKOs was increased choice latency in the fixed
contingency paradigm (Fig.S5F but see Fig.6M).

Characterizing value-modulated neural signals within dorsal striatum
Our data suggest both global and telencephalic excitatory neuron-specific Nrxn1α
mutants exhibit inefficient choice patterns secondary to deficits in value
encoding/updating. Given the function of Nrx1α in supporting excitatory synaptic
transmission in hippocampal circuits, we explored how its disruption might impact
neural activity within key reinforcement learning circuits. We focused on direct
pathway spiny projection neurons (dSPNs) of the dorsal striatum, as this
population: (1) is a common downstream target of forebrain excitatory populations
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that both encode value and express Nrxn1α in their presynaptic terminals [5, 9, 65];
(2) encodes reward values [66-68]; (3) can bias choice in value-based operant tasks
[58, 69]. To select for striatal dSPNs, we expressed GCamp6f in neurons projecting
to

the

substantia

nigra

reticulata

(SNr),

via

combined

injection

of

retroAAV2.EF1α-3xFLAG-Cre in the SNr and AAV5.hSyn-DIO-GCamp6f in the
dorsal striatum of control NEXCre mice (Fig.7A,B). Putative direct pathway SPNs
(p-dSPNs) exhibited reproducible Ca2+ activity patterns in relation to three task
epochs – trial start (center port light on), self-initiation (center port entrance) and
choice/reward delivery (side port entry) (Fig.7C). The lack of similar waveforms
on the isosbestic 405nm channel confirms the specificity of these epoch-aligned
Ca2+ signals (Fig.S6A).

Recent population Ca2+ imaging of striatal SPN populations has revealed a
prolonged ramping activity prior to action sequence initiation [70]. Given our data
(Fig.2) and other work documenting the modulation of initiation latency by prior
outcome [5], in addition to the technical challenges of reliably separating the choice
and outcome components of the Ca2+ waveform (Fig.S6B-C), we investigated the
preinitiation window as a key epoch for value-modulated signals in striatal direct
pathway neurons. An average of all trials aligned by initiation demonstrated slow
and fast phases of the p-dSPN Ca2+ waveform (Fig. 7D). To understand how reward
correlates with wildtype p-dSPN activity, we segregated trials by previous (t-1)
outcome. We found that most pre-initiation epochs following a ‘small reward’ trial
had elevated activity compared to the population Ca2+ average, while trials
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following ‘large reward’ had suppressed activity relative to the population average
(Fig.7E), a trend similarly present in the population data (Fig.7F). To further
quantify signal dynamics, we examined the slow ramping phase, occurring ~10
seconds before an initiation, and the fast peaking phase, occurring 1-second before
initiation. We found both signal components were differentially modulated by
reward outcome: (1) for slow ramping, (t-1) large reward outcomes result in
negative ramping or silencing of p-dSPN activity in comparison with small rewards
(Fig.7G,H); (2) for fast peaking, larger rewards result in steeper peak activity as
compared to smaller rewards (Fig. 7J,K). Furthermore, we noted significant
correlations between both measures and trial-by-trial comparative action values
(Fig.7I,L, see Methods), suggesting these p-dSPN signals may reflect value
information employed for future action selection.

Neurexin1α deletion in excitatory telencephalic projection neurons disrupts
value-associated striatal neuron activity
To examine whether deletion of Nrxn1α from telencephalic projection neurons
disrupted value-modulated neural signals within striatum, we performed population
Ca2+ imaging of p-dSPNs in both Nrxn1α+/+; NexCre/+ (Nex-Control) and Nrxn1αC/C;
NexCre/+ (Nex-Nrxn1αcKO) mice during our serial reversal task. While we did not
uncover a difference for the slow ramp signal component between genotypes
(Fig.8A-C), we found that the slope of the fast peak was consistently lower in NexNrxn1αcKO (Fig.8D,E). Furthermore, this deficit was specifically associated with
failure to increase peak activity in response to large reward volumes (Fig.8F,G). To
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assure that our strategy for labeling d-SPNs, wherein Cre becomes expressed in the
recorded spiny neurons, did not alter recurrent inhibition, we compared a separate
set of Nex-Nrxn1αcKO mice injected with either retroAAV2.EF1α-3xFLAG-Cre or
retroAAV2.hSyn-GFP-Cre in the SNr, noting no difference in the frequency or
amplitude of miniature inhibitory postsynaptic currents (mIPSCs) according to
virus (Fig.S7A,B). Together, these data suggest that telencephalic projectionspecific Nrxn1α mutants do not have global disruptions of striatal circuit dynamics,
but a specific outcome-associated perturbation in fast peak activity prior to trial
initiation.

To better understand whether mutation-associated changes in striatal neural signals
related to specific components of value-based decision-making, we developed a
linear-mixed effects model to explain variability in the preinitiation phases of pdSPN signals. Our model included variables for reward processing (prior trial
reward outcome and reward prediction error, disparity in action value between
choices in the upcoming trial), choice behavior (choice, explore-exploit and stayshift strategies), task engagement (initiation latencies) and lagging regressors to
reflect “carry-over” effects from neighboring trials (Fig.8H, see Methods). We
found that blunting of fast peak dynamics in Nex-Nrxn1αcKO mutants was specific
to aspects of reward processing - i.e., while peak slopes had significant correlation
to reward history, reward prediction error and comparative choice values in
wildtype mice, these outcome-sensitive signal components were absent in mutant
striatal population dynamics (Fig.8H). In contrast, value-modulated signal
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components are preserved in the mutants during slow ramping (Fig.8H), supporting
a circumscribed alteration in striatal value coding. Together, these data demonstrate
disrupted reward responsive activity in direct pathway SPNs upon ablation of
Nrxn1α in a subset of excitatory forebrain neurons. These changes are broadly
consistent with our behavioral analysis showing Nrxn1α knockout in frontal
projection neurons produced lower learning rate and sensitivity to outcome
magnitudes (Fig.5E,F), generating smaller Q value discrepancies (Fig.5G).

DISCUSSION
Understanding genetic contributions to brain disease requires bridging the sizeable
chasm between molecular dysfunction and behavioral change. While behaviorallycircumscribed neural circuits provide a logical intermediary substrate, it has been
challenging to identify disease-relevant neural populations owing to: (1) difficulty
in finding assays that provide stable readouts of relevant behavioral constructs; (2)
incomplete understanding of specific computational algorithms and neural circuit
implementations for behavioral constructs; (3) challenges localizing relevant neural
circuits wherein gene perturbations drive behavioral dysfunction; (4) limitations in
correlating mutation-associated patterns of neural activity with abnormal
implementation of behavior.

Here we addressed these obstacles while investigating value-processing deficits in
mice harboring mutations in Neurexin1α (Nrxn1α), a synaptic adhesion molecule
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associated with numerous neuropsychiatric disorders [35, 37-39, 52, 71, 72]. We
found that constitutive Nrxn1α KO mice exhibited reduced bias towards more
beneficial outcomes (modeled by greater reward volumes) and away from more
costly actions (modeled by higher response schedules). Reinforcement modeling of
choice behavior suggested altered mutant decision-making resulted from deficits in
the updating and representation of choice value as opposed to how these values are
transformed into action. Using brain region-specific gene manipulation, we
demonstrated that deletion of Nrxn1α from telencephalic projection neurons, but
not thalamic neurons, was able to recapitulate most aspects of the reward processing
deficits observed in constitutive Nrxn1α KOs. Finally, we investigated how circuitspecific Nrxn1α mutants altered value-modulated neural signals within direct
pathway neurons of the dorsal striatum. We found that while fast peak Ca2+ activity
immediately preceding trial initiation strongly reflected aspects of prior and current
action values in wildtype mice, value-coding signals were disrupted in
telencephalic-specific Nrxn1α mutants.

Deficits in Value-Based Action Selection in Neurexin1α Mutants
Reframing the study of disease-associated behaviors into endophenotypes is a
powerful approach to revealing underlying genetic causality. Nevertheless, the
study of disease-relevant cognitive endophenotypes in mice has proven
challenging. Here we employed a feedback-based, two-alternative forced choice
task that forces value comparisons between choices of differing reward magnitude
and required effort. We believe this task has many advantages for investigating
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cognitive dysfunction associated with neuropsychiatric disease risk genes such as
Nrxn1α. First, we have previously shown it produces stable within-mouse measures
of benefit and cost sensitivity [56], ideal for revealing between-genotype
differences. Second, it probes how outcome value is used to direct future action
selection – a core neural process perturbed across many of the brain disorders in
which Nrxn1α mutations have been implicated [21, 24, 26].

We find that global deletion of Nrxn1α resulted in a persistent deficit in outcomeassociated choice allocation, driven strongly by reductions in win-stay behavior
(Fig.1C-E). Interestingly, similar reductions in win-stay behavior during feedbackbased tasks have been demonstrated to drive choice inefficiency in both
schizophrenia [73] and autism [27], disorders for which Nrxn1α has been
implicated. We observed that this value-based dysregulation manifests not only for
the selection of higher-benefit actions, but also in the selection of less costly choices
(Fig.3), as well as in the outcome-dependent modulation of task engagement as read
out by initiation latency (Fig.2). Together, these data converge to suggest Nrxn1α
mutations disrupt the function of brain circuits that internally represent value or
circuits that transform these encoded values into actions.

Deficits in the Updating and Representation of Value are Core Computational
Deficits in Neurexin1α Mutants
In order to reveal which aspects of the decision process were altered in Nrxn1α
mutants, we took advantage of Q-learning models to quantitatively describe
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relevant drivers of choice in feedback-based reinforcement paradigms [74, 75]. Our
data suggest that choice abnormalities in Nrxn1α KO mice reflect deficits in the
updating or encoding of choice values, encapsulated by reductions in the learning
rate (α) and outcome differentiation (γ) parameters, as opposed to differences in
how mice translate value into action (β) or persist on actions independent of
outcome (κ) (Fig.4). These data are reminiscent of work from schizophrenic
subjects in a probabilistic reinforcement learning paradigm, where similar
modeling suggested a reduction in the learning rate in patients versus neurotypical
controls [31]. Of particular interest, these investigators interpreted alterations in
learning rate not to reflect perturbations in the reward prediction error (RPE) signal
itself but to changes in how those signals were integrated to update value for future
actions [30, 31]. While we cannot directly map parameters of the reinforcement
model to neural circuits, this interpretation suggests relevant circuit loci might be
those tasked with integrating dopaminergic RPE signals, including connections
between cortical regions and the striatum.

Deletion of Neurexin1α from Telencephalic Excitatory Neurons Recapitulates
Choice Abnormalities of the Constitutive Knockout
The above hypothesis, together with robust expression of presynapticallyexpressed Nrxn1α throughout cortex and its known role in mediating excitatory
synaptic function in hippocampal circuits, directed us towards probing its function
in corticostriatal circuits. A large literature has implicated multiple excitatory
forebrain populations in flexibly encoding the expected value of anticipated reward
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[76-80], reward-dependent modulation of working memory [79] and forming
associations between motivated behaviors and their outcomes [81]. Consistent with
this, deletion of Nrxn1α from embryonic telencephalic excitatory neuron
progenitors recapitulated the value-based deficits observed in the constitutive KOs
(Fig.5). While we do not claim this as the sole circuit-specific deletion capable of
generating this phenotype, some degree of specificity was demonstrated by the
absence of decision-making phenotypes in our thalamic Nrxn1α deletion (Fig.6).

Unfortunately, the broad recombinase expression of the Nex-Cre transgenic within
telencephalic excitatory populations precludes us from assessing the importance of
Nrxn1α in specific cortical populations. Co-expression networks seeded by autism
candidate genes have highlighted human mid-fetal deep layer cortical neurons from
both prefrontal and primary motor/somatosensory cortices as potential sites of
autism pathogenesis [33]. Furthermore, human patients with damage to the
ventromedial prefrontal cortex exhibit similar deficits in value-based decisionmaking tasks as those seen in our Nex deletions [82, 83]. Further assessment of the
contribution of prefrontal Nrxn1α function to the observed phenotypes awaits Cre
transgenic lines with both greater cortical regional specificity and embryonic
expression. It is worth noting that Nex-Cre transgenic mice also label a small subset
(~10%) of VTA neurons that project to the medial shell of the nucleus accumbens
[84, 85]. While we cannot formally rule out the contribution of these neurons to our
behavioral results, they are unlikely to account for our Ca2+ imaging results, as their
projections are distant from our imaging site.
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Circuit-Specific Ablation of Neurexin1α Disrupts Value-Modulated Neural
Signals within Striatum
Based on our behavioral data and computational modeling from multiple Nrxn1α
mutants, expression patterns of Nrxn1α transcripts [50] and the known pre-synaptic
function of this molecule in maintaining synaptic connectivity [40, 48, 49, 54], we
hypothesized that the observed value-based abnormalities resulted from altered
synaptic transmission at key sites for integration of RPEs into action value coding.
Putative circuit loci include: (1) connections within value-encoding forebrain
excitatory areas; (2) connections from cortex onto mesencephalic dopamine
neurons that encode striatal-targeting RPE signals [86]; (3) connections from
cortical areas into striatum. Reasoning the aforementioned possibilities would each
impact neural signals of striatal SPNs, we recorded population Ca2+ activity of
putative dSPNs via fiber photometry (Fig.7A-C). In support of this idea, we
observed value-modulated signals leading up to trial initiation (Fig.7D,F;
Fig.8A,D,H), consistent with population Ca2+ imaging signals observed in both
SPN subtypes as mice approach palatable food [70]. While our imaging does not
provide the clarity of cellular-level approaches [68, 87], it clearly resolved two
phases of activity – a slow ramp occurring ~10sec. before trial initiation and a fast
peak in the 1sec. leading up to initiation – that correlated with prior reward outcome
and RPE (Fig.7,8). Interestingly, the Nex-Nrxn1α mutants displayed a clear
disruption of these reward variable correlations with p-dSPN activity, specifically
for the fast peak immediately preceding trial initiation (Fig.8H). We suggest these
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data support a hypothesis wherein RPE signals are not appropriately integrated in
Nex-Nrxn1α mutants, depriving striatal circuits of essential reward relevant
information for subsequent action selection [30, 31]. Further in vivo neural
recordings of corticostriatal circuits during this task together with input-specific
interrogation of synaptic alterations are required to understand how Nrxn1α
mutations perturb striatal representations of value-associated information.

Extensive associations have been found between mutations in Nrxn1α and a range
of neuropsychiatric disorders [35, 37-39, 52, 71, 72]. Here we show that Nrxn1α
plays a key functional role in specific forebrain excitatory projection circuits
governing cognitive control of value-based action selection. It is interesting to
speculate that the widespread nature of basic reinforcement learning abnormalities
seen across neuropsychiatric diseases could be explained by similar network
dysfunctions as seen here for Nrxn1α mutants. Further work will be necessary to
test the generalizability of these observations for other neurodevelopmental
psychiatric disorders.
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METHODS

CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING
Code used for data analysis is available on github. Further information and requests
for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Marc
Fuccillo (fuccillo@pennmedicine.upenn.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Animal procedures were approved by the University of Pennsylvania Harbor
Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee and carried out in accordance with
National Institutes of Health standards. Constitutive Neurexin1α (Nrxn1α) KO
mice were obtained from the Südhof lab (Stanford University) [88]. Nrxn1α+/males and females were bred to produce subject for this study. In sum, 11 Nrxn1α+/+
and 12 Nrxn1α-/- mice were used in this study. 1 Nrxn1α-/- mouse died in the early
stages of training and its results were excluded. Nrxn1α conditional knockout mice
were generated from sperm stock (Nrxn1<tm1a(KOMP)Wtsi>) heterozygotes on
the C57Bl/6N background) obtained from the MRC Mary Lyon Center (Harwell,
UK). The lacZ gene was removed via crosses to a germline-FLP recombinase,
which was then bred off, followed by at least 4 generations breeding to
homozygosity within our colony. NexCre mice (kind gift of Klaus-Armin Nave and
Sandra Goebbels, Göttingen, Germany) were obtained and crossed onto Nrxn1αc/c
mice [63]. 11 Nex+/- Nrxn1α-/-, 14 Nex-/- Nrxn1αc/c and 13 Nex+/- Nrxn1αc/c mice
were used in this study. Olig3Cre mice were obtained (kind gift of Yasushi
Nakagawa, University of Minnesota) and similarly crossed onto the Nrxn1αc/c
colony [89]. 8 Olig+/+; Nrxn1αC/C and 10 OligCre/+; Nrxn1αC/C mice were used in this
study.
Whenever possible, animals were housed in cages with at least one littermate. One
Neurexin1α wildtype and two Neurexin1α knockout animals were singly housed to
avoid injury from infighting. Mice were food-restricted to maintain 85-90% of
normal body weight and were given ad libitum access to water throughout the
duration of the experiment. Mice were allotted 0.2-0.4 grams of extra food on non114

experimental days to account for the discrepancy in caloric intake from not
receiving reward in a task. A 7AM-7PM regular light-dark cycle was implemented
for all mice used in this study. Cages were maintained in constant temperature and
humidity conditions.

BEHAVIORAL APPARATUS AND STRUCTURE
Experiments were conducted utilizing Bpod, a system specialized for precise
measurements of mouse behavior (Sanworks LLC, Stony Brook, NY). A modular
behavioral chamber (dimensions 7.5L×5.5W×5.13H inches, ID: 1030) with 3 ports
capable of providing light cues and delivering liquid rewards was used to measure
behavioral events. Each port was 3D printed from clear XT Copolyester and housed
an infrared emitter and phototransistor to measure port entries and exits precisely.
Behavior chambers were enclosed in larger sound-attenuating boxes. For each
behavioral paradigm, illumination of the center port after a 1s intertrial interval
indicated the beginning of a trial. Animals initiated trials by registering an entry to
the lit center port, triggering a choice-period. The choice period was marked by the
extinction of the center light and illumination of the ports on either side of the
center. Mice were given an x-sec (varied by protocol) temporal window to enter
either the left or right port and register a choice. Failure to register a choice in this
period resulted in an omission, which was followed by a 3 second timeout and
required the animal to reinitiate the task.
Successful registration of a choice resulted in the extinction of all port lights and
the delivery of a variable volume of liquid supersac reward (3% glucose, 0.2%
saccharin in filtered water) via a steel tube in the choice ports. Reward volumes and
delivery probabilities were dependent on task conditions. The reward period lasted
a minimum of 5 seconds. Following this mandatory minimum, the reward phase
was extended if a mouse was noted to be occupying one of the three ports. The trial
ended only after successfully confirmation of port exit from all three ports. Reward
volumes were regulated via individually calibrated solenoid valves, with specific
time/volume curves to deliver precise reinforcement.
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All port entries, exits and other task events were recorded by the Bpod State
Machine R1 (ID: 1027) and saved in MATLAB. Behavioral protocols and primary
analysis were developed in MATLAB.

OPERANT BEHAVIOR
Acquisition of Goal-Directed Contingency
Mice were habituated to behavior chambers and ports over a 3-day period. Each
day, animals were given a 10-minute adjustment period followed by a program
delivering 10µL of reward every 30 seconds for 40 min. The first 40 trials were
grouped into 2 blocks, with reward delivered either from the left or the right port
for 20 contiguous trials. Following this period, reward was alternated between left
and right port for the remaining 20 trials. Port lights were illuminated for a 10
second period to indicate reward delivery, followed by a 20 second ITI.
Following this introductory period, mice were introduced to a goal-directed task
that required them required them to acquire a light-chasing reward contingency.
Trials were initiated as described previously. During the choice phase, one of the
two lateralized ports was illuminated at random. Mice were given 10 seconds to
register a choice, or an omission was charged. If entries into the unlit lateral port or
the center port were registered a 3 second timeout occurred and the animals had to
reinitiate the trial until they selected the correct port. Successful selection of the
correct port resulted in 10uL of reward (Prew= 1.0). Sessions lasted 1 hour with no
trial number limits. After 10 sessions, mice that had completed 2 consecutive days
of >125 trials or 1 day >200 trials progressed to the serial reversal task. If mice
missed this deadline, they were again assessed after their twelfth session. No mice
that failed to meet these criteria by the twelfth session.
Serial Reversal Value Task
After successfully acquiring the action-outcome contingency described above,
mice progressed to a forced-choice two-alternative serial reversal paradigm with
variable reward outcomes. Trial initiation occurred as described above, via entry
into the central port. To ensure accurate initiation latencies, the state of the center
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port was assessed after the ITI. The beginning of a trial was delayed if a mouse was
found occupying this port. Initiation of a trial led to a 5sec choice period in which
both left and right lateral ports were illuminated as choice alternatives. Following
selection, a variable volume of reward was delivered contingent upon current task
conditions (Prew= 0.75 and 0.4 were used here). The reward phase lasted 5sec and
trial termination did not occur till after mice successfully disengaged from all ports.
One Nrxn1α-/- mutant animal was excluded from the reversal study due to miscalibrated solenoid valves.
Similar to our previous study, a “moving window” of proximal task events was
used to monitor mouse choice patterns [56]. Changes of choice-outcome
contingencies were initiated when 8 of the last 10 actions were allocated to the large
reward volume side. Following detection of this event, the lateralization of reward
volumes was switched. These contingency reversals were un-cued and served to
mitigate outcome-insensitive behavior. Reward probabilities were the same for
both choices and consistent over a given session. The relative reward contrast was
consistent over a given session. Eight reward environments were tested (four
relative reward ratios across two reward reinforcement rates). Animals performed
the eight tests in a random sequence, performing the high reinforcement sessions
before the low reinforcement sessions. For initial introduction to task structure,
mice were run in the reversal paradigm (12µL v. 0µL only) for 5-8 days prior to
initiating the sequence of behaviors described above. All sessions were limited to
1 hour with no cap on trial number. Reward, however, was limited to 2000 µL in a
session.
To ensure that behavioral measures were not overly influenced by spatial bias
developed in one session (which could last for many subsequent sessions, across
reward environments), sessions with excessive or carryover bias were excluded
from this study and triggered a re-training phase before the experiment was
continued. Bias was calculated as:
Overall Bias = (Pokes(𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠) − Pokes(𝑁𝑜𝑛𝐵𝑖𝑎𝑠))⁄𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑃𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑠
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where Pokes (Bias) denotes the number of port entries to the side which received
more pokes and Pokes (NonBias) represents the number of pokes to the side that
received less. A bias exceeding 0.45 initiated an automatic re-training phase lasting
at least one session. Sessions with biases > 0.2 triggered a watch-period in mice. If
another session produced a bias >0.2 to the same spatial choice alternative, that
session was marked as having carry-over bias from a previous session and excluded
– also triggering a retraining phase. Sessions were additionally excluded if animals
met 3 conditions in a single session: 1) overall bias exceeding 0.45; 2) failure to
complete a minimum of 2 contingency switches; 3) failure to complete at least 100
selections of the nonbiased alternative. During re-training, animals performed one
session of the 12µL v. 0µL reversal task to eliminate spatial bias.
Static Contingency Effort Task
A behavioral paradigm with a stable reward contingency over 150 trials was used
to assess how costs shape behavior. Cost was modeled as increased operant
responding (FR3) before delivery of a reward. Costs were applied to one alternative
for 150 trials, following which a relative reward reversal was initiated (10µL v.
0µL) to eliminate the spatial bias developed during the task. Entry into one port
during the choice phase led to extinction of the contralateral light. The chosen port
remained lit until the animal completed the repetitive motor requirement necessary
to obtain reward. Immediately upon completion of this requirement, reward was
delivered as described previously. Equal reward volumes (8µL, P rew= 1) were
implemented during the experimental phase of this task. Trial structure was the
same as in the reversal paradigm described above. All sessions were limited to 1
hour. Each animal performed 2 experimental sessions to account for potential
spatial biases. One with the high motor threshold on the right and the other with it
on the left choice port.
Before animals were exposed to relative costs, they were acclimated to the new
behavioral requirements by a three-session minimum training period in which they
completed this task with an FR3 v. FR3 to increase response rate.
Cognitive Flexibility Assays
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To measure cognitive flexibility, we employed an attentional set shifting task where
the correct port was first indicated by a lit visual cue and subsequently switched to
a fixed egocentric spatial position. Trials were structured as previously described.
In the first 25 trials, a light cue denoted the position of reward. Mice initiated trials
in which one of the lateralized alternatives was illuminated, at random, during a
10sec choice window. Selection of the illuminated port resulted in a 10µL reward,
and selection of the unlit port resulted in a timeout. Following this baseline block,
illumination of the choice ports continued to occur at random, but rewards were
only delivered on one of the choice ports for the remainder of the session. Sessions
were capped at 1hr and 250 trials.
To further probe behavioral flexibility, we utilized an egocentric spatial reversal
task. Individual trial structure was preserved. In the first block of 25 trials, one of
the choice ports was assigned as the reward port. Following this introductory block,
the opposite port was assigned as the reward port. On each trial, one of the two
ports was illuminated at random. A 10µL reward was given after selection of the
appropriate port.
To account to potential biases and intersession fluctuations in performance, each
animal was tested twice in each behavior – with alternating spatial cues in each
session. Prew= 1 for both behaviors upon selection of correct alternative.
Spontaneous Alternation Behavior
Mice were acclimatized to the testing room for 1hr. prior to testing. Alternating
behavior was measured in a Y-maze (custom built, based on San Diego Instruments
Y-maze 2005) and recorded with an overhead camera (10fps). To begin the test,
each mouse was placed in arm C facing arms A and B. The mouse was allowed to
freely explore the Y-maze for 5-8 minutes. If the mouse performed 15 arm entries
(defined as entry of all four limbs into an arm) by the end of 5 minutes, the session
was ended immediately. If the mouse had not performed 15 arm entries after 5
minutes, an additional 3 minutes were given. Mice that did not perform 15 arm
entries within 8 minutes were excluded from the data. The video was manually
scored by an experimenter who was blinded to the animal's genotype and sex.
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ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIORAL PERFORMANCE
Data were analyzed using custom-written scripts developed in Matlab [90]. We
utilized basic function supplemented by the following toolboxes: Bioinformatics,
Curve Fitting, Data Acquisition, Global Optimization, Parallel Computing [90].
Analytical code is available on request.

Descriptive Parameters
The session performance index was calculated as:

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑒 ln (

𝑃𝑟(𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 )
)
1 − 𝑃𝑟(𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 )

where 𝑃𝑟(𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 ) refer to the percentage of total choice that animals
made to the large reward alternative over the course of a session.

The relative reward-stay of an outcome, A, versus another outcome, B, was
calculated as:

Relative Reward − Stay = ln ((

𝑃 𝑟 (𝐴 )
𝑃 𝑟(𝐵 )
)⁄(
))
1 − 𝑃 𝑟 (𝐴 )
1 − 𝑃 𝑟 (𝐵 )

where Pr(A) and Pr(B) refer to the probability that mice stay on the choice
alternative producing outcome A and B, respectively, on the t-1 trial.

The adaptability index was calculated as:
𝑛
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

Adaptability Index = (∑ ((𝐿𝑖
𝑖=1
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𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

− 𝑆𝑖

𝑝𝑟𝑒
) + (𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑒
− 𝑆𝑖 ))⁄10)⁄𝑛
𝑖

𝑝𝑟𝑒

where 𝐿𝑖

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

and 𝐿𝑖

refer to the number of large alternative selections in the ten
𝑝𝑟𝑒

trials before and after the ith contingency switch in an individual session and 𝑆𝑖
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

and 𝑆𝑖

refer to the number of small alternative selections in the same time

window. n is the number of blocks completed in a session.

The relative initiation latency was calculated as:
Relative Latency to Initiate = (LatInit 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 − LatInit𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 )⁄LatInit𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙

where LatInitLarge and LatInitSmall refer to the average latency to initiate trials
following large reward and small reward outcomes, respectively, in an individual
session.

Logistic Regression
We employed a logistic regression to model current choice as a function of past
actions and outcomes (n=5 trials):
𝑅(𝑖)

log (1−𝑅(𝑖)) = 𝛽0 + ∑𝑛𝑝=1 𝛽𝑝𝐿𝑅 LR(𝑖 − 𝑝) + ∑𝑛𝑝=1 𝛽𝑝𝑆𝑅 SR(𝑖 − 𝑝) +
∑𝑛𝑝=1 𝛽𝑝𝑁𝑅 NR(𝑖 − 𝑝) + ∑𝑛𝑝=1 𝛽𝑝𝐶 C(𝑖 − 𝑝) + error
where 𝑅(𝑖 ) is the probability of choosing the right-sided alternative on the ith trial.
LR(i-p), SR(i-p) and NR(i-p) refer to the outcomes of the pth trial before the ith
trial. LR(i-p) is defined such that LR(i-p) = +1 if an animal received a large reward
resulting from a right press on the pth previous trial, a -1 if an animal received a
large reward resulting from a left press on the pth previous trial and 0 if the animal
did not receive a large reward on that trial. SR(i-p) and NR(i-p) are defined
similarly for trials that resulted in small reward and no reward outcomes,
respectively. C(i-p) is an indicator variable representing the previous choice
behavior of the mouse (C=1 for right-sided choice, C=0 for left-sided choice).
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These variables provide a complete accounting of the choice, reward history and
interaction of the two in our task. This method assumes equivalent reinforcement
from outcomes regardless of the lateralization of choice. The model was fit to 6
random blocks of 85% of choice data. The coefficient produced by these blocks
were averaged to produce individual coefficients for each animal. Regression
coefficients were fit to individual mouse data using the glmfit function in Matlab
with the binomial error distribution family. Coefficient values for individual mice
were averaged to generate the plots shown in the supplemental figures.

Reinforcement Learning Model
An adapted Q-Learning Reinforcement Model with 5 basic parameters was fit to
the behavioral data produced by the relative reward serial reversal task [74, 75].
Mouse choice patterns and outcome history were the primary inputs of the model.
In order to capture trait-like characteristics of mouse behavior, behavioral sessions
from the high and low reinforcement rate environments (4 sessions each) were
grouped and entered into the model together. The values of the lateralized choice
alternatives were initiated at 0 and updated as follows:
𝑄𝑡+1 = 𝑄𝑡 + 𝛼(𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 ) ,

where

𝑅𝑡 = 𝑉𝑡 𝛾
In this model, 𝑄𝑡 is the value of the action taken on trial t and 𝑅𝑡 is the function that
approximates the perceived reward volume resulting from that action. 𝑅𝑡 is defined
as a compressive transformation of the reward volume, 𝑉𝑡 , delivered after a choice
raised to the coefficient, γ. γ is the compression parameter that relates how
sensitively mice respond to reward volumes of different magnitudes. 𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 , then,
represents the reward prediction error (RPE) – the discrepancy between expected
and realized reward – on trial t. The RPE is scaled by the learning rate (α), which
determines the extent to which new information about the state-action pairing alters
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subsequent behavior. The scaled RPE is then used to update the value of the chosen
action for the subsequent trial t+1. The value of the unchosen alternative was not
altered on any trial and did not decay.
We utilized a modified softmax decision function to relate calculated action values
with choice probabilities. The probability of choosing an alternative A on trial t was
defined as:

PA (𝑡) =

1
1+ 𝑒 −𝑧

, where

𝑧 = 𝛽 (𝑄𝐴 (𝑡) − 𝑄𝐵 (𝑡)⁄12𝛾 ) + 𝜅𝐶𝑡−1 + c1−4 𝐸𝑛𝑣1−4
The inverse temperature parameter, β, is the conversion factor linking theoretical
option values with realized choice output. High values of 𝛽 indicate a tendency to
exploit differences in action values, while lower values suggest more exploratory
behavior. 𝑄𝐴 (𝑡) − 𝑄𝐵 (𝑡) is the value of alternative A relative to the value of
alternative B. In order to compare β across animals, this relative difference is scaled
by 12𝛾 , representing the maximum Q value (as largest delivered reward was 12µl).
To account for the influence of proximal choice output on subsequent decisions,
we included the parameter κ – the persistence factor. This measure captures the
extent to which the animal’s choice on the t-1 trial influences its choice on the t
trial irrespective of outcome. 𝐶𝑡−1 is an indicator variable that denotes whether the
animal selected alternative A on the previous trial (𝐶𝑡−1 = 1) or if it selected
alternative B (𝐶𝑡−1 = −1). To account for potential differences in bias between
sessions, a bias term, cx, with an indicator variable Envx, was added for each session
that the animal perfomed. This constant term captures spatial biases that animals
have or develop in the course of a behavioral session. We performed a maximum
likelihood fit using function minimization routines of the negative log likelihood of
models comprised of different combinations of our three parameters (α, β, γ, 𝜅 , c)
in MATLAB [18]. In order to resolve global minima, the model was initiated from
75 random initiation points in the parameter space.
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FIBER PHOTOMETRY
Viral Injection and Fiberoptic Cannula Implantation
Trained Nex+/- Nrxn1α-/- (n=8) and Nex+/- Nrxn1αc/c (n=6) mice were injected with
adeno-associated viruses and implanted with a custom fiberoptic cannula on a
stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments, Model 1900). Anesthesia was induced with
3% isoflurane + oxygen at 1L/min and maintained at 1.5-2% isoflurane + oxygen
at 1L/min. The body temperature of mice was maintained at a constant 30C by a
closed loop homeothermic system responsive to acute changes in internal
temperature measured via rectal probe (Harvard Apparatus, #50-722F). After mice
were secured to the stereotaxic frame, the skull was exposed and anatomical
landmarks bregma and lambda were identified. The skulls of the mice were
subsequently leveled (i.e. bregma and lambda in the same horizontal plane) and
0.5mm holes were drilled on regions of the skulls above the target locations. A
pulled glass injection need was used to inject 300nL of retroAAV2.EF1α-3xFLAGCre into the substantia nigra reticulata (SNr; AP: -4.2mm, ML: +/-1.25mm, DV: 3.11mm) followed by 500nL of AAV5.hSyn-DIO-GCamp6f into the dorsomedial
striatum (DMS: AP: 0.85mm, ML: +/-1.35mm, DV: -2.85mm). Holes were drilled
ipsilaterally and injections were performed unilaterally per mouse. Virus was
infused at 125nL/min using a microinfusion pump (Harvard Apparatus, #70-3007)
and injection needles were left in position for 10-20 minutes to allow diffusion of
the viral bolus.

To implant each fiber optic, two 0.7mm bore holes were drilled ~2mm from the
DMS skull hole. 2 small screws were secured to the skull in these bore holes. A
400m fiberoptic cannula was lowered into the DMS injection site. Small abrasions
on the skull surface were created with a scalpel, following which, we applied dental
cement (Den-Mat, Geristore A and B) to secure the fiber optic placement. After
surgery, mice were given oxygen at 2L/min to aid in regaining consciousness. Mice
were incubated for 4-6 weeks before recordings were performed. ~2 weeks post-op
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mice were food deprived and reintroduced to the serial reversal task previously
described.

Data Acquisition
Before recording sessions, mice were attached to a fiber-optic patch cord (400m
core, 0.48 NA; Doric Lenses) to enable recordings. Patch-cords were attached to a
Doric 4-port minicube (FMC4, Doric Lenses) to regulate incoming and outgoing
light from the brain. An LED light driver (Thor Labs, Model DC4104) delivered
alternating

blue

(470nm,

GCamp6f

excitation)

and

violet

(405nm,

autofluorescence/movement artifact) light to the brain. Light was delivered at
~50W. The resulting excitation emissions were transferred through a dichroic
mirror, a 500-550nm filter and were ultimately detected by a femotwatt silicon
photoreceiver (Newport, Model 2151).

After attachment to the fiber-optic, animals were given a 5-min window to recover
from handling before the initiation of a session. All recorded mice were trained to
perform the relative reward serial reversal task before surgery. Animals were
reintroduced to the task ~2 weeks post-surgery. At 3 weeks, expression of the
GCamp6f construct was assessed and animals were trained to perform the task with
the attached fiber-optic. After a minimum of 4 weeks and 3 full training sessions
with the fiber optic, animals were eligible for recordings. Sessions lasted 1 hour.
We introduced a 0-1 temporal jitter after the ITI and before the choice period to aid
in dissociating task events.

Signal Processing and Analysis
Raw analog signals from behaving mice were demodulated (Tucker Davis
Technologies, RZ5 processor) and recorded (Tucker Davis Technologies,
Synapse). Demodulated 470nm and 405nm signals were processed and analyzed
using custom Matlab (MathWorks, R2018b) scripts that are freely available on
request. Signal streams were digitally filtered and down-sampled to 20Hz. To
account for de-bleaching of backround autofluorescence in the patch cords over
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long recording sessions, the demodulated 470nm and 405nm signals were fitted
with a cubic polynomial curve, which was subsequently subtracted from the signal.
The F/F of the debleached signals were calculated and the 405nm control signal
was subtracted from the 470nm GCamp6f emission signal. The subtracted F/F
was transformed into z-scores by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard
deviation of a 1min window centered on each point. These standardized
fluorescence signals were used for all subsequent analysis and visualization. The
Bpod State Machine delivered electronic TTLs marking behavioral events to
Synapse Software, which recorded their time and direction.

Modeling Signal Dynamics

The dynamics of preinitiation signal components was modeled as function of action
output in the form of upcoming choice behavior (choice lateralization relative to
implant [Choice], stay/shift behavior [Stay], explore/exploit behavior[Explore]),
reward (reward volume on previous trial [RewardHist], reward prediction error
[RPE] on previous trial and the relative action value on the current trial [ΔQ*temp1

]), prior signal dynamics (the preinitiation slope and integral on the previous trial

[PIS and PIT, respectively,) and the latency to initiate trials [LatInit]. Because the
slope occurs after the integral on every trial and because slope and integral
components are anti-correlated, the preinitiation integral on the t trial was included
as a regressor in the modeling of the slope component. To account for individual
animal differences in preinitiation signal components, we utilized a linear mixedmodel:
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑙 ~ 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝑅𝑃𝐸 + ∆𝑄 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝−1
+ 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦 + 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑃𝐼𝑇 + 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡
+ (1ȁ𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) + 1
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ~ 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡 + 𝑅𝑃𝐸 + ∆𝑄 ∗ 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝−1 + 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦
+ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒 + 𝑃𝐼𝑆 + 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡 + 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑙
+ (1ȁ𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡) + 1
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Histology and Immunohistochemistry

Mice were perfused via the left ventricle of the heart with 10mL of 90% formalin.
Whole brains were isolated and post-fixed in formalin overnight. 50µm coronal
and sagittal slices were sectioned in PBS. Slices from mice included in behavioral
experiments were immediately mounted on microscope slides for imaging on an
automated fluorescence microscope (Olympus BX63) at 10x (Olympus, 0.4NA).
Additional sections were blocked in 3% normal goat serum in PBS for 1 hr and
incubated with primary antibody overnight (1:500 Chick anti-GFP, abcam 13970;
1:1000 Mouse anti-FLAG, Sigma F1804). The following day, slices were washed
with PBS and incubated for 3 hours with secondary antibody (1:1000 Goat
Alexa488-conjugated anti-Chick, abcam 150173; 1: 1000 Goat Alexa647conjugated anti-Mouse, Invitrogen #A-21235). Slices were washed 3x with PBS
for 30 minutes and mounted on slides. Images were acquired from the same epifluorescent microscope as other images.

ELECTROPHYSIOLOGY
Mice were deeply and perfused transcardially with ice-cold ACSF containing (in
mM): 124 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 24 NaHCO3, 5 HEPES, 12.5 glucose, 1.3
MgSO4, 7H2O, 2.5 CaCl2. The brain was rapidly removed and coronal sections
(250μM thickness) were cut on a vibratome (VT1200s, Leica) in ice-cold ACSF.
Sections were subsequently incubated <15 minutes in a NMDG-based recovery
solution containing 92 NMDG, 2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 30 NaHCO3, 20 HEPES, 25
glucose, 5 sodium ascorbate, 2 thiourea, 3 sodium pyruvate, 10 MgSO4, 7H2O, 0.5
CaCl2. The identity of retrogradely infected SPNs were visualized through viral
fluorescence. Whole-cell recordings were made using an internal solution
containing (in mM): 135 CsCl, 10 HEPES, 0.6 EGTA, 2.5 MgCl, 10 NaPhosphocreatine, 4 Na-ATP, 0.3 Na-GTP, 0.1 Spermine, 1 QX-314. Miniature
spontaneous events were recorded in the presence of Tetrodotoxin (TTX; 1μM),
2,3-Dioxo-6-nitro-1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenzo[f]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX;
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10μM),

D-(-)-2-Amino-5-phosphonopentanoic

acid

(D-APV;

30μM).

Electrophysiology data was acquired using custom-built Recording Artist software
(Rick Gerkin), Igor Pro6 (Wavemetrics), and analyzed using Minianalysis
(Synaptosoft).

STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY
Power analysis was conducted in G*Power 3.1.9.4 [91] to obtain the appropriate
sample size for the comparison of relative reward stay values of Neurexin1α
wildtype and mutant animals. Running a power analysis on a repeated measures
ANOVA (between factors) with two groups [wildtype, mutant] and eight
measurements [2 reward probabilities, 4 relative reward ratios], a power of 0.80, an
alpha level of 0.05, and a medium-large effect size (f= .40), the required sample
size is 12. The sample size, n, for each experiment is clearly labeled on figures and
in figure legends. Animals were tested in a repeated design aimed to assess their
reward sensitivity in various reward conditions. However, each reward condition
was only recorded once per animal. Replicate information for RNA experiments
can be found in the methods section of the manuscript. Criteria for exclusion are
detailed in the methods section as well.

All data were initially tested with appropriate repeated measure ANOVA
(Prism8.0). Univariate regressions were performed in Prism8.0. Multivariate linear
regressions were performed using the fitlm function in MATLAB. Multivariate
linear mixed models were performed using the fitlme function in MATLAB. Main
effect and interaction terms are described within figures, figure legends and the
results. Preinitiation slope coefficients were calculated using the polyfit function in
MATLAB. The integral of photometry signals was calculated using the trapz
function in MATLAB.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Neurexin1α disruption leads to deficits in value-based selection of
actions
(A) Schematic of trial structure wherein mice perform repeated self-initiated trials
with contrasting reward volumes associated with each port. Animals were tested at
four relative reward ratios across high (Prew=0.75) and low (Prew=0.4) reinforcement
rates. See Methods for details. (B) Both probability of reinforcement and volume
contrast modulate the probability at which mice select the large reward option.
Nrxn1α KOs (blue, n=10) select the high benefit alternative at a lower rate than
their WT littermates (gray, n=11) across reward environments (3-way RMANOVA). (C,D) For both WT and KO animals, the relative magnitude of rewarded
outcome has a significant effect on the stay-probability for that alternative. (E) The
relative reward-stay (RRS), which quantifies the relative tendency of animals to
repeat choices after specific outcomes, was sensitive to relative magnitude of
rewards but not reward probability. In comparison to WT littermates, Nrxn1α KOs
less dynamically alter their choice behavior after large reward outcomes than small
reward outcomes (3-way RM-ANOVA). (F,G) The RRS is a significant predictor
of session performance for both WT and KO mice at both rates of reinforcement.
Note RRS is a better predictor of task performance at high reinforcement rates,
reflecting the preponderance of unrewarded outcomes in low reinforcement
conditions. All data represented as mean  SEM.
Figure 2. Neurexin1α mutants display altered outcome-dependent task
engagement
(A) A proxy of task engagement was measured as the average latency from trial
onset (center-light ON) to initiation. Nrxn1α KOs (blue, n=10) do not exhibit global
deficits in task engagement in comparison to WT animals (gray, n=11) (3-way RM
ANOVA). (B) Relative latency to initiate is a standardized comparison of initiation
latencies following large rewarded outcomes and small rewarded outcomes within
individual animals. (C) Nrxn1α WT mice modulate their trial-by-trial engagement
in response to different rewarded outcomes, initiating trials more quickly after large
reward outcomes than small reward outcomes. Nrxn1α KOs don’t exhibit this
outcome-sensitive modulation of task engagement (3-way RM ANOVA). (D,E,
top) There is a significant relationship between the ability of WT mice to select
actions in response to reward discrepancy (RRS) and their ability to upregulate task
engagement (relative initiation latency) which is lost in KOs (D,E bottom). All data
represented as mean  SEM.
Figure 3. Neurexin1α mutants display a deficit in the selection of actions
based on costs
(A) Effort paradigm schematic. Mice distribute choices in a session with fixed
contingency lasting 150 trials. Animals were given choices with equal reward
outcomes, but different effort requirements (FR3 v FR1). (B) Nrxn1α KOs (blue,
n=10) choose less costly alternatives at a lower rate than their WT littermates (gray,
n=11) (2-way RM ANOVA). The distribution of choice in both WT and KO mice
is altered over the course of the block as mice acquire information about the reward
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contingency, with a stable difference observed over the final 75 trials (two-sample
t-test *p=0.023). (C) Nrxn1α KOs exhibited a clear interaction between trial and
latency to initiate, slowing as they performed more high effort trials (2-way RM
ANOVA). Nevertheless, there was no statistically significant difference in
engagement at steady-state (two-sample t-test p=0.14). (D) The longer choice
latencies previously described in Nrxn1α KOs was observed in steady-state
responding (2-way RM ANOVA; two-sample t-test *p=0.017). All data
represented as mean  SEM.
Figure 4. A deficit in value updating underlies abnormal allocation of choices
in Neurexin1α mutants
(A) Q-learning reinforcement model. Mouse choice was modeled as a probabilistic
choice between two options of different value (QL,QR) using a softmax decision
function. Data from each reinforcement rate were grouped before model fitting. (B)
Example of model prediction versus actual animal choice. Choice probability
calculated in moving window of 13 trials. Long and short markers indicate large
and small reward outcomes. (C,D) As compared to littermate controls (gray, n=11),
Nrxn1α mutants (blue, n=10) exhibit a deficit in the learning rate, α, which
describes the weight given to new reward information and γ, a utility function that
relates how sensitively mice integrate rewards of different magnitudes (2-way RM
ANOVA). (E) Nrxn1α KOs exhibit an enrichment of low ΔQ-value trials. (F,G)
Nrxn1α mutants do not exhibit significant differences in explore-exploit behavior
(F, captured by β) or in their persistence towards previously selected actions (G,
captured by κ). (K) There is no significant difference in the decision function of
Nrxn1α wildtype and mutant animals. All data represented as mean  SEM. Bias
figures can be found in Supplementary Fig.3.
Figure 5. Restricted telencephalic excitatory neuron deletion of Neurexin1α
recapitulates choice abnormalities of constitutive KO
(A) Nrxn1α was conditionally inactivated in telencephalic excitatory neurons by
crossing a Nrxn1α-conditional knockout allele onto NexCre line. Controls for both
the Nex (light gray) and Neurexin1α-conditional (dark gray) allele were analyzed.
(B) Coronal section of brain from NEXCre/+;Ai14 (LSL-tdTOM) reporter cross
showing restriction of tdTOM fluorescence to cortex, hippocampus and a
subdomain of the amygdala. (C) RT-qPCR of RNA from adult mouse cortex (n=3
for Nrxn1αC/C;Nex+/+ (dark gray) and Nrxn1αC/C;NexCre/+ (purple)). Cre-mediated
recombination results in reduced expression of Nrxn1α mRNA detected by exon 9
probe (two-sample t-test: p<0.0001) and moderate nonsense-mediated decay (twosample t-test: p<0.01. (D) Nrxn1αC/C;NexCre/+ mutant animals (purple; n=13)
exhibit a reduction in relative reward-stay as compared with Nrxn1αC/C;Nex+/+(dark
gray; n =14) and Nrxn1α+/+;NexCre/+ (light gray; n=11) controls. No difference in
choice allocation was observed between control animals (genotype: p=0.88,
relative reward: ***p<0.0001, probability: p=0.26, 3-way interaction: p=0.25; 3way RM ANOVA). (E,F) Similar to Nrxn1α constitutive knockouts,
Nrxn1αC/C;NexCre/+ mutant mice have a deficit in utilizing new reward information
to update and represent choice values. The mutants exhibit a deficit in the learning
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rate (α) and in the reward volume sensitivity parameter (γ) (both analyzed by 2-way
RM ANOVA). (G) This leads to an enrichment of low ΔQ-value trials in mutant
mice. (H-J) Nrxn1αC/C;NexCre/+ mutants do not differ from littermate controls for
the relationship between choice value and decision behavior (H) and biases towards
previous choice behavior (I). As a result, there is no significant difference in the
decision function of control and mutant animals. (K-M) Nrxn1αC/C;NexCre/+ mutants
exhibit a deficit in the allocation of choices guided by relative choice costs (K, 2way RM ANOVA, left; 1-Way ANOVA w/ Tukey’s multiple comparison, right,
*p<0.05). Mutants exhibit no difference in task engagement (L, 1-Way ANOVA
w/ Tukey’s multiple comparison, p>0.05) but recapitulate deficit in choice latencies
(M, 1-Way ANOVA w/ Tukey’s multiple comparison, **p<0.01). All data
represented as mean  SEM.
Figure 6. Specific deletion of Neurexin1α in thalamic nuclei does not
reproduce choice abnormalities observed in constitutive KO
(A) Neurexin1α was conditionally inactivated in thalamic progenitor cells by
crossing the Neurexin1α-conditional knockout line onto the Olig3-Cre line. (B)
Coronal section of Olig3Cre; Ai14 reporter cross showing expression of tdTOM
broadly throughout thalamic nuclei. (C) RT-qPCR of RNA from adult mouse
thalamus
(n=2
for
Nrxn1αC/C;Olig3+/+
(gray);
n=3
for
C/C
Cre/+
Nrxn1α ;Olig3
(orange)). Cre-mediated recombination results in reduced
expression of Nrxn1α mRNA detected by exon 9 probe (two-sample t-test:
p<0.0001) and moderate nonsense-mediated decay (two-sample t-test: p<0.001)
(D) Nrxn1αC/C;Olig3Cre/+ mutant animals (orange; n=10) do not exhibit changes in
relative reward-stay in comparison with Nrxn1αC/C;Olig3+/+(gray; n=8) control
animals. (E-G) Nrxn1αC/C;Olig3Cre/+ mutant mice do not have a deficit in updating
or representing choice values (2-way RM ANOVA). (H-J) Nrxn1αC/C;Olig3Cre/+
mutants exhibit a normal relationship between choice values and decision behavior.
(K-M) Nrxn1αC/C;Olig3Cre/+ mutants do not exhibit a deficit in the allocation of
choices guided by relative choice costs (K, 2-way RM ANOVA, left; two-sample
t-test, right, p>0.05). Mutants exhibit no difference in task engagement (L, p>0.05)
or in choice latencies (M, p>0.05). All data represented as mean  SEM.
Figure 7. Quantifying value correlates in putative direct pathway SPNs of the
dorsomedial striatum
(A) Schematic of experimental scheme. Control (Nrxn1α+/+; NexCre/+, n=7) mice
were injected with a retro-AAV2-EF1α-3xFLAG-Cre virus in the substantia nigra,
pars reticulata (SNr). Ipsilateral injection of Cre-dependent GCamp6f allowed for
enrichment of putative direct pathway SPNs (p-dSPNs). (B, top) Sagittal section of
NexCre brain showing GCamp6f expression in dorsal striatal SPNs and placement
of 400µm optic fiber (white arrow). (B, bottom) Magnified view of striatum
showing colocalization of nuclear FLAG-Cre and cytoplasmic GCamp6f. (B,
bottom left) Location of fiber placements in NexCre/+. (C, top) Trial schematic and
relationship of specific task epochs with p-dSPN Ca2+ signal (bottom). (D)
Peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) of ΔF/F for NexCre/+ aligned to initiation event
(all trials). The initiation of the action sequence (green bar) is associated with a rise
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in p-dSPNs activity. (E) Representative heat map of individual animal trials
segregated by reward outcome on (t-1) trial (sorted by the latency to initiate). Trials
following a large reward have greater signal suppression than those following small
reward. (F) PSTH of ΔF/F for NexCre/+ aligned to initiation event (segregated by
outcome on (t-1)). Preinitiation p-dSPN dynamics exhibit two components – a slow
ramping phase (yellow, time-10→-1) followed by a fast spike phase (green, time1→init), both of which are modulated by (t-1) reward outcome. (G) The slow ramping
phase is quantified by the integral of GCamp signal -10s to -1s before initiation.
(H) There is a significant effect of (t-1) reward volume on the preinitiation integral
during slow ramping with large rewards showing greater silencing of p-dSPN
activity (paired t-test, ***p=0.0002). (I) Preinitiation integral inversely correlates
with the comparative action value of the upcoming trial, which is calculated using
probability estimates from fitted reinforcement learning models and reflects the
disparity in choice value on a trial to trial basis. (J) The dynamics of the fast peak
phase are represented by the average slope of GCamp signal from -1s till initiation.
(K) There is a significant effect of (t-1) reward volume on preinitiation slope during
the fast peak phase (paired t-test,***p=0.0006) with large rewards showing steeper
subsequent preinitiation slopes. (L) Preinitiation slope positively correlates with the
comparative action value of the upcoming trial.
Figure 8. Restricted telencephalic excitatory neuron deletion of Neurexin1α
produces a deficit in fast peak activity in p-dSPNs of the DMS
(A,B) PSTH of ΔF/F for Nex-control (Nrxn1α+/+;NexCre/+, n=7, gray) and NexNrxn1αcKO (Nrxn1αC/C;NexCre/+, n=6, purple) mice, respectively, aligned to
initiation event (segregated by outcome on t-1). Shaded region corresponds to the
difference in the preinitiation integral following large and small reward outcomes.
(C) There is no statistically significant difference between Nex-control and NexNrxn1αcKO in the Δpre-initiation integral of large versus small rewards (two-sample
t-test, n.s., p=0.084). (D,E) PSTH of ΔF/F for control and mutant animals,
respectively, in the fast peak phase of preinitiation activity. (F) Nex-Nrxn1αcKO
exhibit smaller disparity in fast peak signals after unique reward outcomes, as
evidenced by significant effect of genotype on Δpre-initiation slope of the fast peak
(two-sample t-test, *p=0.025). (G) This difference in Δpre-initiation slope arises
from a blunted GCamp response in mutants to large reward outcomes (2-way RM
ANOVA). (H) Modeling Ca2+ signal dynamics as function of reward variables
(blue), prior/future choice (gold), and lagging regressors (light blue), to capture
prior circuit states. Value modulation of fast peak activity is blunted in NexNrxn1αcKO mice (highlighted red box), while other components of the signal remain
intact. Slow ramping is largely intact in mutant animals. All data represented as
mean  SEM.
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STATISTICS
Figure 1.
Figure 1B: Performance
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
0.32
<0.0001
0.005
No Significant Interactions

Figure 1E: Relative Reward-Stay
Test: Three-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Comparison 3
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
0.0004
<0.0001
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Figure 1F
Top: Nrxn1α WT
Bottom: Nrxn1α KO

Test: Linear Regression
Performance vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.75
Performance vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.75

p-value, R2
<0.0001, 0.86
<0.0001, 0.88

Figure 1G
Top: Nrxn1α WT
Bottom: Nrxn1α KO

Test: Linear Regression
Performance vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.4
Performance vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.4

p-value, R2
<0.0001, 0.61
<0.0001, 0.39

Figure 2.
Figure 2A: Mean Initiation Latency
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Figure 2C: Relative Initiation Latency
Test: Three-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Comparison 3
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
<0.0001
0.009
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Figure 2D
Top: Nrxn1α WT
Bottom: Nrxn1α KO

Test: Linear Regression
Relative Initiation Latency vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.75
Relative Initiation Latency vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.75

p-value, R2
<0.01, 0.27
>0.05, 0.08

Figure 2E
Top: Nrxn1α WT
Bottom: Nrxn1α KO

Test: Linear Regression
Relative Initiation Latency vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.4
Relative Initiation Latency vs. Relative Reward-Stay, Pr(Rew) = 0.4

p-value, R2
<0.0001, 0.53
>0.05, 0.06
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Figure 3.
Figure 3B: Pr(Low Effort)
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial
Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout

p-value
0.025
<0.0001
>0.05

Figure 3C: Latency to Initiate
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial
Trials 75-100: t-test
Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout

p-value
>0.05
<0.0001
0.0029

Figure 3D: Latency to Choice
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial
Trials 75-100: t-test
Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout

p-value
0.078
0.031
0.018

Trials 75-100: t-test

0.0228

>0.05

0.0165

Figure 4.
Figure 4C: Learning Rate
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
0.029
>0.05
>0.05

Figure 4D: Reward Differentiation
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
0.031
>0.05
>0.05

Figure 4F: Temperature Parameter
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Figure 4G: Persistence Coefficient
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
>0.05
0.01
>0.05
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Figure 5.
Figure 5D: Relative Reward-Stay
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 5D: Relative Reward-Stay
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 5E: Learning Rate
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

p-value
>0.05
0.008
No Significant Interactions

Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 5K: Pr(Low Effort Choice)
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
0.043
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 5I: Persistence Coefficient
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

p-value
0.037
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 5H: Temperature Parameter
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

p-value
0.011
<0.0001
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 5F: Reward Differentiation
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

p-value
0.0009
<0.0001
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

p-value
>0.05
0.0005
No Significant Interactions

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

p-value
0.022
<0.0001
>0.05

SteadyState: One-Way Anova, PostHoc Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+

0.0284

SteadyState: One-Way Anova, PostHoc Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+

0.0204
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Figure 6.
Figure 6D: Relative Reward-Stay
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Figure 6E: Learning Rate
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3
Figure 6F: Reward Differentiation
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3
Figure 6H: Temperature Parameter
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3
Figure 6I: Persistence Coefficient
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions
Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
>0.05
0.005
No Significant Interactions

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: t-test
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+

Figure 6M: Latency to Choice
Comparison 1

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 6L: Latency to Initiate
Comparison 1

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Mixed-Effects Analysis
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Figure 6K: Pr(Low Effort Choice)
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
<0.0001
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

p-value
>0.05

Test: t-test
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
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p-value
>0.05

Figure 7.
Figure 7H: Preinitiation Integral
Test: Paired t-test
Comparison
Previous Reward Volume: 12μL vs. 0μL

p-value
0.0002

Comparison

Test: Linear Regression
Preinitiation Integral vs. Comparative Action Value

p-value, R2
<0.0001, 0.08

Figure 7K: Preinitiation Slope
Comparison 1

Test: Paired t-test
Previous Reward Volume: 12μL vs. 0μL

p-value
0.0006

Figure 7L
Comparison

Test: Linear Regression
Preinitiation Slope vs. Comparative Action Value

p-value, R2
<0.0001, 0.012

Figure 7I
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Figure 8.
Figure 8C: ΔPreinitiation Integral

Test: t-test

p-value

Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+

Comparison
Figure 8F: ΔPreinitiation Slope

Test: t-test

p-value

Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+

Comparison
Figure 8G: Average Slope

Test: Two-Way Anova

0.0247
p-value

Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
12μL vs. 0μL
Genotype x Previous Reward

Genotype
Previous Reward
Interaction

0.0835

0.0494
<0.0001
0.0247

PostHoc Comparison 12μL: Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+

0.0073

PostHoc Comparison 0μL: Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+

>0.05

Figure 8H: Slow Ramp β Coefficients

Test: Linear Mixed-Effects Model

+/+

Coefficient

Nrxn1α ;Nex
Reward (t -1)
RPE (t -1)
RAV(t )
StayShift(t )
ExploreExploit(t)
Integral(t-1)
LatInit(t )
Intercept

Cre/+

-54.013 <0.0001
-11.727 0.0042127
-1.1811 0.63511
-19.157 <0.0001
0.47696 0.61193
0.2793 <0.0001
0.18852 <0.0001
30.071 <0.0001

Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Reward (t -1)
RPE (t -1)
RAV(t )
StayShift(t )
ExploreExploit(t)
Integral(t-1)
LatInit(t )
Intercept
Figure 8H: Fast Peak β Coefficients

p-value

Coefficient
-38.274 <0.0001
-11.301 0.0020497
-2.9529 0.41371
-4.7284 0.27111
-1.9071 0.54299
0.1979 <0.0001
0.15868 <0.0001
17.743 <0.0001
Test: Linear Mixed-Effects Model

Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+
Reward (t -1)
RPE (t -1)
RAV(t )
StayShift(t )
ExploreExploit(t)
Slope (t -1)
Integral(t )
LatInit(t )
Intercept

Coefficient

Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Reward (t -1)
RPE (t -1)
RAV(t )
StayShift(t )
ExploreExploit(t)
Slope (t -1)
Integral(t )
LatInit(t )
Intercept

Coefficient

p-value

0.49048 <0.0001
-0.17434 0.0028409
-0.13802 0.028486
-0.021474 0.45724
0.0099967 0.0042819
0.040684 0.0075017
-0.0015761 <0.0001
0.000097129 0.82325
0.15073 0.14096

0.12136 0.051427
0.013404 0.891
-0.04435 0.11381
0.01264 0.46143
0.046975 0.30368
0.049456 0.00046961
-0.0012991 <0.0001
-0.00017537 0.60045
0.044516 0.25434
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Supplementary Figure 1.
Supp Figure 1B: Trial Initiations
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Interaction

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Day
Genotype x Day

>0.05
<0.0001
>0.05

Supp Figure 1C: %Correct
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Interaction

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Day
Genotype x Day

>0.05
<0.0001
>0.05

Supp Figure 1D: Mean Latency to Choice
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Day
Interaction
Genotype x Day

p-value

p-value

p-value
0.01
>0.05
>0.05

Supp Figure 1I: Adaptability
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
0.001
No Significant Interactions

Supp Figure 1J: Pr(Reward)
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

>0.05
<0.0001
>0.05

Supp Figure 1K: Pr(Reward)
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

>0.05
<0.0001
>0.05

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

p-value
0.0002
0.002
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Supp. Figure 2B: Session Reward Volume
Test: Three-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Comparison 3
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions
Supp. Figure 2C: Latency to Initiate
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

p-value
>0.05
<0.0001
<0.0001
No Significant Interactions
p-value
0.0004
>0.05
>0.05

p-value

p-value

Supplementary Figure 2.
Supp. Figure 2A: Latency to Choice
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3
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Supplementary Figure 3.
Supp. Figure 3A: Bias 12μL vs. 0μL
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Supp. Figure 3B: Bias 12μL vs. 2μL
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Supp. Figure 3C: Bias 12μL vs. 6μL
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Supp. Figure 3D: Bias 12μL vs. 8μL
Test: Two-Way Anova
Comparison 1
Genotype: Nrxn1α Wildtype vs Nrxn1α Knockout
Comparison 2
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Supplementary Figure 4.
Supp. Figure 4C: Choice Latency
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Supp. Figure 4D: Bias 12μL vs. 0μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 4D: Bias 12μL vs. 2μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
<0.0001
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

Supp. Figure 4G: Alternation%
Comparison 1

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

Supp. Figure 4F: Latency to Choice
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 4E: Latency to Initiate
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 4D: Bias 12μL vs. 8μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs Nrxn1α +/+;Nex Cre/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 4D: Bias 12μL vs. 6μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

p-value
<0.0001
>0.05
>0.05

Test: t-test
Nrxn1α C/C;Nex +/+ vs. Nrxn1α C/C;Nex Cre/+
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p-value
>0.05

Supplementary Figure 5.
Supp. Figure 5A: Adaptability
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Supp. Figure 5B: Relative Initiation Latency
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Supp. Figure 5C: Choice Latency
Comparison 1
Comparison 2
Comparison 3

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

Supp. Figure 5F: Latency to Choice
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 5E: Latency to Initiate
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 5D: Bias 12μL vs. 8μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 5D: Bias 12μL vs. 6μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
0.004
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Probability
Interaction: Genotype x Probability

Supp. Figure 5D: Bias 12μL vs. 2μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
0.0096
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

Test: Three-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Reward Discrepancy: 12μL vs. 10μL vs. 6μL vs 4μL
Pr(Reward): 0.75 vs. 0.4
Interactions

Supp. Figure 5D: Bias 12μL vs. 0μL
Comparison 1
Comparison 2

p-value
>0.05
>0.05
>0.05
No Significant Interactions

p-value
>0.05
<0.0001
>0.05

Test: Two-Way Anova
Genotype: Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3+/+ vs Nrxn1α C/C;Olig3Cre/+
Trial
Interaction: Genotype x Trial

Supplementary Figure 6.
Supp. Figure 6D: ΔChoice Slope
Test: t-test
+/+
Comparison 1
Nrxn1α ;NexCre/+ : 12μL vs. 0μL

p-value
0.047
>0.05
>0.05

p-value
>0.05

Supplementary Figure 7.
Supp. Figure 7B: mIPSC Amplitude
Comparison 1
Cre vs ΔCre

Test: t-test

p-value
>0.05

Supp. Figure 7B: mIPSC Frequency
Comparison 1
Cre vs ΔCre

Test: t-test

p-value
>0.05
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Abstract
The optimal selection of actions in a goal-directed setting requires the integration
of the costs and benefits of those actions. Such cost-benefit decision-making is
thought to reflect a series of neural computations in which actions are assigned
comparative values which are weighed in the selection process. While the circuit
basis for this value integration is poorly understood, the dorsomedial striatum, with
its convergent inputs from cortex, thalamus and midbrain, may serve as a potential
node in this computational circuity. Theoretical models of striatal circuitry have
emphasized distinct putative roles for direct and indirect pathway neurons in
encoding reward benefit and cost information, respectively. Despite this theoretical
framework, no studies have closely examined how dorsal striatal circuitry
correlates with the interactions of choice costs and benefits that mice use to guide
decision-making. In this study, we characterize cost/benefit value correlates in
dorsomedial striatal circuity by examining in vivo population recordings of D1 and
D2 spiny projection neurons in mice performing a value-based two-alternative task.
We demonstrate 1) broad correlations in the average patterns of direct and indirect
pathway SPN activity in the initiation and execution of this task 2) similarities in
encoding features of positive reward feedback in both pathways, with added
specialization of D1 SPNs in encoding aspects of beneficial outcomes 3) pathwayspecific encoding of cost, with D2 SPNs encoding the relative discounting of costs
in a value-based choice task. Together, these data indicate that the dorsomedial
striatum may act as a circuit substrate for cost-benefit interactions.
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Introduction
Goal-directed actions are motor sequences formulated to achieve desired objectives
in the context of a dynamic environment and are essential for successful adaptive
behavior. Effective selection of goal-directed action hinges upon the formation and
flexible adaptation of action-outcome associations. In the absence of outcomeassociated sensory information, positive and negative outcomes provide feedback
that are weighed against each other to modulate motor output [1-5]. The integration
of information about reward benefits and the costs required to obtain these
outcomes necessitates the comparison of disparate modalities of reinforcement to
guide decision making [6-8]. Despite the critical nature of these computations, the
circuits underpinning cost-benefit value integrations remain understudied.

The striatum has crucial functions in motor and cognitive processes. Experimental
and theoretical work has implicated the dorsal striatum as a key mediator of flexible
choice behavior[9-12], with critical roles in reward processing and reinforcement
learning. Single-unit recordings of striatal neurons in awake-behaving primate
models, for instance, have demonstrated cue response activity correlated with
anticipated reward, the predictive value of the cue and reward magnitude [13-17].
Further work has shown modulation of visual responses in caudate by proximal
reward schedule [18] and spatially selective response biases tuned to expected gain
[19]. Additional studies implementing electrophysiological, optogenetic and
pharmacological interventions have established broad roles for the dorsal striatum
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in regulating motivational states, reward expectancy and in encoding value signals
that drive adaptive behavior [5, 10, 11, 20-22].
Traditional models of striatal function – such as the classical firing rate model of
the basal ganglia described in Albin et al.[23, 24] – have suggested antagonistic
and diametric functions for striatal direct pathway (D1R+ SPNs, dSPNs) and
indirect pathway neurons (D2R+ SPNs, iSPNs). In this model, action selection is
regulated by the relative activity of direct versus indirect pathway neurons [25-28].
Indeed, optogenetic excitation of direct pathway neurons has been shown to
enhance ambulation in mice (representing a “Go” signal) while excitation of
indirect pathway neurons was shown to restrict it (a “No-Go” signal)[29, 30]. The
opposing control framework of direct and indirect pathway neurons has not been
limited to motor domains of behavior. Information about the rewards and
punishments of given actions have also been mapped onto the molecular diversity
of the direct and indirect pathway, respectively[10, 31-33]. While increased dSPN
activity has been associated with positive estimated value [10, 33-36], broad genetic
deletion of the adenosine-2a receptor, which is expressed coincidentally with the
D2-receptor on iSPNs, results in blunted integration of effort values into decisionmaking[37]. Recent work, has begun to reevaluate this segregated framework of
dorsomedial striatal function [38, 39], with more nuanced perspectives on cost and
benefit encoding . Despite its established role in encoding action values and the
introduction of these new hypotheses, the dorsomedial striatum’s role in
modulating and integrating cost and benefit signal modalities is poorly understood.
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We have previously shown that mice in a two-alternative serial reversal task
sensitively integrate reward benefits and costs to guide choice distributions [1]. In
this task, mice contextualized cost values – discounting them in the presence of
large discrepancies in reward. In this paper, we use this behavioral framework in
chronically implanted D1Cre/+ and A2aCre/+ mice expressing a Cre-dependent
GCamp6f construct to gain insight into striatal circuit dynamics as mice attempt to
maximize the benefits and minimize the costs of their actions. These signals were
correlated with behavioral readouts of choice and value to reveal a circuit
mechanism in indirect pathway neurons for the fundamentally integrative
calculation of weighing costs and benefits. Thus, this study provides a roadmap for
the analysis of circuit dynamics underlying abstract neural processes.

Materials and Methods:
Animal Subjects
Animal procedures were approved by the University of Pennsylvania Harbor
Laboratory Animal Care and Use Committee and carried out in accordance with
National Institutes of Health standards. 12 adult male C57Bl6/J mice (The Jackson
Laboratory, stock# 000664), 12 adult male D1Cre/+ (The Jackson Laboratory, stock#
000664), and 7 adult male A2aCre/+ mice (The Jackson Laboratory, stock# 000664)
were used in this study. Mice that had not been implanted with an optic fiber were
housed in cages of at least 3 animals. Following implantation, all mice were singly
housed. Mice were food-deprived to 85-90% of normal body weight and
maintained at this level for the duration of experiments. On days in which no
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experiments were conducted, mice were weighed and allocated 0.2 grams extra
chow relative to their recent daily allowance to account for differences in caloric
intake between experimental and non-experimental days. Mice were given
supplemental food if their weight fell below 85% of their initial weight. Mice were
kept on a 7AM-7PM regular light-dark cycle and maintained in constant
temperature and humidity conditions. 1 C57Bl6/J mouse was excluded due to
excessive lever bias and 4 D1Cre/+ animals did not successfully complete the battery
of behavioral tasks.

Behavioral Apparatus and Task Structure
All experiments were conducted inside a modular chamber with dimensions 8.5×
7.12 × 5 inches (W × D × H) (Med Associates, Inc., Burlington, VT). Each chamber
contained a modified reward magazine through which liquid reward was pumped
directly into a custom-made receptacle. On either side of the magazine were
retractable levers which had to be fully depressed to register choices. A light in the
magazine turned on to indicate the beginning of each trial, after which animals were
required to make a sustained (200msec) magazine head entry to initiate the choice
period. The choice period was marked by the extension of levers on either side of
the reward magazine, illumination of lights immediately above the protracted
levers, and extinction of the magazine light. Mice then had an x-sec temporal
window (contingent on current protocol) to register choice via lever press, after
which the lever retracted, and the trial was considered an omission. Following
successful choice selection, the levers were retracted and a variable volume of
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liquid reward (Boost, 70%, Nestlé) was delivered via the center magazine, which
had its light turned on for the duration of the reward period. Reward volumes were
determined by variable activation time of single-speed syringe pumps (predetermined for each pump in prior calibration sessions, Med Associates). Mice
were allowed 5sec. for reward consumption after which all box lights were inactive
for a 1sec. inter-trial interval prior to next trial start. All magazine entries (detected
by interruption of infrared beam) and lever presses were recorded by
MedAssociates software (MedPC-IV). Data were exported to Microsoft Excel via
MedAssociates software (MED-PC to Excel).

During recordings, trials did not terminate after the 5sec. reward period if a mouse
was detected in the magazine. Trial terminated only after the magazine was left
unoccupied for an uninterrupted period of 1 second. Additionally, during
recordings, ITIs timers would reset if a magazine entry was registered before the
next trial began – necessitating a minimum wait time. Lastly, the time requirement
for sustained magazine entry to induce trial initiation was lowered to 100msec, to
facilitate responding in the mice connected to fiber optics.

Simple Action Outcome Contingency
In the first stage of training, animals were habituated to behavioral boxes for 10
min., followed by a program that delivered 10µL of reward every minute for 40
min. via the magazine port. Reward delivery was not contingent on mouse choice.
Upon reward delivery, the magazine light turned on for 10 seconds to cue the mouse
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to reward, followed by a 50sec. inter-trial interval. After 3 days in this introductory
program, mice learned a lever press-reward contingency. Trials were initiated as
described previously. During the choice phase, 1 of 2 levers were protracted, at
random, on each trial. Mice had a 10sec. temporal window to register their choice
via lever press, otherwise the lever retracted and the trial was considered an
omission. If animals registered a selection within the given choice time, 10uL of
reward was delivered (Prew= 1.0). Sessions lasted 45 min with no trial number
limits.
Serial Reversal Task
Animals that acquired the action-outcome contingency progressed to a forcedchoice two-alternative serial reversal paradigm. Trials began as in the previous
protocol, with illumination of the magazine light. Again, mice initiated trials with
a 200-millisecond sustained magazine entry, which led to the choice period. Mice
then had a 5sec. temporal window to register their choice via lever press, otherwise
the lever retracted and the trial was considered an omission. On every trial, both
levers were presented. Reward volumes were varied according to experiment and
reward probabilities were set to Prew =0.75 in non recording sessions and 0.9 in
recording sessions. These contingencies were held constant for the duration of a
session. Following choice selection, both levers retracted and the 5sec. reward
phase initiated.

To prevent outcome-insensitive behavior, we employed a “moving window” to
trigger changes in lever-reward association (Figure1B). When 8 of the last 10
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actions were allocated to the large reward volume side, an un-cued contingency
shift flipped the lateralization of the high and low benefit alternatives. The
probability of reinforcement as well as the relative reward contrast between choices
were kept consistent over individual sessions. Sessions were limited to 1 hour, or
360 trials, whichever occurred first. Each relative reward contingency was
performed on the same animal in a semi-random order (contingencies were never
repeated on adjacent days).

Application of Response Costs
We decided to model costs as operant contingencies that increased the number of
required operant responses to reward delivery. Costs were exclusively associated
with the large reward benefit alternative in all contingencies. In tasks in which
repetitive motor output was required, selection of an alternative led to retraction of
the unselected lever and extinction of the corresponding lever light. The selected
alternative remained protracted until the animal completed the required motor
repetitions.

Analysis of Behavioral Performance
Data were analyzed using custom-written scripts developed in Matlab. We utilized
basic functions supplemented by the following toolboxes: Bioinformatics, Curve
Fitting, Data Acquisition, Global Optimization, Parallel Computing. Analytical
code is available on request.
Descriptive Parameters
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The session performance index was calculated as:

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑒 ln (

𝑃𝑟(𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 )
)
1 − 𝑃𝑟(𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 )

where 𝑃𝑟(𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 ) refer to the percentage of total choice that animals
made to the large reward alternative over the course of a session.

The relative win-stay of an outcome, A, versus another outcome, B, was calculated
as:
Relative Win − Stay = ln ((

𝑃 𝑟 (𝐴 )
𝑃 𝑟 (𝐵 )
)⁄(
))
1 − 𝑃 𝑟 (𝐴 )
1 − 𝑃 𝑟 (𝐵 )

where Pr(A) and Pr(B) refer to the probability that mice stay on the choice
alternative producing outcome A and B, respectively, on the t-1 trial.

The adaptability index was calculated as:

𝑛
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

Adaptability Index = (∑ ((𝐿𝑖

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

− 𝑆𝑖

𝑝𝑟𝑒
) + (𝐿𝑝𝑟𝑒
− 𝑆𝑖 ))⁄10)⁄𝑛
𝑖

𝑖=1

𝑝𝑟𝑒

where 𝐿𝑖

𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

and 𝐿𝑖

refer to the number of large alternative selections in the ten
𝑝𝑟𝑒

trials before and after the ith contingency switch in an individual session and 𝑆𝑖
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𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡

and 𝑆𝑖

refer to the number of small alternative selections in the same time

window. n is the number of blocks completed in a session.

The relative task latencies were calculated as:

Relative Latency = (Lat 𝐿𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒 − Lat𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙 )⁄Lat𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙

where LatLarge and LatSmall refer to the average task latency following large reward
and small reward outcomes, respectively, in an individual session.

Reinforcement Learning Model
An adapted Q-Learning Reinforcement Model with 5 basic parameters was fit to
the behavioral data produced by the relative reward serial reversal task. Mouse
choice patterns and outcome history were the primary inputs of the model. In order
to capture trait-like characteristics of mouse behavior, behavioral sessions from the
high and low reinforcement rate environments (4 sessions each) were grouped and
entered into the model together. The values of the lateralized choice alternatives
were initiated at 0 and updated as follows:
𝑄𝑡+1 = 𝑄𝑡 + 𝛼(𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 ) , where
𝑅𝑡 = 𝑉𝑡 𝛾
In this model, 𝑄𝑡 is the value of the action taken on trial t and 𝑅𝑡 is the function that
approximates the perceived reward volume resulting from that action. 𝑅𝑡 is defined
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as a compressive transformation of the reward volume, 𝑉𝑡 , delivered after a choice
raised to the coefficient, γ. γ is the compression parameter that relates how
sensitively mice respond to reward volumes of different magnitudes. 𝑅𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡 , then,
represents the reward prediction error (RPE) – the discrepancy between expected
and realized reward – on trial t. The RPE is scaled by the learning rate (α), which
determines the extent to which new information about the state-action pairing alters
subsequent behavior. The scaled RPE is then used to update the value of the chosen
action for the subsequent trial t+1. The value of the unchosen alternative was not
altered on any trial and did not decay.

We utilized a modified softmax decision function to relate calculated action values
with choice probabilities. The probability of choosing an alternative A on trial t was
defined as:
PA (𝑡) =

1
1+ 𝑒 −𝑧

, where

𝑧 = 𝛽 (𝑄𝐴 (𝑡) − 𝑄𝐵 (𝑡)⁄15𝛾 ) + 𝜅𝐶𝑡−1 + c1

The inverse temperature parameter, β, is the conversion factor linking theoretical
option values with realized choice output. High values of 𝛽 indicate a tendency to
exploit differences in action values, while lower values suggest more exploratory
behavior. 𝑄𝐴 (𝑡) − 𝑄𝐵 (𝑡) is the value of alternative A relative to the value of
alternative B. In order to compare β across animals, this relative difference is scaled
by 15𝛾 , representing the maximum Q value (as largest delivered reward was 12µl).
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To account for the influence of proximal choice output on subsequent decisions,
we included the parameter κ – the persistence factor. This measure captures the
extent to which the animal’s choice on the t-1 trial influences its choice on the t
trial irrespective of outcome. 𝐶𝑡−1 is an indicator variable that denotes whether the
animal selected alternative A on the previous trial (𝐶𝑡−1 = 1) or if it selected
alternative B (𝐶𝑡−1 = −1). To account for potential differences in bias between
sessions, a bias term, cx, was added for each animal. This constant term captures
spatial biases that animals have or develop in the course of a behavioral session.
We performed a maximum likelihood fit using function minimization routines of
the negative log likelihood of models comprised of different combinations of our
three parameters (α, β, γ, 𝜅 , c) in MATLAB. In order to resolve global minima,
the model was initiated from 75 random initiation points in the parameter space.

FIBER PHOTOMETRY
Viral Injection and Fiberoptic Cannula Implantation
Trained D1Cre/+ (n=8) and A2aCre/+ (n=7) mice were injected with adeno-associated
viruses and implanted with a custom fiberoptic cannula on a stereotaxic frame
(Kopf Instruments, Model 1900). Anesthesia was induced with 3% isoflurane +
oxygen at 1L/min and maintained at 1.5-2% isoflurane + oxygen at 1L/min. The
body temperature of mice was maintained at a constant 30C by a closed loop
homeothermic system responsive to acute changes in internal temperature
measured via rectal probe (Harvard Apparatus, #50-722F). After mice were secured
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to the stereotaxic frame, the skull was exposed and anatomical landmarks bregma
and lambda were identified. The skulls of the mice were subsequently leveled (i.e.
bregma and lambda in the same horizontal plane) and 0.5mm holes were drilled on
regions of the skulls above the target locations. A pulled glass injection needle was
used to inject 500nL of AAV5.hSyn-DIO-GCamp6f into the dorsomedial striatum
(DMS: AP: 0.85mm, ML: +/-1.35mm, DV: -2.85mm). Holes were drilled
ipsilaterally and injections were performed unilaterally per mouse. Virus was
infused at 125nL/min using a microinfusion pump (Harvard Apparatus, #70-3007)
and injection needles were left in position for 10-20 minutes to allow diffusion of
the viral bolus.

To implant each fiber optic, two 0.7mm bore holes were drilled ~2mm from the
DMS skull hole. 2 small screws were secured to the skull in these bore holes. A
400m fiberoptic cannula was lowered into the DMS injection site. Small abrasions
on the skull surface were created with a scalpel, following which, we applied dental
cement (Den-Mat, Geristore A and B) to secure the fiber optic placement. After
surgery, mice were given oxygen at 2L/min to aid in regaining consciousness. Mice
were incubated for 3-4 weeks before recordings were performed. ~2 weeks post-op
mice were food deprived and reintroduced to the serial reversal task previously
described.

Data Acquisition
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Before recording sessions, mice were attached to a fiber-optic patch cord (400m
core, 0.48 NA; Doric Lenses) to enable recordings. Patch-cords were attached to a
Doric 4-port minicube (FMC4, Doric Lenses) to regulate incoming and outgoing
light from the brain. An LED light driver (Thor Labs, Model DC4104) delivered
alternating

blue

(470nm,

GCamp6f

excitation)

and

violet

(405nm,

autofluorescence/movement artifact) light to the brain. Light was delivered at
~50W. The resulting excitation emissions were transferred through a dichroic
mirror, a 500-550nm filter and were ultimately detected by a femotwatt silicon
photoreceiver (Newport, Model 2151).

After attachment to the fiber-optic, animals were given a 5-min window to recover
from handling before the initiation of a session. All recorded mice were trained to
perform the relative reward serial reversal task before surgery. Animals were
reintroduced to the task ~2 weeks post-surgery. At 3 weeks, expression of the
GCamp6f construct was assessed and animals were trained to perform the task with
the attached fiber-optic. After a minimum of 4 weeks and 3 full training sessions
with the fiber optic, animals were eligible for recordings. Sessions lasted 1 hour.
We introduced a 0-1 temporal jitter after the ITI and before the choice period to aid
in dissociating task events.

Signal Processing and Analysis
Raw analog signals from behaving mice were demodulated (Tucker Davis
Technologies, RZ5 processor) and recorded (Tucker Davis Technologies,
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Synapse). Demodulated 470nm and 405nm signals were processed and analyzed
using custom Matlab (MathWorks, R2018b) scripts that are freely available on
request. Signal streams were digitally filtered and down-sampled to 20Hz. To
account for de-bleaching of backround autofluorescence in the patch cords over
long recording sessions, the demodulated 470nm and 405nm signals were fitted
with a cubic polynomial curve, which was subsequently subtracted from the signal.
The F/F of the debleached signals were calculated and the 405nm control signal
was subtracted from the 470nm GCamp6f emission signal. The subtracted F/F
was transformed into z-scores by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard
deviation of a 1min window centered on each point. These standardized
fluorescence signals were used for all subsequent analysis and visualization. The
Bpod State Machine delivered electronic TTLs marking behavioral events to
Synapse Software, which recorded their time and direction.

Modeling Signal Dynamics
The dynamics of temporal signal components was modeled as a function of action
output in the form of upcoming choice behavior (choice lateralization relative to
implant [Choice], stay/shift behavior [Stay], explore/exploit behavior [Explore –
choosing alternative opposite high value alternative as calculated by reinforcement
model]), reward (reward volume on previous trial [RewardHist], reward prediction
error [RPE] on previous trial and the relative action value on the current trial
[ΔQ*temp-1]), prior signal dynamics and the latency to initiate trials [LatInit].
Because the task phases occur after the integral period (10-5 seconds before
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initiation) and to deal with any correlation or anticorrelation, the preinitiation
integral was included as a regressor in modeling the signal. An indicator variable
to capture effort expenditure was added in the analysis of effort effects on signal
dynamics. To account for individual animal differences in signal components, we
utilized a linear mixed-model:

𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑃ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ~ 𝑅𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝐻𝑖𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝑅𝑃𝐸 + 𝑅𝐴𝑉 ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑦 + 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑟𝑒
+ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 + 𝑇𝑎𝑠𝑘 𝐿𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 + 𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑙 + (1|𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡)
+ [𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡] + 1
STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY
All data were initially tested with appropriate repeated measure ANOVA
(Prism8.0). Univariate regressions were performed in Prism8.0. Multivariate linear
regressions were performed using the fitlm function in MATLAB. Multivariate
linear mixed models were performed using the fitlme function in MATLAB. Main
effect and interaction terms are described within figures, figure legends and the
results. Temporal Phase slope coefficients were calculated using the polyfit
function in MATLAB. The integral of photometry signals was calculated using the
trapz function in MATLAB
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Results
Mice integrate reward benefits and costs into their decision-making
In order to model cost-benefit calculations in mice, we employed a dynamic twoalternative choice paradigm that probes elements of value-based decisions [1]. This
task implemented a block structure design with alternating relative reward
contingencies to prevent permanent response biases. In each block, one lever was
assigned a large reward outcome (consistent at 15uL for all reward environments;
Prew=0.75), while the other resulted in delivery of a small reward (0uL, 10uL for
large and small relative reward outcomes, respectively). Reward contingency
alternations were triggered by transient biases in proximal choice history (8 choices
to the large reward choice alternative in the previous 10 trials), requiring mice to
update subjective choice values in new blocks to maximize outcome.

Mice performed the value-based task in four sessions spanning large and small
discrepancies in reward benefit across equal and unequal cost regiments (Fig.1A).
The “performance index” (rate at which mice selected the high benefit outcome)
measured reward maximization and was modulated by the size of relative outcomes
(Fig.1C). As expected, reward environments with high outcome disparities lead to
higher rates of large reward selection on average (Fig.1C). The introduction of
effort thresholds (FR10) to large reward outcomes decreased average task
performance only in low relative benefit environments (Fig.1C).
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To gain insight into how mice regulated choice biasing in different environments,
we looked at outcome-dependent win-stay values. The probability that mice
repeated an action was significantly affected by the volume of the outcome
(Fig.1D,E). The application of an effort barrier to large outcomes led to a small but
significant decrease in the win-stay following these outcomes (Fig.1D).
Interestingly, even though effort thresholds were applied exclusively to large
reward options (see Methods), we observed a significant interaction effect for effort
on the win-stay probabilities of contralateral (small reward) choice alternatives
(Fig.1E). Large reward-associated effort barriers actually increased the win-stay
probability following small outcomes in low reward discrepancy sessions(Fig.1E,
right). These results, demonstrating that the application of effort costs to a choice
that is only marginally more beneficial than its counterpart largely elevates the
value of the contralateral choice, rather than depreciating the value of the affected
alternative, recapitulate our prior findings [1]. For a global measure of how mice
differentially weighed outcomes in different contingencies, we compared outcomestay probabilities (Large vs. Small). Unsurprisingly, the relative win-stay was
sensitive to relative reward volume, with a diminished effect for effort in large
reward discrepancy environments (Fig.1F).

In the above task, trials were self-initiated and completed by mouse-driven
execution of task events, generating distinct temporal epochs in task progression
(Fig.1B). Several studies suggest that movement vigor may be used as a readout of
the subjective utility of actions, in addition to choice patterns [40]. Indeed, a
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number of recent studies have shown outcome-dependent modulation of initiation
latencies in mice [1, 41]. To investigate the modulation of movement vigor by
benefits and cost, we analyzed the effect of total (Fig.1G-I) and relative (Fig.1J-L)
rewards on task latencies (specifically, initiation, choice and reward latencies).
Because rewards were delivered at the same rate (Prew=0.75) on both levers in all
sessions, the average reward for each choice in small discrepancy (15µL /10µL,
ΔRew=5µL) environments was higher than in large discrepancy (15µL/0µL ,
ΔRew=5µL) environments. Thus, we observed a significant effect for the reward
environment across all task latencies, with higher expected values (in 15uL/10uL
sessions) producing more efficient (i.e. faster) execution of task events on average
(Fig.1G-I). Interestingly, we noted a significant effect for added costs on average
reward latencies only (Fig.1I).

When we examined outcome-dependent (t-1) modulation of task latencies, we
found that, as expected, mice exhibited shorter initiation latencies (increased task
attending) in response to large outcomes. The relative discrepancy in initiation
latencies was sensitive to the relative magnitude of reward (Fig.1J). Mice exhibited
an opposing pattern in the regulation of choice latencies, with large rewards
producing longer choice latencies on subsequent trials (Fig.1K). We observed no
modulation in reward latencies according to previous outcome (Fig.1L). The
relative effort costs of prior outcomes did not significantly modulate task latencies
in any epoch (Fig.1J-L). In light of these findings and studies that suggest the
implementation of subjective values in movement vigor [40], we hypothesized that
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the activity of value circuits would correlate with relative reward benefits in the
preinitiation (i.e. “action planning”) and prechoice (i.e. “choice selection”) periods,
while implementing the costs of effort on value in the prereward (i.e. “outcome
expectation”) period.

Coordinated motor signals in direct and indirect pathway neurons in the
execution of task events
As the primary input structure of the basal ganglia, the striatum receives a diverse
complement of innervation from cortical, thalamic and midbrain areas [42-44]. As
a result, the striatum has crucial functions in reinforcement learning and goaldirected action[9]. To assess pathway specific DMS dynamics as mice performed
this value-based task, D1Cre/+ (n=8) and A2aCre/+ (n=7) mice were injected with a
Cre-sensitive GCamp6f virus, before implantation with a chronic optic fiber
(Fig.2A). After an incubation of 3-4 weeks, we recorded fluctuations in population
activity of direct pathway and indirect pathway SPNs (dSPNs and iSPNs
respectively) as mice chose between the two alternatives with contrasting reward
outcomes. (Fig.2B,C).

Progression through task events requires the completion of a routine sequence of
principle motor movements. Mice initiate trials via a center port after a variable
length ITI (>2s). They must then exit the magazine and make a lateralized
(ipsilateral/contralateral to their implant) movement to choose a lever. Upon
selection of the lever, mice make the opposite motor movement in returning to the
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center magazine for reward consumption. The final motor movement before trial
completion is a disengagement from the magazine lasting >1s (Fig.2B). Task events
were electronically marked (Fig.2C) and signal dynamics around specific taskassociated motor outputs were revealed in peri-stimulus time histograms, PSTHs
(dSPN: Fig.2D-G and iSPN: Fig.2H-K). While we noted potential movementrelated inflections in population activity in these aligned signals, the complexity of
peri-event signal dynamics and the slow decay kinetics of GCamp6f made it
difficult to attribute particular components of the GCamp6f waveform to individual
motor movements. To address this issue, we modeled the GCamp6f signal as the
sum of the GCamp6f response to individual behavioral events. Taking advantage
of the natural variability in task latencies, we performed a linear regression of the
raw signal on a time-shifted matrix of behavioral events, statistically
disambiguating the component of the peri-event waveform attributable to each
motor action[45, 46] (dSPNs: Fig.2L-O, gold; iSPNs: Fig.2L-O, green).

With this component breakdown of Gcamp6f activity, we were able to observe
common properties in the motor signal of DMS dSPN and iSPN populations: 1)
Initiation events were preceded by upward inflections in activity (Fig.2L) in both
pathways 2) A downward inflection in bulk activity anteceded choice selection
(Fig.2M) in both pathways 3) In anticipation of reward, mice exhibited rising dSPN
and iSPN population signals followed by silencing as they consumed rewards
(Fig.2N) 4) As mice disengaged from the reward apparatus, signal activity
recovered from its suppressed state (Fig.2O) before returning to baseline 5) The
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deconvolved GCamp response to individual behavioral events was highly
positively correlated between dSPNs and iSPNs(Fig.2L-O, r). Broadly speaking
then, rather than encoding opposing motor signals, the direct and indirect pathway
coordinate at the population scale to execute a goal-directed action sequence. This
coordinated pattern of direct and indirect pathway activity correlates with activity
seen in several other studies [47, 48] with similar task architectures, further
strengthening this conclusion.

Rewards similarly shape coordinated motor signals in dSPNs and iSPNs
Because proximal reward outcome significantly alters choice biases and modulates
initiation and choice latencies, we aligned the GCamp6f signals of trials segregated
by previous reward outcome in the relative reward task. Peri-event signal dynamics
from consecutive motor actions starting from the consumption of either large or
small rewards on the t-1 prior trial are presented (Fig.3A-D). First, we note
silencing in direct and indirect pathways neurons, regardless of reward magnitude,
coincident with entry into the magazine (Fig.3A-D). This silencing was
unsurprising as studies have shown inactivity of striatal dSPNs and iSPNs as
animals consume reward[47]. Differences in consumption-related activity arose as
mice consumed rewards of different volume, perhaps owing to increased latencies
required to consume larger rewards (Fig.3A-D).
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We next analyzed outcome-dependent signal dynamics in direct and indirect
pathway neurons antecedent to trial initiations – specifically, the contiguous
periods after previous trial disengagement(Fig.3E-H, second row), but before
subsequent initiation (Fig.3I-L, third row). Relative suppression of both SPN
subtypes was observed upon magazine disengagement following large reward
consumption (Fig.3, second row; gray, t > 0). Importantly, this post-disengagement
silencing was not a simple extension of the suppression observed during reward
consumption. Instead, outcome-dependent signal differences in this epoch emerged
after streams converged and returned to baseline fluorescence upon magazine exit
(Fig.3, second row; ~3 seconds after magazine exit), suggesting an active outcomedriven process.

We continued to observe significant outcome-related differences in both direct and
indirect pathway signal dynamics in the preinitiation “action planning” phase
(Fig.3, third row; gray) that followed. The magnitude of outcome modulation was
sensitive to the relative magnitude of reward (Fig.3I,K and J,L), with smaller
reward discrepancies resulting in less dynamic differences in observed signals. We
observed less dynamic previous outcome-dependent activity differences before
choice selection(Fig.3M-P, fourth row). Interestingly, the effects of reward volume
on population dynamics in subsequent trials appear broadly similar in the direct and
indirect pathway.
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To quantify these dynamics and gain a greater insight into the modulation of SPN
subtypes during decision-making, the population signals corresponding to the
“action planning”, “choice selection” and “outcome expectation” phases of the task
were modeled using first-order polynomials (Fig.4A). Similar to Fig.3, we noted a
significant effect for reward volume on population activity in the action planning
phase (Fig.4B,H), with large rewards producing more profound ramping in the lead
up to trial initiations (perhaps a rebound effect of the active outcome-dependent
preinitiation silencing process previously described) and smaller choice outcomes
producing more shallow ramps. We note a significant, but very small, difference
for prior reward on the outcome expectation of dSPNs, but otherwise observe no
effect for reward history on choice and expectation slopes in either pathway
(Fig.4D-F and J-L). To investigate the contribution of lateralized motor output to
fluctuations in SPN activity, we looked into average signal slopes in trials
associated with ipsilateral and contralateral choices (relative to implant). While we
observed no effect of upcoming choice lateralization on action planning dynamics,
mice exhibited elevated activity when making choices contralateral to their
implants in both pathways (Fig.4E,K, red). We then observed comparative
suppression as mice performed the opposite motor action to return to the reward
port (Fig.4G,M, red). The findings of correlated dSPN and iSPN activity in making
contraversive motor actions is consistent with several new studies that emphasize
pathway coordination [48, 49] in the execution of a motor sequence.

Modeling Direct and Indirect Pathway Circuit Dynamics
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Because of the diversity of DMS functions in motor control and reinforcement
learning, we sought to extract the relationship between pathway-specific population
Ca2+ dynamics and relevant behavioral variables using a multivariate linear mixed
model (Fig.5A, 15µL/0µL sessions, Prew=0.9). Using reinforcement Q-learning
[50] to generate trial-by-trial estimates of value computations, we modeled the
temporal GCamp6f signal components (initiation, choice and outcome expectation)
as the sum of the individual effects of current and prior motor and reward features
(Fig.5A). To reflect the idea that circuits are modulated from prior states, we
included an autoregressive indicator of previous value for each metric. We
additionally controlled for task latencies and differences in the baseline signal
ahead of trial initiation (calculated as the integral of GCamp6f activity from 10
seconds to 5 seconds before trial initiation). As expected, given prior analysis, we
observed a significant effect for reward history (t-1) in action planning (Fig.5B,
15µL vs 0µL shown), but not choice or outcome expectation phases of the trial
(Fig.5C-D). We similarly observed significant effects for contralateral choices on
the dynamism of choice and expectation task epochs, further demonstrating the
model’s ability to extract core features of signal dynamics observed in the prior
figure. Interestingly, the model revealed a significant effect for the lateralization
of upcoming choice on action planning signal dynamics in the indirect pathway
(Fig.5B).

When simultaneously accounting for several potential modulators of striatal
activity, we noticed broad homology in the direction and magnitude of reward and
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choice effects on dSPN and iSPN population dynamics. In the action planning
period, direct and indirect pathway neurons similarly encode reward history,
previous reward prediction error and the relative value of the upcoming trial
[Relative Action Value, RAV] (Fig.5B). While the coefficient for RPE is negative
in both pathways, there is also a significant interaction (positive coefficient)
between prior large reward and reward prediction error, in both pathways. This
indicates that the RPE signal following large reward outcomes (which exclusively
produce positive RPE values in this task) is less robust than following small reward
outcomes, for both pathways. Longer initiation latencies resulted in shallower
initiation ramping in both pathways and lower pretrial baselines resulted in steeper
ramps before initiation. Differences between pathways in the action planning phase
were limited to the choice lateralization effect in iSPNs noted previously and a
positive signal component for upcoming stay/repeat behavior exclusive to the direct
pathway. Thus, a similar complement of reward and motor features influence
preinitiation signal dynamics in dSPNs and iSPNs, with specializations in the direct
pathway for repeating prior actions and in the indirect pathway for choice
lateralization.

Because of the modulation of choice latencies by reward history, we hypothesized
that features of reward value would modulate signal dynamics in this temporal
epoch as well. While there is no effect for reward history in either pathway, indirect
pathway activity in this period continues to be significantly modulated by the
reward prediction error while direct pathway dynamics continues to be shaped by
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relative value and upcoming stay/repeat choice behavior. Interestingly, upcoming
exploration of low relative value alternatives produced a significant modulatory
effect on choice selection signal dynamics in both pathways (Fig.5C). When
considered with the coefficients from Fig.5B, we observe that the variables encoded
by dSPN and iSPN population activity change temporally, with certain variables
becoming more or less significant components of signal dynamics. Encoding of
prior reward history decays to non-significance in both pathways between the
action planning and choice selection trial epochs. While the reward prediction error
remains a significant component of iSPN activity in the choice period, this signal
is no longer a significant modulator of dSPNs. On the other hand, while the relative
value of a trial remains significant for dSPNs in the choice period, it no longer
significantly modulates iSPN activity. While the exploration of low value
alternatives was not encoded in action planning, it grew to be a significant
component of dorsomedial striatal dynamics in both pathways in the choice period.

During the outcome expectation phase, there are few significant choice or value
signals (Fig.5D), as hypothesized from task latency data. Of note, however, the
direct pathway continues to encode for the relative value of the trial in this temporal
epoch. It is interesting to note that the direct pathway significantly encodes for the
relative action value – with a contralateral choice interaction (ipsilateral choices
have a negative coefficient [RAV], contralateral choice have a less negative or
positive coefficient [RAV+Interaction]) – in each task phase. Thus, unlike other
signals, the direct pathway value signal does not decay as mice execute the task.
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Thus, while the indirect pathway encodes relative value briefly in the action
planning phase, the data suggest a more temporally persistent value signal in the
direct pathway. Of note, the direct pathway continues to encode for the exploration
of low value alternatives in the outcome expectation phase. In summary, the direct
pathway seems to be specialized to encode for value, with significant encoding of
repeat and exploratory behavior, while the indirect pathway is specialized for
encoding reward prediction error and anticipatory motor choice behavior.

Cost computations occur via the indirect pathway
Having a quantitative grasp on the dynamics of dSPNs and iSPNs in a reward
environment with no barriers to reward, we performed recordings on mice that
made decisions with associated effort (Prew=0.9; 15µL/0µL versus 15µL/10µL;
FR15/FR2 versus FR2/FR2). To quantify the modulatory signal effects of effort,
we introduced an indicator variable for high effort thresholds into our mixed model.
As we have previously stated, mice heavily weigh effort costs in reward
environments with small differences in potential benefit. We hypothesized that a
population correlate of this cost computation would either be diminished or
differentially regulated in high reward discrepancy environments, as effort costs are
discounted in these environments. In the pre-effort expenditure phases (action
planning, choice selection) we note that an upcoming/anticipated effort barrier
produces reward environment dependent effects on signal dynamics. In the action
planning phase, an upcoming effort expenditure produced a significant positive
coefficient in both pathways in large relative reward sessions.
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During the choice phase we observe a significant negative effect for effort in dSPNs
at large discrepancies and a significant positive effect for an upcoming effort
expenditure in iSPNs in small relative reward environments. As we noted
previously, effort costs in this task primarily influence choice behavior via
increasing the value of the alternative contralateral to the application of the cost. It
is interesting to hypothesize about the circuit regulation of this computation. One
possible mechanism is relative reward context-specific pathway activation in
response to anticipated effort costs. In such a model, we might expect activation of
stay/repeat signals in reward environments in which effort is discounted (Fig.6B,
dSPNs, ΔRew=15µL), and switch signals in reward environments in which effort
costs are more highly weighed (Fig.6B, iSPNs, ΔRew=5µL), all before the
execution of a choice.

Of potentially more interest, in the post-expenditure outcome expectation phase,
we observe that expended effort differentially modulates both direct and indirect
pathway activity (i.e. after the FR15 is complete) (Fig.6C). In the direct pathway,
high effort costs are associated with a significant but undifferentiated signal in both
the high and low reward contrast environments. In the indirect pathway, however,
while effort costs negatively regulate expectation-related signal slopes in high
relative reward environments, they positively regulate these dynamics in low
relative reward environments. This relative reward-dependent modulation of the
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indirect pathway correlates with the established integration of cost values in
decision making.

Discussion
Positive and negative action outcomes must be computed and weighed against each
other to facilitate adaptive decision making. In this paper we investigated how
neural signals for benefits and costs were distributed across SPN subtypes in the
dorsomedial striatum. Mice were trained in a two-alternative value-based task in
which differential reward benefits and costs (modeled as a greater response
schedule to reward delivery) generated unique patterns of value integration.
Behaviorally, we found that operant costs were discounted for choices with large
discrepancies in benefit. However, as the contrast between benefits decreased, costs
exerted stronger effects on choice patterns. To describe a circuit correlate for this
differential integration, we performed in vivo population recordings of direct and
indirect pathway neurons in the dorsomedial striatum. We first found broad
similarities in encoding features of reward and choice between the two pathways,
with specializations in the direct pathway for encoding relative value and repeat
choice behavior. Critically, we found modulation of cost signals in the indirect
pathway dependent on relative reward benefits, a direct correlate of the underlying
computational integration of effort values. This context-dependent modulation of
value signals provides strong evidence that the DMS acts as a functional node in
this cognitive process.
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In contrast to several studies that suggest an opposing control framework regulating
motor [23, 24, 29, 30] and reinforcement [10, 31, 32] components of striatal
activity, we observed broad coordination in the direct and indirect pathway as
animals performed task events. Recent evidence on coordination[38, 48, 49, 51] in
the striatal direct and indirect pathway give context to our findings and have spurred
reexaminations of current models[13, 39] of striatal function in reinforcement
learning. In a Pavlovian conditioning task, dSPN and iSPN populations were both
found to be modulated by features of reward[34], though dSPN activity increased
and iSPN activity decreased with increasing value. Interestingly, both direct and
indirect pathway SPNs were recently shown to encode positive reinforcement in
dorsolateral striatum, with DLS dSPN activation supporting goal-directed learning
and DLS iSPN activation driving formation of stimulus-response habits [38].

Our results further challenge conventional models; both the direct and indirect
pathway were modulated by reward variables – reward history, reward prediction
error, relative value – in our task. We resolved a specialization in the direct pathway
for the encoding of a value signal that persisted across task events. From this, we
may conclude that while gross correlations in positive outcome encoding exists
between DMS pathways, the direct pathway is particularly specialized for encoding
distinct features of positive value. The significant encoding of repeat behavior
(increased pathway dynamics in initiation and choice epochs) and exploratory
decision-making (decreased in outcome expectation) are consistent with prior
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studies of striatal function that demonstrate dSPN stimulation biasing towards
action repetition and iSPN stimulation supporting switch selection[52, 53].

Similarly, we demonstrate that costs or barriers to reward are encoded by both
pathways. However, while the direct pathway encoded the effort barrier similarly
in high- and low-benefit contrast environments (Fig.6C), the indirect pathway
seems specialized for context-specific cost calculations (Fig.6C) and may serve as
the computational substrate for cost discounting in decision making(Fig.6B-C). The
prolonged encoding of reward prediction error – with negative RPE more
drastically modulating signal dynamics - in the indirect pathway is consistent with
the heightened responsiveness to negative outcome often associated with iSPNs[34,
37]. Stimulation of iSPNs in ventral and dorsolateral, but not dorsomedial, striatum
has been associated with exploratory behavior [53], potentially accounting for the
lack of a significant exploration signal in the indirect pathway in the expectation
epoch. Taken together, the data on the encoding of positive and negative features
of reward suggest temporally specific implementations of value correlates in
pathways that coordinate motor and reinforcement signals, with fine attunements
for benefit in dSPNs and cost in iSPNs. These results at once challenge current
ideas of opposing roles of dSPNs and iSPNs in reinforcement learning, but also
provide for pathway specific functionality in reinforcement learning.

These

findings, then, represent a step towards reconciling traditional models of striatal
function[23-25], with more recent studies that emphasize correlated activity in the
performance of motor tasks [34, 47, 48].
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Previous work to identify a circuit substrate for cost-benefit calculations have
focused on prefrontal cortical regions. fMRI studies have characterized a
“comparator” function in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) – a neural
implementation of the difference in the rewards and losses generated by an
action[8]. Interestingly, the dorsomedial striatum has extensive associations with
prefrontal regions[42-44]. Indeed, the striatum, in its role as the primary input
structure of the basal ganglia, receives convergent projection inputs from a number
of regions with critical functions in reward processing[42-44]. The orbitofrontal
cortex strongly innervates both striatal pathways and has critical functions in
flexibly generating the expected value of anticipated reward and the updating of
action outcome signals[54-57]. Reward-related roles for the lateral prefrontal
cortex, itself with strong striatal projections, include the formation of associations
between motivated behaviors and their outcomes[58], particularly relevant in light
of the outcome-dependent modulation of task latencies in our task.

It is interesting to speculate about the role of the striatum in associating these value
signals with actions that are subsequently executed. Some have suggested that
while regions such as the LPFC are capable of more abstract implementations of
value[59, 60], the striatum uses a model-free approach to guide behavior - simply
reinforcing actions that produce positive outcomes and avoiding those with
negative outcomes[60-62]. What is certain is that the orchestration of a motor plan
directed toward the achievement of goal requires coordinated reward systems that
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must ultimately be bridged to motor output. The diversity of reward-related
prefrontal cortical input onto striatum makes it an ideal candidate to integrate
reward related information in the selection of actions. With its roles in encoding
and (as we have shown) comparatively computing positive and negative task values
along with its unique placement as an anatomical integrator of different information
inputs, the DMS is a logical circuit locus for neural implementation cost-benefit
interaction.
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Mice Dynamically Integrate Reward Costs With Reward Benefits
(A)Overview of experiment. Mice performed at two relative reward contrasts
across two relative effort requirements. (B)Schematic of trial structure wherein
mice perform repeated self-initiated trials with contrasting reward volumes
associated with each lever (C) Performance of mice in the goal-directed task. 0
indicates selection of the large reward outcome on 50% of trials. Higher values
>50%. (D) Large Reward Outcome (15uL) Win-Stay across conditions. (E) Small
Reward Outcome (varies by reward contrast) Win-Stay across conditions.
(F)Relative Win-Stay across conditions – compares the reinforcement of the large
reward outcome versus the small. (G-I) Average Latency to Initiate, Choice and
Reward, respectively, across reward conditions. (J-L) Relative Latency to Initiate,
Choice, Reward, respectively, across reward conditions. The phase specific latency
was calculated based on previous outcome. Latencies after a large reward outcome
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were compared to latencies after small reward outcomes. Negative values indicate
faster latencies after large reward. Data analyzed by 2-way RM ANOVA. All data
represented as mean  SEM.
Figure 2. Coordinated Direct and Indirect Pathway Activity During Task
Execution
Schematic of fiber photometry experimental setup; D1-Cre (n=8) and A2aCre(n=7) mice were injected with Cre-sensitive GCamp6f in the DMS and
implanted with optic fibers (B) Trial structure with principal behavioral events
highlighted (C) Annotated trace of Gcamp6f activity in D1 animal. Behavioral
events are electronically marked. (D-G) Direct Pathway: the peri-stimulus time
histogram for the 4 principal motor movements of the task (initiation, choice,
consumption, magazine exit) (H-K) Indirect Pathway: the peri-stimulus time
histogram for the 4 principal motor movements of the task (L-O) Average statistical
kernels of individual GCamp6f response to each behavioral event (dSPN, gold;
iSPN, green). Data from 15uL/0uL. Cross-correlation, r.

Figure 3. Reward Outcome Modulates Preinitation Activity Dynamics
Outcome-dependent PSTHs of consecutive motor actions, (A-D) starting from the
consumption of a small or large reward on the previous trial. (E-H) Magazine exit
following consumption of a large (red) or small (blue) reward. After animals
consume rewards, they must exit the magazine to initiate the next trial. (I,M; J,N)
PSTHs for consecutive motor actions on subsequent trial for the direct pathway at
high and low relative reward contrasts, respectively. (K,O; L,P) PSTHs for
consecutive motor actions on subsequent trial for the indirect pathway at high and
low relative reward contrasts, respectively. Data from 15uL/0uL . All data
represented as mean  SEM.

Figure 4. Quantifying Temporal Dynamics of Movement and Reward Signals
(A)Trials were broken up into three phases, an action planning phase (5 seconds
before an initiation), a choice selection phase (after the initiation and before the
choice) and an outcome expectation phase (after the choice but before the magazine
entry to consumer reward. These task epochs were quantified using a first order
polynomial. (B) Preinitiation slope according to previous outcome in the direct
pathway (C) Preinitiation slope according to forthcoming choice in high contrast
(left) and small contrast (right) reward environment. (D) PreChoice slope according
to previous outcome in the direct pathway (E) PreChoice slope according to
forthcoming choice in high contrast (left) and small contrast (right) reward
environment. (F) PreConsumption slope according to previous outcome in the
direct pathway (G) PreConsumption slope according to forthcoming choice in high
contrast (left) and small contrast (right) reward environment. (H) Preinitiation slope
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according to previous outcome in the indirect pathway (I) Preinitiation slope
according to forthcoming choice in high contrast (left) and small contrast (right)
reward environment. (J) PreChoice slope according to previous outcome in the
indirect pathway (K) PreChoice slope according to forthcoming choice in high
contrast (left) and small contrast (right) reward environment. (L) PreConsumption
slope according to previous outcome in the indirect pathway (M) PreConsumption
slope according to forthcoming choice in high contrast (left) and small contrast
(right) reward environment. All data represented as mean  SEM.

Figure 5. Mixed Model of Temporal Signal Dynamics
(A)The trial-to-trial slope values for each temporal epoch were modeled against
several reward and choice parameters. Additional variables for latencies and other
factors that may influence signal dynamics were also included. An autoregressive
value was also included. This model was applied to the Action Planning Phase (B),
the Choice Selection Phase (C) and the Outcome Expectation Phase (D). All data
represented as mean  SEM.
Figure 6. Effort Values Are Encoded in the Outcome Expectation Phase
Effort coefficients generated from model in each task epoch across reward
environments (A) Effort coefficient in the antecedent action planning phase for the
direct and indirect pathway. (B) Effort coefficient in the antecedent choice selection
phase for the direct and indirect pathway. (C) Effort coefficient in the outcome
expectation phase for the direct and indirect pathway. Notably, after effort
expenditure. All data represented as mean  SEM.
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DISCUSSION

In much of animal behavior, the outcome of an action is a powerful driver of the
events that follow that action. Positive or beneficial outcomes tend to reinforce
behaviors while negative or costly outcomes tend to discourage them. In practical
situations, however, action outcomes are rarely interpreted as wholly positive or
wholly negative. Indeed, outcomes have multiple features that must be weighed
against each other in a complicated cognitive process that recruits attentional,
motivational and reward processing mechanisms in the brain. The implementation
of these computations relies on neural representations of outcome value, both
positive and negative, associations with antecedent actions and adaptive
mechanisms to more efficiently pursue goals with future action. The process of
internally representing goals, generating action sequences to achieve those goal
and integrating the outcome of those actions into subsequent behavior is central to
animal fitness, and particularly relevant in human subjects. However, these goaldirected mechanisms are often perturbed in individuals with neuropsychiatric
disorders such ASD, schizophrenia, Tourette’s Syndrome and OCD.

Dysfunction in the utilization of reward to guide action is a common symptom
domain across psychiatric disorders. Furthermore, as I established in the
introduction to this thesis, these disorders share overlapping kernels of genetic
etiology. I suggested that insults to common genetic pathways result in
overlapping reward processing deficits. This endophenotype, in turn, is indicative
of shared functional defects in the neural circuits regulating reward processing in
neuropsychiatric disease. This concept is the logical underpinning of the work
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presented – that studying fundamental components of reward processing and how
these processes are corrupted by a high-association neuropsychiatric gene
(Nrxn1α) will create a closer association between the genetics that drive
abnormalities in these complex processes and the circuits that manifest them.
Other shared endophenotypes of neuropsychiatric disorders exist, such as social
deficits[1-4] and repetitive motor action[5-7]. I argue, however, that the
implementation of computational reward processes in behavior represents a
higher cognitive process that affects not just the selection of actions, but other
behavioral systems as well - such as motivation[8]. The very complexity of these
processes makes them interesting objects of inquiry, but similarly presents
significant challenges to their study[9].

Identifying and characterizing the relevant circuits mediating cognitive reward
computations is critical for future investigation and treatments, but has proved
slow due to difficulty developing multidimensional quantitative tasks that produce
stable “trait-like” patterns of behavior in a model system with high experimental
tractability. New technological advances in in vivo imagining/recording in rodent
systems, and mice in particular[10], have given us more insight into circuit
dynamics at the population and single-cell scale than we have ever had before.
Our thought was to test the capacity of mice to perform cognitive calculations of
cost and benefit, in order to use the readouts of this behavior to contextualize
circuit recordings. In this thesis, we began by developing and testing a multimodal
quantitative value-based assay in mice in which we demonstrated that mouse
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choice is highly sensitive to the relative benefit and costs of outcomes, a
complicated calculation that belies prior doubts about the cognitive complexity of
mouse decision making [9, 11]. We further showed that mice in this task exhibit
intra- and inter-subject stability in reward sensitivity. Utilizing a reinforcement
learning model to [12] parametrize choice biases, we gained a quantitative
estimate of core elements of mouse decision making.

Next, we attempted to create a clearer association between a specific
computational process – the discounting of cost in context of relative reward
contrasts – and a putative circuit substrate mediating that calculation. Utilizing
bulk recordings of the striatal direct and indirect pathway we were able to
characterize broad overlap in motor encoding at the population scale for D1 and
D2 SPNs – supporting a growing literature [13, 14], and calling into question the
classic firing rate model of the striatum [15, 16]. Both populations encoded
benefit and cost, with specialization in the direct pathway for reward benefits and
the indirect pathway providing correlates of cost integration in different relative
reward environments. By utilizing quantitative readouts of mouse behavior to
contextualize physiological data we bridge the gap between observed behavior
and circuits mediating behavior.

These functional insights guided our investigation of value processing deficits in
the Nrxn1α mouse model. We began by identifying core deficits in reward
processing in this model system using the tools developed in the other chapters of
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this thesis. We regionally isolated this dysfunction to forebrain regions using a
conditional knockout line crossed onto cortical and thalamic-specific Crerecombinase lines. From there, we performed recordings that showed differential
direct pathway population dynamics underlying the abnormal value-guided
choices observed in a mouse model of neuropsychiatric dysfunction – a first in the
field. This chapter is the synthesis of this thesis, integrating understanding of
quantitative mouse choice and in vivo physiology with genetic manipulation of
circumscribed circuits. Thus, this chapter presents a step forward in the
association of neuropsychiatric genes to circuit defects underlying high order
cognitive processes.

Interestingly, though this study focused exclusively on homozygous Nrxn1α
knockout, Nrxn1α mutations in human populations are almost uniformly found in
those heterozygous for the allele[17-19]. Patients homozygous for large insults to
the Nrxn1α allele are rare, and often severely affected by disease[18, 19]. In
recognition of this reality, we tested the Nrxn1α heterozygous littermates of
experimental mice utilized in Chapter 3. These mice were tested concurrently
with experimental cohorts and in the same behavioral battery. Heterozygous
deletion of Nrxn1α, however, did not demonstrate a deficiency in task
performance (Fig.1A-B) or sensitivity to reward benefits or cost (Fig.1C-D).
These mice regulated task engagement at wildtype levels (Fig.1E-F) and had
similar choice latencies with controls (Fig.1G-H), unlike their homozygous
counterparts.
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There are numerous examples of discrepancies in the behavioral phenotype of
heterozygous versus homozygous genetic models of cognition and
neuropsychiatric dysfunction. Of note, the severity and polarity (i.e. hypo- versus
hyper-) of dysfunction is not consistently correlated with zygosity or theoretical
genetic burden. Heterozygous, but not homozygous, knockout of the catechol-Omethyltransferase (COMT) gene, a primary inactivator of dopamine in prefrontal
cortex with associations to schizophrenia, has been associated with disturbances
in the exploration and habitation of novel environments[20]. Conditional CNSspecific knockout of ErbB4 resulted in diminished motor activity relative to
wildtype in homozygous mutants, but not in heterozygous mutants, in multiple
test environments [21, 22].

These results, along with those presented in this work, point to the current
limitations of utilizing genetic mouse models for the characterization of gene
functions in circuitry governing complex behaviors. As emphasized in the
introduction, genes operate within genetic and neural networks with high degrees
of interconnectedness. The deletion of a gene that is expressed presynaptically,
such as Nrxn1α, may alter function at the level of the synapse, neuron, local
circuit, loop circuit or whole brain region before ever manifesting as a measurable
phenotypic behavioral change. As such, there is no a priori logic that necessitates
that diallelic knockout models must produce more severe phenotypes than their
monoallelic counterparts – as indeed, they often do not. This line of thought
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further suggests that though genetic mutations leading to neuropsychiatric
disorders may occur most frequently in human patients as monoallelic genetic
insults, the genetic model used to study that insult may be either homozygous or
heterozygous for the specific mutation.

Future directions will seek to further isolate the defective junction in the reward
circuity of the Nrxn1α mouse. Indeed, defects in striatal circuit dynamics may be
the result of impaired corticostriatal connectivity previously observed in
individuals with ASD and schizophrenia [23-25], potential alterations in striatal
dopamine [12, 26, 27] or in cortical representations of value. Yet still, defects of
striatal circuitry itself may underlie this dysfunction. Another significant advance
would be to investigate potentially overlapping reward processing phenotypes in
other models of neuropsychiatric disease. Reward processing deficits in mice with
mutations in genes that confer risk for disorders in common with Nrxn1α (such as
Nlgn3) will prove indispensable. In sum, if behavioral pathology can be linked to
specific, rather than global, circuit defects, it could potentially provide a strong
foundation for directed future treatment strategies.
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